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FIG. 1. JUANITA,

1868

HER NAVAJO NAME WAS ASDZAA TL'OCI
I

(LADY WEAVER).

(Photograph courtesy National Anthropological Archives,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., neg. no. 55770)

"One of the Queenliest Women in Dignity, Grace,
and Character I Have Ever Met"
PHOTOGRAPHY AND NAVN0 WOMEN-PORTRAITS OF JUANITA,

1868-1902
Jennifer Nez Denetdale

I

n the early twentieth century, George Wharton James, a popular writer
and lecturer on southwestern indigenous cultures, met Juanita (Asdzaa
Tragi), a Navajo woman who is best known in the historical record as the
wife of Navajo leader and war chief Manuelito. The encounter resulted in
a series of photographs of Juanita and her family, images that James used to
illustrate a number of his books on the Southwest and Indian cultures. Reflecting on Juanita's portrait to convey his thoughts on the ills of White
civilization, James grandly proclaimed Juanita" one of the queenliest women
in dignity, grace, and character I have ever met."1 Like many other White
Americans of his generation, James imposed his own meanings onto Juanita's
life and onto Navajos in general. Thousands of photographs of Navajos,
including those by James, are housed in archival repositories all over the
United States. Many of the Navajo subjects in these photographs remain
unidentified; in fact, Juanita is only one of two Navajo women consistently
named in photographs.
Although photographs of Native peoples were taken throughout the
late nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, little has changed in their
photographic portrayals. To this day, representations of Navajo women and

j
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women's roles in Navajo society.
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men retain the visual language of those early photographs. White photographers have depicted Navajos in a setting associated with the beginning of
, the reservation period. Navajo men wear cotton shirts and trousers with
moccasins and are sometimes depicted holding bows and arrows. Navajo
women wear either the biil (a woven dress of their own manufacture) or
blouses and tiered skirts modeled after those of White or Hispanic women's
fashions of the late nineteenth century. Typically, both men and women
wear their hair in a bun tied with white yarn. What do these predictable
portrayals signify about Navajos? What do they tell scholars and others, if
anything, about the reality of Navajo culture or Navajos' historical experiences? In particular, what do photographs communicate about Navajo
women? Studies of Indians in photographs demonstrate that dominant
American society responds to photographs of American Indians based on
popular stereotypes. These images reinforce reductionist representations
while masking the unimaginable historical traumas Navajos have survived.
To examine questions about the photographic representation of Navajos, this article focuses on photographs of Juanita. The aim is to understand
how photography has ingrained popular perceptions of Navajos, and particularly of Navajo women, into the American imagination. Ripped from
historical and cultural context, the images frozen in these photographs have
been placed in American frameworks for understanding American Indians
and Navajo women. Women like Juanita have been cast by cultural producers into the predictable roles reserved for indigenous women, roles that nonIndian observers admitted were difficult to apply to Navajo women. 2 The
photographs do not tell Navajo women's stories; they reflect the ways in which
Navajo women have been stereotyped by mainstream American society. The
limitations of these representations for comprehending Navajo women's lives
are revealed further when scholars use gender as a category of analysis.
Historical records make few references to Juanita, who lived from approximately 1845 to 1910, a period of tumultuous changes for Navajos.3 Although their assessments of Navajos were initially positive, Americans quickly
discovered that Dine hardly considered these "new men" their allies or saviors. Instead, under American presence, cycles of slave raiding, which had
intensified with Spanish and then Mexican rule, escalated and resulted in
renewed conflict between Navajos, New Mexicans, and Americans. To a
great extent, slave raiding, of which Navajo women and children were primary targets, was the impetus for the "Navajo wars" of the 1860s. 4 In 1863,
under Kit Carson's scorched-earth campaign against them, thousands of
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Navajos turned themselves in at American forts. For the first two years of the
war, Manuelito and his band managed to elude the u.s. military. Juanita
remained alongside her husband Manuelito, whom the U.S. Army considered one of the most resistant of the Navajo leaders. 5 The warrior Bighorse,
who rode with Manuelito, remembered: "Manuelito takes some warriors to
Fort Sumner. I don't know how many days they ride. They take extra horses.
Manuelito takes his wife, Juanita. She is a very tough lady. She is brave and
uses guns and bows and.arrows. She is always by Manuelito, her husband."6
After investigating the conditions under which Navajo prisoners were living
at Bosque Redondo, Manuelito preferred to keep his freedom for as long as
possible. During the course of the war on her people, Juanita, like many
other Navajo women, lost children both to the New Mexican slave traders
and to disease.
In 1866 Manuelito, ill and starving, finally surrendered to the U.S. Army.
Along with Juanita, their immediate family, and clan members, Manuelito
journeyed to the Bosque Redondo prison, where they were incarcerated
with other Navajos until 1868, when Navajo leaders signed a treaty with the
U.S. government. Some major treaty provisions included Navajo promises
to send their children to American schools, to allow instruction in Christianity, and to take up farming. In return, the United States created reservation from a portion of the Navajo homelands and guaranteed annuities
for ten years. Like many other Navajo families, Manuelito and Juanita returned to their original home outside present-day Tohatchi, New Mexico;
where the couple continued to be recognized as leaders of the Navajo people.?
Juanita has been referred to by historians as a Mexican slave, a captive
who married Manuelito and subsequently became his favorite wife. In 1880
Navajo agent John Bowman ordered Manuelito to release his slaves. The
Navajo leader replied that he held no slaves, for they were free to go where
they wished. Although historians have referred to Bowman's report as an
indication that Juanita had been a slave at one time, Bowman, in fact, does
not name her explicitly.8
In 1894, Juanita was widowed and, with her daughters and their families,
moved closer to the present-day Tohatchi cOJ;nmunity. Juanita told her grandchildren stories of her life, including her trip to Washington, D.C., in 1874
as part of a delegation of Navajos who met with Pres. Ulysses S. Grant.
Juanita's great-grandchildren still tell the story of her death (ca. 1910).9 She
is remembered and honored as the grandmother and mother who left a
land base for her descendants.

a
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Very little can be learned about Navajos from photographs. Rather, what
can be learned is how the West privileges photography, how Navajos appear
to the West, and how limited these representations are. 1O These limitations
are directly related to a system of power that authorizes only certain representationsY Likewise, photographs of Juanita, which depict her at different
stages in her life, have been interpreted to reinforce popular American beliefs about American Indian and Navajo women-primarily that they are
either "princesses" who bring recognition to their people based on their
status and relationship to Whites, or that they are "squaw-drudges" who are
subordinate to Navajo men. 12 The failure of scholars to interrogate the existing records on women like Juanita undermines attempts to understand the
past and present of Navajo women's lives.
Photography and Navajos

Numerous studies have tracked how the medium of photography has created and shaped popular understanding of the American West, and specifically, how American Indians can be understood through this medium.
Photographs inserted American Indians into an existing discourse with predetermined meanings. Some images identified individual American Indians as
the official representatives of their "race" and as stewards of the land. Other
portrayals confirmed the popular American belief that Indians would vanish
because of their inability to adjust to modern changesY Perhaps the most
familiar rendering of American Indians is that of bonneted warriors astride
their horses. 14 Scholarly studies have observed that photographs confirmed
anthropologists' ethnographic observations, thereby serving the interests of
imperialist or commercial expansion, particularly the nineteenth-century
concepts of Manifest De~tiny and the "White man's burden."15
In the Southwest, the Pueblo peoples found themselves the focus of writers, artists, photographers, and tourists who promoted the region as a place
for Americans to visit. Images of Pueblos as passive, peaceful, and familyoriented peoples have not changed substantially since the first descriptions
made by Spanish observers. Literary critic Barbara A. Babcock has commented on these images: "Perhaps the only thing more surprising than the
consistency and the popularity of such images is their longevity. The landscapes and peoples and distinctive objects being portrayed in Castaneda's
chronicles of the sixteenth century, [Frank Hamilton] Cushing's descriptions of the nineteenth century, and in contemporary times, sound and look
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remarkably the same.''16 Photographs of Pueblos were created and conveyed
by a system of power that authorized "certain Pueblo cultural representations while blocking, prohibiting, and invalidating others."17 With the emergence of a national marketplace for Indian arts and crafts, indigenous peoples
came to be seen within its context. Images of sedentary Pueblo peoples
drew curious travelers and quieted their fears about the "wild West." Pueblo
villages, with their emphasis on community, allowed White Americans to
draw parallels between lifestyles and reassured them that Native peoples
had accepted American beliefs and values. ls Literary critic Leah Dilworth
has pointed out that Americans have understood indigenous peoples within
a context that reflects their own concerns and fears. In the late nineteenth
century, those anxieties included uneasiness about rapid industrialization,
urbanization, and shifting gender roles. Accompanying these concerns were
White Americans' need to justify the dispossession of Native peoples. 19
Studies of American Indians in photographs have concentrated on the
portrayal of men. Now emerging in the literature, however, are gendered
critiques that examine the imaging of Native women in literature, history,
and photography and expand on Native American studies scholar Rayna
Green's classic investigation of representations ofAmerican Indian women.
Green's examination of non-Indian literary and artistic depictions of Native
women revealed that these princess and squaw-drudge depictions, rooted in
western traditions and reflecting the colonizers' perceptions, were and still
are tied to practices of conquest. 20
Anthropologists Patricia Albers and William James note that photographic
depictions ofIndian wO,men, mostly in the form ofpostcards, exhibited greater
variation in content and themes than did printed and other pictoral media
but that thes~ variations also were best understood within the popular prin)
.
cess and squaw-drudge images. 21 Specifically, prior to 1915, the images, produced for a national audience, emphasized the exotic. After 1915, these
portrayals, now aimed at a local tourist and art market, depicted Native
women in domestic scenes and engaged in crafts. New scenes also placed
women in identifiable Native settings such as hogans and teepees. Albers
and James, like Green, note that these images failed to acknowledge Native
women's historical realities.
A more recent work, Heart ofthe Circle: Photographs by Edward S. Curtis
of Native American Women edited by Sara Day, is the first book exclusively
devoted to Curtis's images of Native women. Reevaluating Curtis's photographs, writer Pat Durkin suggests that Curtis managed to capture American
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Indian women's lives realistically.22 Hundreds of his images of Native women
in tasks such as food preparation and childcare reveal crucial roles ofIndian
women in their societies. Women's presence was inconspicuous in political
and economic realms, but their voices were heard behind the scenes as
men conferred with them.
Americans' beliefs and assumptions about their own society were reflected
in images of Native women who were typically objectified through the standard representation of them as squaws and princesses. Babcock's examination of the images of Pueblo women in the Southwest from the nineteenth
century to the present demonstrates that Pueblo women are typically portrayed as olla maidens. The olla maiden is part of a long "story of the
aestheticization of the Other," in which Native women and the things they
make become both the symbol and source of cultural identity, survival, and
social continuity.z3 This imaging device essentializes non-Western women
and relegates them to a static, ahistorical status. Z4 As olla maidens, Native
women become the mediators between cultures and vehicles of both stability and change.
Anthropologist James C. Faris's critique of existing photographs of Navajos demonstrates that those representations have remained unchanged, beginning with the first photographs taken of Navajos in 1868, and are tied to
colonial enterprises. The photographs of Navajo women, however, have yet
to be scrutinized. Until the end of the nineteenth century, the American
public saw few photographs or other images of Navajos and Apaches because they were still seen as "savage."Z5 The first photographs of Navajos
wtire taken during their imprisonment at Bosque Redondo, New Mexico
Territory, where, between 1864 and 1868, they were prisoners of the U.S.
government. Navajos' "capture" by the camera was metaphoric of their
imprisonment. Similar to the ways in which other American Indians were
posed, Navajos were understood within the familiar frameworks for understanding Native peoples. These categories included ideas about assimilation and acceptance of American beliefs and values. However, as Faris has
pointed out, Navajos were also interpreted within categories created by the
first Spanish reports and echoed by American travelers, anthropologists, and
archeologists. These early reports appeared when Navajos were in a state of
transition. Consequently, Navajos have been portrayed as "late arrivals" into
the Southwest, a people who borrowed many of their creation narratives,
ceremonies and rituals, cultural practices, and clothing from surrounding
tribal peoples and European immigrants. z6
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In his study of Navajos and photography, Faris includes portrayals that
cast Navajo women into familiar roles with which Americans could easily
identifY. Navajo women were presented in domestic activities such as cooking, weaving, caring for children, and tending sheep flocks. They were also
posed in much the same way privileged White families sat for portraits. In
such settings, they were dressed in either the biil or the nineteenth-century
White or Hispanic women's attire, which has also come to stand for the
"traditional" dress of Navajo women. Consequently, they become yet another signifier of Navajos as people, who are primarily cultural changers
and adapters in American eyes. 27
Most commonly, photographers portrayed Navajo women as weavers.
Navajo women's woven textiles were renowned throughout the colonial Southwest. Originally, clothing for personal use, Navajo textiles quickly became
valuable trade items, first sought out by the Spanish and then the Mexicans.
Indeed, ownership of one of these textiles was a mark of stature. By the late
nineteenth century, these waterproof, finely woven, Navajo-made textiles were
prized commodities in the emerging national arts and crafts market.
Today most Americans still know Navajo women primarily as the weavers of these fine blankets. These stereotypical images have veiled the meaning of the textiles themselves, and importantly, of Navajo women's labor. As
anthropologist Kathy M'Closkey has argued, scholars like Gladys Reichard
categorized Navajo women's knowledge as secular and considered their
economic contributions to their families as "pin money."28 These notions
devalued their knowledge and suggested that women made little economic'
contribution to their family's prosperity. In reality, weavers' knowledge, rooted
in cultural knowledge that has ceremonial and spiritual significance, has
been crucial to Navajo cultural survival. Their labor often meant the difference between having enough to eat and falling into starvation.
Photographs of Juanita, and other images of Navajos, became available
to the Navajo public in the 1960s. Non-Indian researchers, many of whom
were employed by the Navajo Nation, uncovered the photographs while
canvassing archives for the Navajo land claims. They subsequently published some of their findings in the Navajo Times, a newspaper created under
the auspices ofthe Navajo Nation. In 1980 RobertA. Roessel Jr., a non-Indian
educator, published a book of photographs of Navajos-this was the first time
that Navajos actually viewed these nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
photographs. z9
Juanita is one of two Navajo women consistently identified in archived
and published photographs of Navajos. Taken between 1868 and 1902, these
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photographs include single portraits of Juanita, and pictures of her with her
husband and a son, as a member of a delegation to Washington, D.C., and
with her daughters and grandchildren. The photographers who portrayed
Juanita worked within the same ethos as other photographers of their day.
Her images reflect standard notions associated with American Indians including the eventual disappearance of Native peoples, loss of traditions, and
their assimilation into American culture. Her photographs 'also illustrate
the imagined benefits of "primitive" life as White Americans sought to ease
their own anxieties about the ills of modern industrial and urban civilization. The images ofJuanita as a weaver foreshadow the prominence ofNavajo women's roles as weavers in the American imagination. By the twentieth
century, the image of Navajo women as weavers was linked to the emerging
national Indian arts and crafts market.
Photographs of Juanita

The earliest photographs of Navajos were taken in 1868 during their internment at the Bosque Redondo prison from 1864 to 1868. Several photographs
from this era depict groups of Navajos laboring in cornfields, gathering to
receive food rations, and building the fort that housed the American officers
and soldiers. 30 Portraits from this period include one of a young Juanita
(fig. 1) taken by Valentin Wolfenstein, one of the many itinerant photographers working in the West. There is also a family style photograph of
Manuelito, Juanita, and a son (fig. 2). The props in this image are the same
as those in the portrait of Juanita, suggesting that the two photographs were
taken at the same time. Taken by Charles Bell, a series of portraits of the
Navajo delegation to Washington, D.C., in 1874 show Juanita to be the only
female member of the delegation (fig. 3)' That series also includes an image ofJuanita with Indian agent William F. Amy (fig. 4)' In 1881 Manuelito
and Juanita sat for a photographer at Fort Wingate (fig. 5). Photographers
repeatedly captured the two posed as a couple. In 1902 George Wharton
James spied Juanita with her daughters at the Tohatchi school, one of the
first to be established on the reservation, and persuaded her to sit for a series
of portraits (figs. 6 and 7)' James also used Juanita's portrait (fig. 7) to illustrate some of his books including Indian Blankets and Their Makers. 3! Faris
observes, "Poor Juanita, the wife of Manuelito and the most photographed
of all early Navajo women, had to endure James's camera through numerous poses.",2
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The portrait of Juanita by Wolfenstein (fig. 1) was taken soon after Navajos signed the Treaty of 1868. Young
Juanita's pose is associated with wealthy
families who commissioned self-portraits. 33 Because of their important positions in both White and Navajo
society, several leaders such as Manuelito and Barboncito were the subjects ofsuch portraits. Although White
persons of financial means ordered
these photographs for their personal
use, Native peoples most likely neither
commissioned these portraits nor came
to own them. This particular portrait
of Juanita uses the same backdrop as
the only existing portrait of Barboncito. 34 From 1868 and well into the
early reservation period, Juanita often
accompanied her husband on his journeys to meet American and Navajo
leaders. This portrait of Juanita docu- FIG. 2. MANUELITO, JUANITA, ANI.?
SON, 1868
ments her presence at these encoun(Photograph courtesy National
ters and could perhaps be read.as
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian
evidence of a long and lasting relationInstitution, Washington, D.C., neg.
ship between her and Manuelito, a
no. 55769)
union that their descendants have characterized as one of mutual respect. 35
Juanita's manner of dress-her biil, a bead necklace, and buckskinwrapped moccasins-is the way photographers have portrayed Navajo
women to.the present day, signifying the "traditional" Navajo woman. Because the images present Navajo women in a blend of indigenous wear,
with styles adopted from Pueblos and non-Indian women, they confirm existing ideas about Navajos as people who have adapted and incorporated
cultural items. This interpretation fails to acknowledge that Navajos are
- indigenous to North America, that Native peoples have always experienced
change, and that the ability to adapt and incorporate new forms and thoughts
into existing cultural beliefs and practices has fostered survival and prosperity.
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Efforts to assimilate Navajos into American society began with the "experiment" at Bosque Redondo in 1863 and were renewed under President
Grant's 1874 Peace Policy. Indeed, American narratives characterize the
Navajo defeat in 1863, their incarceration at Bosque Redondo for four years,
and their subsequent release and return to Dinetah in 1868 as a "learning
experience," during which Navajos "took with them [back to their homeland] an improved knowledge of agriculture and vocational trades, better
methods of constructing hogans in which they lived, and an appreciation of
the convenience of wagons."36
As the wife of a prominent chief, Juanita was a member of the Navajo
delegation that traveled to Washington, D.C., to meet with President Grant
in 1874- The Navajo leaders' determination to meet with the president and
journey to the capital followed a tradition that has roots in the earliest official meetings between Indian and American leaders. Over the course of
several decades, White Americans had brought Native leaders to the nation's
capital in hope of impressing upon them the power and resources of the
American government and the material benefits of White civilization. 37

FIG. 3. NAVAJO DELEGATION, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1874
(Photograph courtesy National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C., neg. no. 241O'C)
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Manuelito, who led the Navajo resistance against the American invasion of
Navajoland in the 18605, remained a leader among his people and was an
important delegate for the trip to the East. Some scholars, echoing nonIndian observers, deemed the Navajo trip frivolous and self-s~IYing, but,
following a long-established custom among Native leaders, Manuelito believed that his right was to speak personally to the U.S. president. J8 Always
concerned about Navajo land claims, Manuelito hoped to persuade President Grant to return more land to Navajos and try to resolve the ongoing
conflicts between Navajo herders and New Mexican ranchers. William F.
Amy, agent to the Navajos, had his own motivations for agreeing to the
journey. In addition to giving the "untutored aborigines" a "better idea of
civilization" and inspiring "them to higher ambition," he planned to trade
prime Navajo grazing lands for less desirable ranges, a plan that the Navajo
leaders had not fully realized. J9 Although Agent Amy had submitted the
names of other Navajo leaders' wives to his superiors, Juanita was the only
woman to accompany the delegation. 40
The Navajo delegation began its journey on 15 November 1873. They
convened in Santa Fe, where they spent several days before moving on to
Denver, Colorado. At their final destination, Washington, D.C., studio photographer Charles Bell produced a series of photographs of the delegation
members (figs. 3 and 4). These shots reflect American beliefs and values
about Native peoples including notions about assimilation policies and ideas
about family and nation. The photographs also mark the shifting meanings
of Navajo women's lives, as a national market for Navajo textiles emerged
and Navajo women became best understood in the role of weavers.
Bell's photographs of the delegation also reflect Manuelito's important
status. Manuelito, clasping a fringed quiver and flanked by his wife and
their son Manuelito Segu,ndo, sits in the center of the group, signifying his
privileged position among his people. Amy, standing directly behind Juanita,
has a Navajo-made textile slung over his shoulder with the message, "1776
USA," woven into it. Three of the Navajo men carry bows, items that signify
the warrior (these props were possibly provided by the photographer). Ironically, only a few years before this image was taken, the U.S. Army had militarily defeated Navajos, but this picture portrays the men as fierce warriors
and noble savages. Existing photographs of Manuelito and Juanita indicate
their familiarity with studios and picture taking and suggest a level of experience and contact with Whites and various White institutions that other
Navajos lacked. Some collaboration between photographer and subject is
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thus implied. Scholars, however, must remain cognizant of the unequal
relationship between these parties. 4! Faris notes of the positioning of Navajos in nineteenth-century photographs, "This is not an appropriate mode
for subjects who have succeeded; it implies control, supervision, command,
rule, test, defeat, arrest."42
According to the narratives frozen and transmitted in those images, Navajos were taking their place among the many other peoples, including those
from diverse European and Mrican backgrounds, to become citizens of the
United States. Manuelito, one of the Natives most resistant to American
colonialism, had not only become assimilated but had become an advocate
of assimilation policy. Reflected in photographs of Manuelito and Juanita
are federal Indian policies that sought to recreate Navajo families based on
the American model of the nuclear family headed by the husband. These
photographs, taken over at least three decades, position them as a couple
much like any other in the United States, illustrating American assumptions about the domestication of Navajos (figs. 2 and 5).
Cultural studies scholars like Laura Wexler and Judith Williamson have
discussed how photographs have been used to suggest and validate the integration of people of color into the American national familyY Williamson
has explained that photographs convey messages about proper family roles:
"Photographs played not merely an incidental but a central role in the development of the contemporary ideology of the family, in providing a form
of representation which cut across classes, disguised social differences, and
produced a sympathy of the unexploited with their exploiters. It could make
all families look more or less alike."44 As Wexler also explains, the use of
photographs to create the semblance of American families "laid down the
future possibilities for historical distortion and violent denial that operated
both forward and backward in time."45
For Navajos, re-establishing their lives in their homeland meant confronting American assimilation including those policies advocated by Grant's
peace policy. The policy's goals were to change conditions that government
officials saw as lawless, unethical, and immoral. The reforms included replacing army officers who served as Indian agents with males from specific
Christian denominations. Assigned the Navajo reservation as their domain,
Presbyterian agents were instructed to model moral and civilized behavior,
eradicate drunkenness and polygamy, and inculcate Christian values. In addition, they would mediate conflicts between Navajo herders and New Mexican ranchers over public-domain grazing lands along reservation boundaries.
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On 1 September 1873, Amy replaced William Hall as Indian agent at
Fort Defiance. As a new Presbyterian agent, Amy subscribed to the program
designed to "kill the Indian to save the man." He was described as "the
worse agent the Navajos ever had to contend with."46 Opposed to any behavior that deviated from Christian beliefs and values, Amy immediately banished from the fort White men who lived with Navajo women. For Amy, the
Dine could do only two things right: raise sheep and weave blankets. 47
During the formation of Grant's peace policy, Maj. Gen. Oli'(er O.
Howard visited indigenous peoples in the Southwest, ostensibly to ease ten~
sions between Apaches and Navajos.4s Howard's recollections of his meeting with Manuelito led him to declare, "As he [Manuel ito] and his men
rode away my eyes followed this splendid leader, and I rejoiced that so fine
a man was using every energy to bring joy and happiness to all about hima war chief no longer, but a man of peace."49 Because Manuelito was one of
the few remaining leaders who had experienced the Navajo war~, it was in
the interest of Presbyterian Indian agents to use him as a role model. Historian Norman Bender states of Manuelito's influence:
Barboncito and Armijo, two of the old chiefs, died during the year
[1871]. Ganado Mucho, another old chief, then assumed a position of
authority in the tribe.... However, in further restructuring of the
tribal hierarchy, Manuelito, a younger and more militant subchief,
ascended to a prominent position. Only time would tell how his role in
tribal affairs would be defined, but the white residents at the Navajo
agency certainly hoped he would also understand and appreciate the
peaceful intent of the Grant Peace Policy.50
Embedded in the portraits of Manuelito and Juanita are notions about
proper social relationships, ideal relationships between men and women,
and marriage and monogamy. In particular, these portraits intimate that
Navajos adopted Victorian attitudes about marriage and sexuality. As Wexler
notes, photographs were a mode of domestic representation that inscribed a
set of relationships and created a system of meaning between the subjects.
Family portraits, with their origins in nineteenth-century bourgeois domestic photography, "related images to one another and to other cultural practices through a hierarchizing narrative of social signs. Thus, photographic
sentiment helped to create the hierarchies of domesticity that, ostensibly~ it
only recorded."51
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In figures 2 and 5, Manuelito's large stature is obvious despite being seated.
Juanita sits appropriately-for an American audience-in a lower position
next to her husband. In figure 5, Manuelito wears a top hat that appears to
be perched on top of the headband customarily worn by Navajo men, the
photographer seems to have provided the hat as an afterthought. In figure 2,
a young man, probably a son of Manuelito and Juanita, stands with his hands
touching the shoulders of his parents, thus forming an intimate family circle.
In contrast to what the photographs imply about power relationships between women and men in Navajo society, Navajo women today still do not
consider themselves subordinate to their husbands. In many areas of
Navajoland, Navajos hold matrilineal clans central to their identities. Women
continue to dictate land use through matrilineal clans and to exert traditional claims to their homes and livestock.
White Americans' fears and ambivalence about the nature ofIndian societies are also suggested in these photographs. They would have been horrified and alarmed if they had learned that Manuelito had fathered numerous
children by different women. Throughout the-early reservation period, White
missionaries, federal officials, and teachers attempted to abolish Navajos'
polygamy but some White men, like trader Thomas Kearn and government
employee Anson Damon at Fort Defiance, followed the Navajo practice
and married multiple Navajo partners. 52 Anthropologist Ann Stoler has argued that colonial authorities attempted to maintain racial and class hierarchies between the colonizers and the colonized. 53 Whites feared that
prolonged contact with Natives and their environment would lead to physical and moral degeneration. Those White men who dared to cross ethnic
boundaries were censured and exiled from the reservations. 54
Although photographs conveyed a message ofsuccessful assimilation and
the acceptance of American beliefs and values by Navajos, they foreshadowed the popular image of Navajo women as weavers. In one photograph,
Juanita and Arny face each other, with Amy seated so that he is gazing down
at her (fig. 4)' Surrounded by Navajo-made textiles and a fake boulder, Juanita
holds a weaving implement in one hand. When this photo was published in
the Navaio Times, the caption indicated that Juanita was the weaver of the
t<;xtile on the loom. 55 The copy of this photograph held at the Smithsonian
is labeled "Juanita and Gov. Arny showing blankets, etc."56 Juanita, although
never publicly recognized for her ability and skill as a weaver, is portrayed
as a "living" exhibit, the weaver of fine textiles that were gaining national
recognition by the late 1870s.
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FIG. 4. JUANITA WITH WILLIAM F. ARNY, 1874
(Photograph courtesy National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C., neg. no. 2405)

Soon after his arrival in Navajoland, Amy saw the possibilities for a national market in Navajo arts and crafts. He most likely took advantage of
Juanita's presence to enhance the arts and crafts exhibits that he set up in
the major cities where the delegation stopped. Certainly, the photograph of
Amy and Juanita implies his intentions. At each delegation stop, Amy promoted Navajo crafts. At the first stop in Denver, hundreds of curious spectators visited the hotel's bridal suites to view Navajo textiles and crafts, and to
marvel at the "dusky sons of the forest," a term the Santa Fe Daily New
Mexican used in its reports of the Navajo assembly.57 That Navajos were not
inhabitants of forests but people of a terrain that encompassed both arid and
forested regions was lost on White Americans. The caption on the photograph of Juanita and Amy indicates that they were "showing blankets," and
that, at the same time, she was on exhibit. While many Navajo women
donned AmericanlHispanic style skirts and blouses after 1868, Juanita continued to wear the woven biil and moccasins with buckskin leggings. For
the White spectators, Juanita epitomized Navajo weavers. As the maker of
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woven textiles, Juanita must have conjured up visions of the primitive Native American past.
Photographs of Juanita as a member of the delegation to Washington,
D.C., foreshadowed the emergence of
a national interest in Indian arts and
crafts, but it was the establishment of
the Santa Fe Railway in the Southwest that allowed for the development
of this market. Railroad companies
formed business links with entrepreneurs like Fred Harvey who worked
. ')with artists, writers, and photographers to create interest in the Southwest. An explosion of information
about southwestern indigenous peoples circulated in ethnographic reports, popular magazines, and tourist
FIG. 5. MANUELITO AND JUANITA, 1881
literature. White Americans' interest
(Photograph by Ben Wittick courtesy
in indigenous life, especially in NaArizona Historical Society, Tucson,
tive arts and crafts, reflected their own
neg. no. 30333)
concerns and fears. Images of the
Southwest stirred nostalgia for an idealized American past by invoking an
agrarian republican hiJtory in which artisan labor was highly valued. Images of Indian women tending to their families and domestic tasks spoke
to America's preoccupation with urban and industrial transformation and
shifting gender roles.'s
Among the influential popularizers was George Wharton James, who
traveled throughout the Southwest and collected indigenous material culture. James's lectures and publications established a set of standards for collectors and others to ascertain the quality oftheir purchases. These standards,
including an insistence on the use of hand-spun wool yarn, natural dyes,
and wool warps, influenced the Indian arts and crafts market for generations. During one of James's travels around 1902, he met Juanita and her
family and took a series of portraits with which he illustrated a number of his
books. James's photographs reflect White Americans' beliefs about Native
peoples and demonstrated a facet of the relationships between collectors,
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Navajo artisans, and the developing ethnic-art market. Juanita, as the wife of
the war chief Manuelito, became a symbol, a living relic, linking the traditional and primitive Dine past to the increasingly modern twentieth century.
James also managed to collect one of Juanita's biils. For Juanita, her treasured
biil was a link to the past; for James, it symbolized Native authenticity. 59
In 1894, Manuelito died at his home near present-day Tohatchi, New
Mexico. With his death, an era passed. Juanita moved with her two daughters and their husbands (who were brothers) closer to Tohatchi and onto
lands that their husbands' clan had occupied prior to 1868. The Manuelito
family members were familiar figures in the Tohatchi region, where Juanita
was often seen herding sheep with her grandchildren. 60 Held in high regard by the local community, the family, particularly Juanita and her eldest daughter, used its influence to encourage Navajo families to enroll
their children at the Tohatchi school. There, at the school, James spied
the elderly Juanita.
Most likely taken at the Tohatchi school, James's photographs were probably the last images taken of Juanita. James used the family photographs in

The Indians of the Painted Desert Region: Hopis, Navahoes, Wallapais,
Havasupais (1903), titling one "The Widow, Daughters, and Grandchildren
of the Navaho Chief, Manuelito."61 In this image, Juanita wears her biil, in
contrast to her daughters who don the cotton blouses and skirts of the postBosque Redondo period (fig. 6). The older daughter was known as Red
Mustache's wife. In letters written by Indian agents, she is referred to as
"Shizie," the meaning of which remains unclear. 62 The other daughter is
listed as "Ahkinbah" in the 1915 census. 63 Standing in the back of the group
is Juanita's grandson, probably George Manuelito, the son of Shizie. The
boy wears American-style school clothes and his hair is clipped short. He
was perhaps in the first generation of Navajo men forced to have their hair
shorn. In this photograph, Juanita and her family presented yet another
opportunity for White Americans to gauge the effect of assimilation in Navajo life. Juanita, the elderly grandmother, is dressed in the fashion of Navajo women pre-Bosque Redondo, while the daughters and their children
show evidence of modern adaptation. Juanita becomes a marker of continuity with the past, for Native women have often been represented as symbols
of cultural continuity, the embodiment of tradition. As James remarked,
Indians, especially the Navajos, were in no danger of disappearing but their
way of life was rapidly disappearing under the necessity of change. 64
In this portrait of Juanita and her family, no one looks directly into the
camera. Shizie, as if to hide her blind eye, looks down. These sorts of poses
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6. JUANITA WITH HER FAMILY, 1902
Left to right: Glffhasbah, Shizie, Asdzdd Tl'6gi (sitting), Shizie's son
(possibly George Manuelito), Ahkinbah, and Ahkinbah's daughter
(standing next to Juanita).
(Photograph by George Wharton James courtesy Library of Congress,
Prints and Photograph Division, neg. no. LC-USZ62-11-8962)
FIG.

have often been interpreted as either "shy" or reluctant, rather than resistant.
Thousands of such photographs lie in archives and, for the most part, those
depicting resistance are not published. Perhaps the reluctance to gaze back
at the camera's eye indicates the inequitable social relations that were inevitably a part of these photographic encounters.
James's remarks on the photographs of Juanita and her family described
Navajo cultural beliefs and practices. His derisive comments belittle Navajo
values as superstition and assert the superiority ofWhite culture. James wrote:
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The taboo is in existence in all its force among the Navahoes [sic]. The
most singular of these is that which forbids a man ever to look upon
the face of his mother-in-law. ~mong civilized people it is a standard
subject for rude jesting, this relationship of the mother-in-law, but with
the Navahoes, the white man's jest is a subject of great earnestness.
Each believes that serious consequences will follow if they see each
other; hence, as it is the custom for a man to live with his wife's
people, constant dodging is required, and the cries of warning, given
by one or another of the family to son or mother-in-law, are often
heard. I was once photographing the family of Manuelito, the last great
war-chief of the Navahoes. The widow of the chief, her two daughters,
their husbands and children, made up the group. But there was no
getting of them together. I would photograph the mother with her
daughters and grandchildren, but as soon as I called for the daughters'
husbands, the mother "slid" out of sight, and when I wished for her
return, the men disappeared. 65
James's description of his session with Juanita's family explains why only the
women and the children are present. Navajo tradition required that mothersin-law and sons-in-law could not inhabit the same social space. James did
manage to take photographs of the daughters with their respective husbands
and children in family-style portraits. Certainly, even by the early twentieth
century, Navajos' concept of family was still vastly different from that of
White Americans. James's descriptions of other "irrational" Navajo customs,
such as their aversion,to fish, portray Navajos as caricatures. While explaining Navajo behavior on one occasion, James penned, "According to one of
the shamans, the reason for this is, that some of their ancestors were once
turned into fish in the San Juan River, and, were they to eat fish, they might
thus become cannibals, and eat descendants of their own ancestors."66 Patronizingly dismissing his own and other Whites' egregious behavior towards Navajos, James gleefully recounted an incident in which he "had a
great deal of fun by innocently offering candy in the form of fish to
Navahoes."67
James also used Juanita's photograph and a rug she had woven to illustrate his Indian Blankets and Their Makers (1914). This book offered advice
for collectors ofIndian-made textiles and provided a standard by which they
could evaluate quality and authenticity..Accompanying a portrait
of Juanita, under which is written "Manuelito's Widow Wearing Squaw Dress
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"MANUELITO'S WIDOW," JUANITA, 1902

(Photograph by George Wharton James courtesy Autry National Center
/ Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, George Wharton James Collection,
neg. no. P10159)

in Old Navaho Fashion," James related the encounter with Juanita that led
to his acquisition of her biil (fig. 7):
Specimens of this earlier type of woman's dress are very scarce. Only a
few are to be found in the museums. The only one I was ever able to
secure from the Navahos [sic] was one that was made and worn for
years by the wife of the great warrior chief Manuelito.... As it was the
last of its kind, and was very worn and much repaired, she had
carefully washed it and put it away amongst her treasures, from
whence she drew it forth to show to me. When I expressed my desire
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to purchase it she refused to let me have it on account of its
dilapidated condition. But as later we became good friends she finally
insisted upon my taking it as a gift. 68
After referring to Juanita's biil as a sample of weaving from Bosque Redondo, James explained that he lost track of the dress after he had lent it to an
exhibit ij1 Los Angeles.
James's cavalier attitude about the loss of the dress suggests that it was
only one of many "artifacts" that he had collected throughout his career.
Further, James's practice of taking artifacts through deceit and trickerywell-documented-makes his claims of a friendship with Juanita questionable. Dilworth, in her study ofthe construction ofthe primitive in the American
imagination of the Southwest, notes that the literature of connoisseurship is
filled with collectors' accounts of noticing Indian people's possessions, desiring them, and encountering reluctance of the owners to part with their
possessions. 69 The notion of authenticity was crucial to the collection of
Indian artifacts; authenticity included the idea that artifacts had been made
by Indians, had been worn by Indians, or were rare. James's reference to
Juanita, the value that she placed on her dress, and his tale about how he
came to possess the dress increased its value in the collectors' market. As the
wife of the war chief Manuelito, "the defiant spirit of the Navajo," Juanita,
or rather the objects with which she was associated or that she once owned,
signified authenticity for James.
During the period that James traveled throughout the Southwest, many
Americans attributed to the region rejuvenating qualities that could reinvigorate the body and mind. The Southwest provided escape from the ills of
a civilization that seemed too materialistic and lacked spirituality.7° James
addressed such fears in What the White Race May Learn From the Indian
(1908) and advised that living as simply and naturally as the Indians would
help create a meaningful life.7' In one chapter, "Indian and the Superfluities of Life," James illustrates his meaning with a portrait of Juanita. Titling
the photograph, "The Widow of Manuelito, the Last~Great Chief of the
Navahos. One of the Queenliest Women in Dignity, Grace, and Character
I Have Ever Met," James held Juanita up for White admiration. Her simplistic style of dress told White Victorian women that they fussed too much
about appearances, deprived themselves "of time that could and should be
more wisely and profitably spent."72
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In 1902 the Fred Harvey Company began promoting Elle, a Navajo weaver
from Ganado, Arizona, as an icon of Indian crafts. Elle was one of the few
named Indian artists; most Indian artisans remained anonymous, a practice
suggesting that the objects they created were more significant than their
makers. 7J It is perhaps more than a coincidence that the two most frequently
mentioned Navajo women, Juanita and Elle, were weavers. Although only
implicated as a weaver, Juanita was a symbol to Americans of their own
primitive past. Her image spoke to American anxieties about women's proper
roles; she and her family stood as a gauge by which Americans could measure Navajos' acceptance of American beliefs and values about family, marriage, religion, and education. Juanita was not promoted as an accomplished
weaver, perhaps because in the 1870s, Navajos were still seen as "savage" in
contrast to the Pueblo peoples, who were studied and photographed more
than Navajos and Apaches. Elle of Ganado, however, was known for her
weaving because Navajo arts and crafts had emerged into the national view
and market by the early twentieth century.
Non-Indian representations of Juanita and her family negate Navajo
women's lives and history. Juanita was a Navajo woman whose life bridged
two centuries. She experienced the horrors of the American war on her
people and saw her children stolen by slave traders. She actively resisted
American invasion of her homeland. After 1868, she experienced the effects
of the American civilization process on herself, her family, and her Navajo
people. Today, she is remembered by her descendants as a grandmother who
was generous, beneficent, and wise. Yet Juanita as a representative of Navajo
women could have all of her experiences reduced to Anglo tropes such as
Navajo weaver. These images continue to define Navajo women today.
While non-Indian representations of Navajo women and Native peoples
have negated indigenous peoples' own perceptions of their beliefs, values,
and history by substituting their own non-Indian meanings, ignoring Native
people's criticisms of these representations has become increasingly difficult. Re-evaluations of the meanings of photographs now include Native
responses. 74
For many Native peoples, photographs housed in archives and museums, and owned by private collectors have become a rich source for remembering the past. Native people's reflections on those photographs have
added another dimension to the dialogue about the meaning of Native lives
and realities. As historical documents, the photographs are a catalyst to promote and create a sense of community. As indigenous peoples across gen-
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erations share their responses to documents that have been long removed
from Indian society, stories are told and retold. The process ofremembering
the past through such photographs becomes yet another vehicle for resisting the ongoing insistence that Native peoples take their place as "normal"
Americans.
After I had discovered these photographs of Juanita, I took them back to
her great-grandchildren, who trace their lineage to Juanita through her two
daughters, whom George Wharton James captured on film (fig. 6). The
great-grandchildren of Juanita and Manuelito are now elderly grandparents
and great-grandparents themselves. Their responses to seeing their grandmothers lose their richness when written down. My grandfather Isaac Allison,
the grandson ofJuanita's younger daughter Akinbah, said with emotion, "It
is just like I'm seeing my grandmother again." The photographs call up
memories of the past, memories in which Juanita and her daughters played
important roles in the continuity of Navajo family and society.
Conclusion

Little has changed in the portrayal of Navajo women since the earliest photographs of them after the Civil War. Between Flagstaff, Arizona, and Albuquerque, New Mexico, Interstate 40 is a tourist's paradise, an interesting
slice of highway because of its colorful billboards and vacation attractions.
A billboard outside Winslow, Arizona, claims that a great-granddaughter of
Manuelito owns a curio shop. The image of a seated Manuelito, shirtless
and straight-backed, looms above passing motorists. Coming into Callup
from the east or west, travelers are welcomed to the "Indian Capital of the
World" with images of young, attractive Navajo maidens dressed in the post1868 style. On a regular basis, the Navajo Times features images of young
Navajo women in the "traditional" style of velveteen blouses and voluminous three-tiered skirts. At all of the annual parades in and around
Navajoland, scores of Navajo princesses, the winners of pageants, wave enthusiastically and beam winsome smiles at the crowds who obligingly wave
back. In almost any magazine that focuses on the Southwest-aimed at the
tourist trade or prepared for Navajo readers-Navajo women appear in the
"traditional" dress gazing back at the viewer.
The standard portrayals of Navajo women are western projects rooted
in nineteenth-century Anglo American concepts of American Indians.
These perceptions shift slightly when applied to Navajo women and reflect
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American concerns and fears about the changing nature of their own society. Further, beginning in the late nineteenth century, these images became increasingly tied to the marketplace, so that Navajos became a
commodity to be consumed. As Dilworth points out, representing Native
peoples serves to textualize or to objectify them, thus creating relationships
based on inequalities.75
Navajo wo~en, like other Native women, have persisted, and the work
of better understanding their historical realities is ongoing. Because much
of what is known about Navajo women is directly related to photographs
that validate western representations of them, these discourses tell us very
little about Navajo women's historical realities or their experiences. Navajos have not controlled the representations of who they are, past or present.
However, Navajos themselves perpetuate the image of the "traditional"
Navajo woman, making statements about Navajo femininity. It remains to
be seen how Navajo women have responded to images of themselves and
what they will discard and choose to retain of those portrayals.
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The Navajos as Borrowers
STEWART CULIN AND THE GENESIS OF AN ETHNOGRAPHIC THEORY

Erika Marie Bsumek

I

n March 1932, the Brooklyn Museum hosted a group of American Indians from the Southwest. Along with thousands of visitors from Brooklyn,
children from both public and private schools of greater New York watched
seven unnamed men and women---:-four Navajos and three Pueblosdemonstrate their skills as artisans in the museum's vast sculpture court.
According to the official guide prepared for the exhibition, Navajos and
Pueblos represented two distinct evolutionary phases in human adaptation
to the "snow capped mountains, plateaus, deep canyons, and lava topped
mesas" of the Southwest. Although the guide described both groups as "primitive peoples," museum authorities categorized Pueblos as "innovators" and
Navajos as "borrowers."l Frequent usage of the Navajo borrower concept
began among ethnologists and anthropologists around 1900.2 By 1930 the
label was commonly used in both scholarly and popular publications to
describe the Navajo Indians. In the one hundred years since its inception,
the Navajo borrower concept has retained its power and is still widely used
by popular writers-and to a lesser extent by historians and anthropologists.

Erika M. Bsumek is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Texas, Austin. She is
currently working on a monograph, Indian-Made: The Production and Consumption ofNavajo
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This article explores the origin and evolution of the Navajos-as-borrowers
theory by examining the anthropological and curatorial roles of Stewart
Culin, one of the concept's principal architects and the curator of ethnological collections at the Brooklyn Museum in New York from 1903 to 1929.
The emergence and development of the borrower theory corresponded with
two key historical moments of great importance to American Indians, professional anthropologists, and the general public. First, a turn in anthropological theory illustrated the ways in which Culin and his peers were
grappling with changes occurring within their profession. By 1900 the influence of Lewis Henry Morgan's evolutionary scheme that plotted a straight
line from savagery to barbarism to civilization was in decline, while the
theories of diffusion and cultural relativism advocated by Franz Boas were
on the rise. Culin, who began his career working as a merchant and who
had no formal training as an anthropologist, bridged these strains of thought
in his professional life by perpetuating the idea that the contemporary circumstances and future state of Navajo Indians had been-and would bedetermined by their character as cultural borrowers.
Second, although they had been told otherwise for decades, Americans
were beginning to realize that American Indians in general and the Navajos
in particular were not going to "vanish." Thus, by casting them as accomplished cultural borrowers, Culin explained to museum visitors that both
existing and future generations of Navajos had the capacity to assimilate
easily into Anglo society. His ethnographic lens reflected his beliefs regarding the kinds of artifacts, cultural markers, and ideas that the public desired
to consume in museum displays, as much as it revealed his own pursuit of
scientific knowledge. This article delineates why it was important that Culin,
with his specific subject position, developed this paradigm that had such
lasting implications. In Culin's hands the borrower theory became not only
an ethnographic explanation but also a justification for his collection strategies, a tool for educational enhancement and entertainment, and, ultimately, a rationale for Navajo assimilation.
The Borrower Theory and the American Public's Understanding of
Navajo Indians

Tl;e development of the borrower theory emerged during a period of changing perceptions of Navajos in American society. Between the end of the
Indian Wars and the early 1900s, federal and scholarly assessments of Nava-
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jos began to shift from representations that had cast them as the unrefined
"savage" foes of other American Indians and the federal government, to
those of Navajos as a strong-,willed, "nomadic," and "semi-primitive" people
who could adapt to a variety of circumstances. In many ways this change
occurred because American intellectuals and policy makers never really
knew what to make of the raiding, seminomadic Navajos. As other scholars
have noted, many Americans found it easier to understand and even admire
the pastoral, agricultural Pueblo peoples.! However, more difficult for Americans to understand, especially directly before and after Navajo internment
at Fort Sumner in 1868, were the contentious Navajos who lived on the
Pueblos' western periphery. Historian William Lyon has noted, from 1868
to the 1880s "the few Americans who observed the Navajos" during that
time "saw them as fierce, aggressive, cunning, [and] plucky."4
In the 189os, depictions of the Navajos began to shift in the public consciousness, generating considerable disagreement over their fundamental
human characteristics. Popular magazines presented contradictory imagery
of Navajo Indians. For instance, in 1890 William Edwardy asserted in Harper's
Magazine that Navajos had almost exclusively "fierce and warlike natures,"
with a "deep-seated and well-founded hatred for the white man" so intense
that "no white man or party of white men can safely pass through Navajo
country alone."5 Meanwhile, other writers presented a different image of
the Navajos to literate Americans. Michael J. Riordan, writing for Overland
Monthly in 1890, observed, "Navajos have always been a law-abiding, industrious people (with the exception of one occasion many years ago, when
they gave the government some little trouble), and hence they have never
been placed before the public in the light of savage .and unconquerqable
[sic] warriors."6 In Riordan's estimation they were "a race capable of great
intellectual development, and of having qualities of mind and body that, if
rightly dictated, would in time make of them a frugal, industrious, and intelligent people."7 Although Riordan did not yet use the notion of "borrowing," he did intimate that Navajos were capable of change.
Contrast those representations of the Navajos as ferocious or as frugal
with popular images thirty years later. In the 1890s, the debate over the fundamental character of Navajos did not incorporate the idea that Navajos
were cultural "borrowers." Yet, by the late 1920S and earlY1930s, the notion
saturated popular and scholarly representations alike. In an informational article on Navajo rugs published by House Beautiful in 1929, Hazel E.
Cummins suggested that the Navajos had learned weaving from the Pueblos,
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"an unaggressive and industrious people upon whom [Navajos] proceeded
to wage [a] ceaseless pilfering warfare, appropriating as they went along
whatever Pueblo customs, manners, property, art, religion, or anything else
they deemed worth having."8
Scholars and institutional authorities also commonly utilized this characterization of the Navajos by the early 193os. At the Brooklyn Museum, the
borrower label was communicated to visitors and published in the Brooklyn
Museum Quarterly (BMQ). When explaining the spectacle of Pueblo and
Navajo artisans to the public in 1932, Wick Miller, a museum docent and
"manager" of the American Indian performers, explained that the innovatorlborrower thesis was based on the fact that the Pueblos had already settled
the Southwest and were working as agriculturists when the "nomadic" Navajos arrived. Miller informed eastern audiences:
With the cultivation of crops as their most important occupation, the
Pueblos had built up a rich mythology and symbolic art and a
complicated ceremonial life for the purpose of securing rain for their
crops. The invading Navajos took over the external features of Pueblo
rain ceremonies but attached a quite different significance to themthe curing of the sick. 9
Miller was expanding on something Stewart Culin had written twenty-five
years earlier: both the Navajos and Apaches, but especially the Navajos had
"been influenced by the Pueblos, from whom they have borrowed many of
their arts and ceremonies."10 In the 1930S, BMQ readers and museum visitors
were similarly informed that, in addition to supposedly integrating the observable features of Pueblo ceremonies for their own purposes, Navajos had
also "borrowed" sheep and silver from the Spanish upon their arrival in the
Southwest. Such representations had the effect of diminishing the distinctiveness of Navajo culture and making it seem essentially derivative. They
likewise derided the Pueblos as a weak people and as hopelessly bound to
the "borrowing" Navajos.u
The BMQ edition published to accompany the 1932 exhibition explained
that material borrowing defined Navajo character. For instance, the Navajos had "always been a borrowing people, often excelling their teachers at
their own work." Additionally, Navajo women initially learned to weave wool
into intricately designed textiles from "their Pueblo neighbors" but would
soon "become far more skilful [sic] than their teachers." Similarly, Navajos
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transformed Spanish, Mexican, and then American silver into solidly crafted
jewelry. Subsequent generations of Navajos then "adopted the white man's
velvet as a fitting substitute for deer skin in their costumes."12
By the 1930S, the borrowing Navajos-represented by the velvet-cIad
weaver and the skilled ~ilversmith in the Brooklyn Museum-had become
a familiar presence at world's fairs, tourist sites, and national museumsY
Meanwhile, the "borrowed" trades of weaving and metalsmithing provided
essential income to Navajos, who were paid to weave and smith in public
displays. More importantly, Navajos traded their manufactures with nonIndian traders who, in turn, merchandized Navajo-made rugs and jewelry
to the American public. 14 By 1932 both perception and reality had changed.
The Navajos were no longer a threat to'White travelers due to the reservation system, Hence, older notions of Navajo "savagery" gave way to new
descriptions of Navajos as "borrowers." The particular discourse of cultural
borrowing had transformed the American public's image of the Navajos
between 1900 and 1920. However, the shift did not correspond solely to a
softening ofIndian imagery but was tied to the professional development of
anthropology. In the words ofhistorical anthropologist Regna Darnell, "Chronology matters; ideas do not emerge in a vacuum."15

Anthropological Theories and the Borrower Theory
In the early 19oos, ethnologists and anthropologists began to reexamine the
characteristics of Navajo and Pueblo peoples in light of new debates about
social evolutionism and cultural relativism. In the 1870s, anthropologist Lewis
Henry Morgan had developed a way to understand Native American life
and culture by postulating that there were three sequential stages of social
evolution: savagery, barbarism, and civilization. Called the "backbone of
late nineteenth-century anthropology," this theory provided a way for museums and universities to classify the different cultures according to their degree of so-called civilization. Such classifications made easy for curators
grouping similar artifacts from distant locations in rows inside exhibit cases.
Advocating that the triumph of White "civilization" was a foregone conclusion also helped make social evolution popular. According to such logic,
the conquest of American Indians was the inevitable outcome of colonial
endeavors. 16
Morgan's theory of social evolution was also used to formulate federal Indian policy including the Dawes Act of1887. According to Morgan, American
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Indians were trapped in the stage of "barbarism" and needed assistance to
evolve beyond it. Morgan's ethnocentric evolutionary ladder created a scientific rationale that enabled politicians to blame American Indians for their
inability to assimilate. Unless those Natives who clung to their traditional
culture could be persuaded to give up their age-old ways and assimilate
once and for all, they were doomed to vanish-due to their supposed biological inferiorityP Morgan's colleague, Alice Fletcher, even argued that
Indians tied to their traditional territories could never transcend their barbarism, for their strong sense of tribalism would dominate. She contended
that the cultural connection between indigenous peoples and their land
had to be destroyed if American Indians were ever to emulate "civilized"
Whites and become independent land-owning farmers. ls Thus, with assimilation as the ultimate goal, Congress passed the Dawes Act of 1887, instituting a policy of allotment that significantly reduced the amount ofland held
by tribes under the reservation system and further eroded the financial security of many tribes.
Morgan's theory continued to dominate anthropological and governmental policy until it was revised by Franz Boas in the 1890s. By 1904, in an
article outlining the history of the discipline, Boas described anthropology
as a branch "partly" of biology and "of the mental sciences." Those anthropologists interested in biological questions had been influenced by "the
great zoologists of the eighteenth century," who focused on the "general
systematic tendencies of the times." As a result, scholars like Morgan were
interested in "a classification of the races of man" as well as in the "discovery
of valid characteristics by means of which the races could be described as
varieties of one species or as distinct species."19 Meanwhile, other practitioners like Boas had developed an interest in "mental" phenomena and now
studied "language, invention, art, religion, social organization and law."20
Boas's scholarship was based on the fundamental idea that grouping or
classifying people according to predetermined schematics actually hindered
real understanding of distinct populations. Instead, he advocated "actual
investigation into the individual history" in order to learn more about human history and psychology. His theory of cultural relativism originated in
his belief that the study of "even the poorest tribe can throw light upon the
history of mankind."21 In addition, cultural development, he asserted, was
marked by variance and diversity. All cultures came into contact with others
and exchanged materials and ideas, making especially difficult the workability of a single, progressive evolutionary scheme that valued one culture
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over another. Boas's idea became known as diffusion. 22 Boas also noted that
contemporary ethnologists had begun to incorporate such ideas into their
work and had started to study "the distribution and history of customs and
beliefs with care so as to ascertain whether they are spontaneous creations
or whether they are borrowed or adapted."23 Museum displays had to reflect
changing professional ideas. Instead of like items grouped in an evolutionary sequence, he advocated for distinct displays of specific tribal peoples
and "life group" displays featuring human-sized replicas of indigenous people
arranged in poses of "a family of several members of a tribe, dressed in their
native costume and engaged in some characteristic work or art illustrative
of their life."24 Culin's own displays at the Brooklyn Museum reflected
Boasian thought in this respect.
Like the public and other scholars, Culin was affected by the issue of
whether American Indians were disappearing. Prior to the twentieth century, museums and fairs displayed Natives as a "vanishing race," contrasting
them with the growing ranks of industrialized Americans. In the words of
Frederick Ward Putnam, director of Harvard's Peabody Museum, American Indians at the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition were displayed as
object lessons that gave modern Americans a glimpse of a fleeting past.
Putnam declared, "These people, as great nations, have about vanished into
history, and now is the last opportunity for the world to see them and to
realize what their condition, their life, their customs, their arts were four
centuries ago."25 In contrast to Putnam's assessment, the view that not all
American Indianpopulations were going to fade into history and that something might be learned from diverse cultures was beginning to circulate
within the profession. By 1900 museums presented either evolutionism or
diffusionism to the public. According to David Jenkins, they were collecting and displaying different cultures "either as living representatives of vanishing races or as lifelike m"annequins intended to demonstrate cultural
diversity."26
Taking yet another approach, Culin tied together the seemingly competing strands ofsocial evolutionary thought, cultural relativism, and the trope of
the "vanishing race" to present a complex tapestry of cultural and anthropological thought to museum patrons. Weaving this idiosyncratic ethnographic
pattern was possible because of the important role curators assumed in this
process. Their personal interpretations not only determined the kinds of material that museums collected but also influenced the ways in which material culture was displayed. 27 As he utilized a combination of professional
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approaches to delineate the place of American Indians in American society,
Culin's version of the Navajo borrower theory slowly evolved.
Stewart Culin's Background and Influences

Stewart Culin's career as curator of ethnology at the Brooklyn Museum
spanned 19°3-1929 and left an indelible imprint on the institution's collection of American Indian material culture. 28 As the first curator of ethnology,
Culin was almost wholly responsible for determining the museum's ethnographic mission, developing its reputation in the field of ethnography, and
fabricating its displays of cultural artifacts. 29 Culin joined the museum in
1903 as curator and head of the newly founded Department of Ethnology
and immediately began to build on the organization's existing collection.
Culin's background helped him develop the skills that informed his work
in the field as well as in the art of assembling museum displays. One of
seven children, Stewart Culinwas born on 13 July 1858 in Philadelphia,
where his father worked as a merchant. He was educated at Nazareth Hall,
in Nazareth, Pennsylvania, from 1873-1874, and although he had served as
the secretary for the University of Pennsylvania's Archaeological Association by 1890, there is no indication that Culin ever formally attended a university. As a young man, he joined his father's mercantile company, in which
he honed his bargaining skills and began to build a sense of what appealed
to consumers. In the 1880s, he developed an amateur interest in ethnology,
exploring the culture of Philadelphia's Chinese immigrant population and
eventually becoming an expert on Chinese games. He left the mercantile
world in 1892 to work at the University of Pennsylvania Museum (UPM),
where he assisted in the display of the Haggard Collection, a major assembly of southwestern Indian artifacts. During these years, he was also befriended by John Wanamaker, whose department stores were known for
their striking displays and who financially supported Culin's endeavors at
the museum. Anthropologist Daniel Brinton, an adherent to Morgan's evolutionary thesis, also mentored Culin. 30 Although he was self-taught, Culin
took charge of the UPM'S exhibit of American archaeology and ethnology at
the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Culin's displays consisted of games from around the world and objects illustrating the history of
religions. 3l Thereafter, Culin's work merged his growing knowledge of professional social science and his experience in crafting and satisfying consumer taste.
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Having developed an interest in the Southwest, Culin was one of a select
group of ethnographers to introduce large eastern audiences to Navajo and
Zuni material culture and characterization. Cementing Culin's i~terest in
the Southwest was a chance meeting at the 1893 World's Fair with the controversial Frank Hamilton Cushing, who had spent considerable time living among the Zunis in the 1880s. The two men became friends and even
planned to coauthor a publication, Games of the North American Indians,
which Culin completed and published after Cushing's untimely death.in
1900.'2 Cushing's influence was obvious. In the museum, Culin hung a lifesize portrait of his friend painted by Thomas Eakins, and Cushing's likeness
served as a backdrop for Culin's display of southwestern material from 1905
well into the 191OS.33 During the 1890s, Culin also met and befriended distinguished anthropologists George Dorsey and Franz Boas. Such pr.ominent contacts facilitated Culin's success in the profession and stimulated
his interest in the American Indians of the Southwest.
The Brooklyn Museum had already started building a permanent ethnological collection, a mission that continued upon Culin's arrival. In 1897
the museum opened with a grand plan to become a first-class institution
devoted to art and science. Culin was hired as the curator of ethnographic
collections six years later. His initial task was to assemble the museum's first
major ethnological collection of American Indian artifacts. When Culin
assumed his post, he rallied the Brooklyn Institute's Board of Trustees to
support collecting endeavors in the Southwest, which was becoming an
increasingly popular tourist destination. That popularity, he explained, would
help to fund the museum's important contributions to the field of ethnology. "As nearest at hand and as of the greatest scientific importance as well
as of general interest," he stated, "the work undertaken among the Indian
tribes, and [the] region in· western New Mexico and Arizona" was especially
important. 34 Franklin Hooper, director of the Brooklyn Museum, needed
little convincing, for the institution, along with hundreds of thousands of
Americans, had already developed an interest in the Southwest. Stewart
Culin, like many contemporary collectors, drew on the public's desire to
learn about the southwestern Indians as living examples of the human past
to justify the widespread accumulation ofIndian materials from the region.
At first, the Brooklyn Museum's collecting policy focused primarily on
quantity. Prior to Culin's arrival, the ethnological and archaeological divisions had acquired a substantial collection of ancient pottery from the Southwest. After Culin joined the museum, such items were moved from the
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Department of Natural History to the newly founded Department of Ethnology. To make the museum a top-flight ethnological institution, CuI in
sought to build on its existing collection of southwestern Indian material
culture. From March to September of 1903, he traveled extensively in the
Southwest and enjoyed great success in obtaining Navajo and Zuni artifacts. During the 1903 foray, he reportedly collected 1,560 "specimens" for
the museum's permanent collection. Over time and through successive trips,
Culin developed acquisition rationales that emphasized science over quantity, and he crafted methods for scientifically presenting information about
southwestern tribes to the public. The exhibits increasingly focused on the
specific, defining characteristics of different American Indian groupS.35
By most accounts, Culin was a successful ethnological curator and earned
praise from the public and his contemporaries for his displays. By 1913 George
Dorsey considered Culin an ethnologist of highest stature. Dorsey wrote
that ethnologists at "Regular Museums" were "happiest" at institutions "using themselves as center posts" and gathering about them "big cases filled
with small objects badly arranged," but Culin went off into the field with
only "car fare, a set of ideas and a smile." According to Dorsey, when Culin
returned, he still had the grin and the ideas, but he also carted ethnological
booty that he transformed into "sweet, attractive exhibition halls where one
may breathe the very air of Arizona, or California, or Alaska or Japan," or
any ofthe places that had reportedly willingly given up its treasures to Culin,
the "museum magician."36

Collection Strategies and Emerging Philosophies
In order to build his ethnographic collection in a relatively short period of
time, Culin employed three interwoven collecting strategies. First, to compete .with rival collectors, ethnologists, and institutions and to assemble a
unique and scientifically valuable exhibit, Culin purchased "Indian collections" from Whites who had settled in the Southwest. Second, his own ideas
about the "vanishing race" and the discipline of ethnology informed his collection choices in the field. Third, the knowledge that what he collected would
ultimately be used for public display influenced his decision to buy or ignore
certain items. The nascent strains of Culin's ethnographic philosophies regarding "borrowing" and "innovation" were evident in these strategies.
Culin believed that purchasing collections of artifacts amassed by regionally based non-Indians was the best way to acquire complete collec-
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tions of interconnected items with a clear provenance. Reflecting his belief
that American Indians were "vanishing," Culin thought that non-Indian traders were often closest to the tribes in question, especially those Native peoples
whose cultural traditions appeared to be disappearing before the modern
world. These middlemen also had better access to large and significant groups
of specimens than did eastern museum professionals. This rationale helped
Culin find unique items off the beaten path-items that fit into and helped
him develop his own interpretations of Zuni and Navajo cultures. In August
1903, for instance, Culin came into contact with Andrew Vanderwagen, a
former Christian missionary turned Indian trader, who had amassed a large
collection of Zuni artifacts. Culin wrote Hooper, director of the Brooklyn
Museum, that, based on "what is occ~rring on other reservations and in
other towns, the sale of this material marks the breaking up of old Zuni, and
the dissolution - from one point of view -of the most interesting villages in
the Southwest."37 According to CuI in, conditions at Zuni were especially
bad. Although the Zunis were "agreeable" and "hospitable" people, and
"kind and affectionate to their children," they lived in a state of self-aware
"degradation," with disease and poverty menacing the population. Culin
declared, "The process of disint~grati~n, now started, will progress rapidly,
and old Zuni [sic] as it exists today, will soon disappear."38
Culin believed that the purchase of the' Vanderwagen collection would
raise the museum's reputation within the professional community. He personally verified that the collection was "absolutely unique," assuring "the
Museum an important place among American institutions." Culin based
his guarantee on the fact that he did "not know of a single specimen from all
this region in the American Museum of Natural History," the Brooklyn
Museum's crosstown rival in New York City.39 Indeed, Culin had nabbed a
rich and unique Indian artifact collection. His successful work with tradingpost owners such as Vanderwagen enabled him to compete with other institutions for cultural material that, he believed, would not survive much longer.
Culin always took care to tie together the museum's commercial and
scientific pursuits when rationalizing large and expensive purchases. Lest
Director Hooper think that the curator had lost sight of the museum's responsibility to appeal to public tastes, Culin explained, "A prime requirement for our Museum at present is to interest and instruct the public, and I
know of nothing equal, for this purpose, to this Zuni material."40 Culin further
rationalized the V~nderwagen collection's price of $950 by claiming that
Zuni was one of the two southwestern tribes not "adequately represented"
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at an American museum and that another ethnologist, George Dorsey, was
threatening to buy the collection if Culin failed to act quickly. He informed
Hooper, "I am constantly afraid the temptation to exploit Zuni will prove
stronger than his personal friendship for me."41 Culin felt compelled to
press Hooper to get a decision from the Board of Trustees, which finally
acquiesced.
The sense of urgency fueling Culin's collection strategies stemmed from
more than just competition between museums. Like Putnam and other ethnologists, Culin clearly viewed the Zuni Indians as a "vanishing" peoplea tribe that would eventually cease to exist. Similar to others in his profession,
he sought to acquire as many artifacts as he could before the traditional
customs, games, and crafts disappeared-a process to which, ironically, collectors contributed. Culin's expedition journals revealed that the Brooklyn
Museum shared in the sentiments that drove the Anglo mining of indigenous cultures. In October 1903, at the end of Culin's first expedition to the
Southwest, Hooper urged the new curator of ethnology to plan another trip
the following year, for it "would appear that Arizona and New Mexico will
be exhausted of good material within a few years, and that unless your work
is continued the coming year, your opportunities to secure valuable collections will be greatly decreased."4z Hooper supported Culin's collection strategies only in part because the Zunis were disappearing; he probably foresaw
that the rare southwestern Indian artifacts collected by Culin could easily
be transformed into visual museum commodities that would earn modest
revenues and enhance the institution's reputation.
In Culin's mind, however, vanishing was not a fixed concept. Some populations might cease to exist; others would survive but shed the profoundly
traditional aspects of their culture in successive waves of expansion and assimilation. Culin knew that at least one indigenous group, the Navajos,
would endure indefinitely. He reported that they were one of the most numerous American Indian tribes in the nation, with over 28,500 members
living in Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico.43 Yet he also recognized that the
Navajos' use of their own "traditional" goods was changing. As he witnessed
Navajos incorporating American manufactured products into their daily lives
and borrowing cultural styles from Whites, he modified the "vanishing race"
theory to fit his field observations. He posited that the "old" Navajo artifacts
and customs were, indeed, disappearing. He personally observed material
borrowing, noting the "Navajo blanket, which was formerly exclusively worn"
by the Navajos, had become "discarded as an article of dress."44 In place of
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their own manufactures, Culin asserted, "the [Navajo] Indians buy Pendleton
blankets at the traders [sic]." In addition, Navajo "men ride Mexican or
California saddles," and only the women, the weavers who made the popular Navajo blankets, could still be "seen with old Navajo saddles with a high
peak, but without the horn."45 While the Pueblo peoples were "dying out,"
Culin believed, the Navajos were now borrowing cultural trappings from
White society in order to live in the modern world. This kind of borrowing
pushed "traditional" customs toward dissolution and, ultimately, influenced
Culin's slowly developing ideas regarding the future course of the Navajo
Indians.
In contrast, Cillin viewed Zuni culture as unaltered by contact with outsiders. He had made his initial visit to Zuni in 1902, tracing the footsteps of
Frank Hamilton Cushing. At the time, he reported that there were only
1,540 Zunis living in the Southwest and that he expected "to find the people
much modified and changed by contact with whites, but in this I was mistaken."46 Despite standing "on a well traveled road, with numerous visitors,
both traders and sightseers," Culin reported, Zuni remained "essentially the
same as it was in the preceding two centuries."47 Culin saw some progressive
changes at Zuni, but he classed them simply as "innovations." Nor did these
observations seem to influence his opinion on the potential of the Zunis to
survive. Such classifications, however, reinforced the ethnological Dotion
that Navajos borrowed while the Zunis or Puebloan peoples innovated as a
matter of habit. By collecting Navajo material culture for distant exhibit
cases and noting that the Navajos had been influenced by diverse cultu}es,
Culin drew upon Boas's diffusionist theory.
Culin relied on non-Indians not only to provide him with Native artifacts but also to provide the context and meaning associated with the goods
he collected. Although contemporaries like Franz Boas and Edward Sapir
learned indigenous languages and collected the stories Native peoples associated with objects, Culin took a different path. He collected the materials
traders sold him and gathered the stories they shared with him. These were
often tales that emphasized the great drama and antiquity of the people: For
instance, his first major acquisition of Navajo artifacts came from trader
Charles Day, who called himself the "custodian of Canon de Chelly and
del Muerto [sic]" on the Navajo Indian Reservation. 48 J:)uring his first collecting tour for the museum, Culin purchased from Dayan impressive assembly of Navajo "CliffDweller" material. Day's "Cliff Dweller" collection
was made up primarily of the remains of a large Navajo party supposedly
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massacred by "Mexicans around 1800."49 Culin reported that the traders
had gathered the Navajos' artifacts, bones, and household objects from
Canon del Muerte in the majestic Canyon de Chelly-a sacred site of the
Navajos. Culin explained his acquisition of "bleached out bones" and domestic items by placing the tragedy within Day's understanding of historical
relations between Navajos and Mexicans.
According to Day's account, the story of Canon del Muerte was both
historically important and exciting. He reportedly told Culin that, in "the
early days of the Southwest, the Mexicans and the Navajos were constantly
making raids on each other, to secure slaves and to steal stock." If Navajos
raided a Mexican encampment, the "Mexicans would retaliate." The cycle
of raiding, explained Day, led the Navajos living in Canyon de Chelly to
seek a way of protecting women and children when the men were absent.
As a result, they established "a partially fortified cave on the side of the
wall."50 At some point during one of the Mexican raids, Navajo women,
children, and old men attempted to hide in the cave. Culin recorded from
Day, "The Mexicans passed below and would not have noticed the Navajos, but a hysterical woman, who could not contain herself, screamed and
attracted their attention." In another version of the story, Culin learned that
an "old man, fancying his party secure, whooped and taunted the Mexicans," who responded by launching a ground offensive, climbing the wall,
and clubbing the women and children to death. Supposedly, "one old man,
whose body was covered" was "taken for dead and escaped to tell the story."51
Day claimed that Navajos had told him the Canon del Muerte story. He, in
turn, related the tale to Culin when selling him the artifacts. More recent
historians claim the massacre occurred in 1805 when the Spanish militia,
led by Lt. Col. Antonio Narbona, found Navajo women and children in
their hiding place and killed them with a storm oflead fired directly into the
cave. Today, the cave is known as Massacre Cave, and author Campbell
Grant reports that the "Navajo have touched nothing since the massacre,
but curious whites have removed all the skulls and perishable material."52
Culin was particularly pleased with Day's collection of artifacts and his
narrative of how the remains came to be in the cliff. Culin reported that, as
of 1903, there was "no recording in New Mexico, nor has any account of the
tragedy appeared in print." Not only did the century-old human and cultural remains illustrate that the Navajos were "ancient," but these items also
made clear that they were a people with an intriguing and violent past.
Comparing the Day material with more contemporary visions of nomadic,
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borrowing Navajos in lectures or exhibit cases could help ~onvey to New
Yorkers just how much Navajos had changed in. the time since the massacre. And Culin did relate the Canon del Muerte story in ways that illustrated the history of Navajo Indians and also differentiated them from the
peaceful, agricultural, and unchanging Zunis. 53
The lore also served Culin's professional goals of entertainment and education. The story of Massacre Cave enhanced the "exotic" and haunting
character of the Navajo collections exhibited at the Brooklyn Museum. In
general, the story of the Canon del Muerte massacre fit neatly with his professional protocol and his eagerness to dramatize the history of the Southwest As in other cases, Culin kept extensive notes on his experiences,
gathering material from southwestern Indians or, in this case, from traders,
and incorporating that material into public lectures or museum displays.54
Why did he think the bones and household items from the canyon would
draw the attention of the public? Such items likely had a graphic appeal:
they horrified but also intrigued museum visitors. According to Culin, when
displayed alongside other "cliff dweller" material, the Navajo artifacts"pottery, stone, bone, textiles" -provided a "source of information concerning the Indian before a time of white contact" and gave "an insight into the
everyday life of the people."55 The warlike Navajos fought their enemies and
could therefore be distinguished from the peaceful Puebloan peoples, but
they also, at that point, shared an "ancient" past with them, and both groups
strove to survive the successive waves of Spanish, Mexican, and American
colonization.
Culin's professional beliefs regarding the ethnological value of items he
collected, along with their availability, determined his collection strategies.
His conclusion that some cultures were disappearing stoked his desire for
"rare" Navajo and Zuni items, deeming those to be the most valuable from
an ethnographic standpoint Ironically, stripping important cultural artifacts
from reservations insured their value as scarcities in the process. In other
cases, he collected artifacts and stories from traders for practical reasons;
such exchanges were made relatively easy due to a shared language, English, and a shared culture of commercial transactions. Generally, Culin
was successful in these endeavors because he used his professional status
and the museum's deep pockets to endear himself to his primary suppliers,
traders like Vanderwagen and Day, who conducted a steady business with
Navajos and Zunis-or took the time to "excavate" ancient archaeological
sites like Massacre Cave.
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eulin's Dealings with Indigenous Peoples

Despite the limited amount of time he had in the Southwest, Culin did try
to deal directly with indigenous people when possib·le. Such exchanges, in
addition to being difficult and draining for all parties involved, also led the
ethnologist to develop particular ideas about the general character of Navajo borrowing, especially in regard to the role Navajo medicine men played
in Navajo culture. During such interactions, CuI in was often suspicious of
his indigenous trading partners. As a result, he tried to circumvent the will
of the potential seller or requested that his non-Indian trading partners act
as intermediaries when negotiations became difficult.

In one instance, Culin desperately wanted a medicine man's outfit complete with curing and ceremonial implements for a museum display. Following the Boasian idea of utilizing "life group" displays, Culin even
commissioned Father Michael Dumarest, a Franciscan priest at St. Michaels,
Arizona, to make a plaster cast of the head and hand of "an old Navajo" for
his planned medicine man mannequin. 56 Culin planned to clothe a Navajo
figure that would grace the exhibition hall in the appropriate deer-skin costume and display a curing outfit alongside it. A Mr. Shoemaker, one of
Culin's contacts, had a lead on one such outfit, informing him that a "'Singer'
named Cha Yadezi Bidy, Crooked Hat's Son ... had a valuable outfit which
he had offered ... for sale at a very modest price." Culin sought out this
man and, "after a customary smoke," began negotiating with the singer.
The ethnographer's notes reveal that Yadezi Bidy was, in fact, a reluctant
seller. According to Culin, Bidy initially claimed that "he was not a medicine man and had no such outfit." After some pushing on Culin's part, he
finally admitted that "he had some things," but "he declared he did not
want to sell them" nor would he show them to the curator. In order to convince Bidy· to reveal the items in question, Culin declared that he was "from
Washington," whereupon the singer expressed fear that the ethnologist had
been "sent by the Government to take away his medicine.">? Culin did nothing to ease these fears, allowing Bidy to believe that he was a government
representative to bolster his authority and pursue the items in question.
Culin's next encounter with Yadezi Bidy, accompanied by a local headman named Sandoval, revealed details about Culin's skill as an ethnographer, demonstrated his collection tactics, and exposed occasional failures
in bargaining. Bidy worried that, should he sell the outfit, he would cease to
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be a medicine man. Such worries were not without precedent. Anthropologist Charlotte J. Frisbee reports that personal misfortune, decrease in social
status, or worse consequences have been associated with the loss of medicine bundles or jish. 58 Under pressure from Culin, Bidy consulted with
"Sandoval, who was the head of the particular society of meslicine men to
which he belonged." In the process of negotiating for the outfit, Culin was
able to garner extensive and valuable information about the items in question. Over the course of the negotiations, Sandoval "went into a long explanation of the character and value of the collection." Especially prized were
crane heads-one female, the other male-with their plumage fully

two

intact. Equally important was that the birds had not been shot but rather
had been "caught without injuring them by means of a lasso." Sandoval
followed a lengthy description of this maneuver with a similar explanation
of how the deerskin leggings and tunic had been acquired and made. In
particular, the "buckskin wrappings were all made from deer that had been
captured without injury.... So much care and time had been made necessary to collect these materials," Sandoval assured Culin, that these "objects
were very' valuable."59 Sandoval and Culin tried to reach an agreeable price
for the entire package. Culin balked at Sandoval's proposal, about "800 head
of sheep" or the equivalent of $1600, countering with,an offer of $60. Not
surprisingly, negotiations with Sandoval broke down-possibly his intention all along. 60 Still, Culin demonstrated his ethnographic acumen; he
would obtain valuable information even in the event of losing the sale.
Indeed, the sale fell through in part, according to Culin, due to Sandoval's
interference and devious character, which Culin linked to his role as a
medicine man. Culin's notes about the meeting described Sandoval as "a
man of lighter complexion .. , than Triost Navajo." This description of
Sandoval's skin color was unusual for Culin, In these observations written
well after the singer had blocked the sale, Culin claimed that, despite
Sandoval's seemingly "tawny yellow" skin tone, his general "countenance"
revealed a supposedly "cunning and untrustworthy character." 61 In this case,
Culin used racial features as a counterpoint to Sandoval's character. Culin
found curious and maddening that, although Sandoval looked more "white"
than "red," he prized traditional cultural artifacts for their inherent value to
the larger Navajo community and refused to sell them. Culin viewed
Sandoval as a skilled negotiator who managed to keep the cherished and
sacred items out of the hands of an accomplished collector. His experience
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SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN HALL, BROOKLYN MUSEUM, 1910

(Photograph courtesy Brooklyn Museum of Art Archives, Photograph
Collection, Museum Building: Interiors [AAPAJ)

with Sandoval, along with prior and subsequent encounters with Navajo
medicine men, colored Culin's perception of the singers, influenced his
assessment of the tribe as a whole, and contributed to his slowly developing
"borrower" theory.
Undeterred by his failure to obtain Bidy's medicine-man outfit, the ardent Culin turned, as was his habit, to non-Indian collaborators for assistance. This time, he utilized the controversial pawn system to his own
advantage. He explained to the museum director that the extreme poverty
of the Navajo Indians had led them to pawn cultural wealth '-silver jewelry,
beads, guns, saddles, buckskin, blankets, and medicine bundles. The traders supposedly made "liberal advances" against such items. According to
Culin, Navajos "recently had agreed among themselves not to buy each
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others [sic] pawned stuff."62 Culin
ignored their collective decision;
their misfortune became his good
fortune. "In consequence," he reported to the museum director; "I
was able, as an outsider, to make
many excellent purchases on unredeemed pledges." One trader,
Robert L. Wilken, told Culin that
he had "a medicine bag containing two cranes' heads," which
Culin endeavored to buy.63 Others
helped Culin obtain a Navajo tunic with buckskin fringe. 64 Eventually, for the display featuring a
"THE LITTLE SINGER AT DAY'S"
model of a Navajo medicine man,
(Photograph courtesy Brooklyn
Culin had manufactured items .
Museum Archives, Culin Archival
that he could not purchase from
Collection, Collecting Expeditions
either medicine men or traders.
(2.1.003), Report on a Collecting
The practice of relying on
Expedition among the Indians of
traders either to provide material
New Mexico and Arizona, 5-9119°4,
culture or to intervene when nep. 53a, no. 102)
gotiations with Navajos failed illustrates that Culin implicitly placed his trust in non-Indians as authorities.
For Culin, it was simply easier to'purchase goods from traders than to spend
an extended amount of time living with and getting to know or bargaining
with members ofspecific American Indian nations. Instead, he relied on Vanderwagen, Day, Shoemaker, and others. When the opportunity arose, he did
turn to those Native informants who were willing to sell him old goods. But
Culin was particular about the goods he wanted, and, when he could not
find specific items for sale, he commissioned a Navajo silversmith named
Little Singer to reproduce copies of old costumes, games, and fetishes. 65
The reproduction of material was a controversial practice among some ethnologists, who believed that facsimiles Jacked cultural authenticity. In his
museum exhibitions, however, Culin was more interested in creating composite cultures than in presenting strictly authentic ones.
Reproducing artifacts was one of the most significant examples of how
his background in retail sales influenced his acquisition strategies. Clearly,
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Culin began to envision displays before he actually returned to the museum. Because his collections were geared to inform and entertain museum patrons and were not closeted away for the exclusive use of a select
group of students or scholars, Culin did not need to worry about the integrity of reproduced items. As a museum curator with no students studying for
advanced degrees in his charge, he focused primarily on public education.
His authority came from his collecting trips and the material he assembled
in cases. He let these items "speak" to the public, but his was the voice
behind the curtain.
Navajo Medicine Men, Navajo Character, and Navajo Borrowing

Culin was dedicated to gathering the most complete collection of Navajo
material culture ever assembled in a museum. In doing so, as the SandovalBidy encounter reveals, his thinking about Navajo character emerged. His
primary focus on Navajo games and religious artifacts led him to work with
traders and missionaries and eventually drew him into direct contact with
Navajo medicine men in order to obtain the items he desired. Along the
way, he developed and articulated specific ideas about Navajo character
and refined the Navajo borrower theory.
Direct or indirect contact with Navajo medicine men was part of the
process of assembling an expansive collection of Navajo material. Whenever Culin came across old or ceremonial Navajo goods, he was eager to
buy them. In one instance at Charles Day's trading post, Culin discussed
three Navajo medicine bags Day had in his possession. Culin noted, "Two
of these bags had been placed in pawn and not redeemed." The other "had
belonged to a singer, Tseyine Yazhe, from whom it had passed at his death
to his brother, who not knowing the songs, had pledged it with Mr. Day."66
Before Yazhe, "it had been the property of Qastquin Tse bak'a'e, 'He on the
Rock.''' The provenance gave the medicine bag immediate value in Culin's
estimation, especially since Day believed that "it had been made long before
they went to Bosque [Redondo] in 186[4]" and that the Navajos had taken the
medicine bag with them during their forced internment. The bag was a remarkable discovery for Culin, who knew that "such objects were not ordinarily sold" but passed down from one generation of singers to the next. 67
The fact that the bag had passed into Day's hands only reinforced Culin's
belief that as long as medicine men did not interfere as history unfolded,
the disappearance of certain traditions and legacies was o~ly natural. More-
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over, he believed that the reliance on the singers and chanters actually retarded Navajo adaptation to and survival in modern American society, a
process that he articulated in the borrower theory. On a previous trip in
1902, he had been impressed with certain aspects of what he called the
"Navajo character," which included their ability to borrow and, eventually,
to assimilate. He described the ways that Navajos worked hard, utilized the
knowledge and techniques of their neighbors to their benefit, and had developed sophisticated weaving and silversmithing traditions as a result. Successive cultural improvements would occur, Culin claimed, provided that
the Navajos had the opportunities "to do real work on the railroads, [on]
ditches, and in agriculture, [and] to become valuable members of the community."68 Accordingly, he reported that the Navajos whom he encountered
were anxious to work "to improve themselves" and that, when given the opportunity for employment alongside Whites, they rapidly acquired "a knowledge of the English language and ofAmerican customs."69 Culin's comments
signaled his desire to see Navajo Indians drawn into American culture by
mimicking White culture, especiaJ.lY work patterns and language skills.
The main problem Culin had with Navajo medicine men was that they
actually discouraged Navajo borrowing and rejected as a cultural goal assimilation into White America. The primary obstacle that kept Navajos from
fully "adopting" the trappings of White culture, according to Culin, was the
"domination of medicine men." He hoped their influence, especially their
tendency to discourage their patients from seeking "medical advice more
than anything else from whites," would cease over time.7D "Any change in
[Navajo] belief," stated Culin, "must be preceded by a change in their habits of living which may be accomplished when they have an opportunity to
work like white people."71 Assimilation would have an added benefit of"civilizing" an immoral and untrustworthy people. Culin claimed that "in spite
of their many fine qualities, for they are a strong and virile people, the Navajo is immoral, even from an Indian standpoint." To prove his point, he
declared, "Almost without exception they are liars and thieves.... As to
their sexual moral(s), chastity is esteemed no virtue, incontinence being
regarded as an evidence ofstrength among men, while female morality rests
upon a strict commercial basis."72 By giving voice to these concerns, he
claimed to echo the widely held sentiment that the grip of the medicine
~en had to loosen before any changes could occur. "All agree," reported
Culiri, "that the 'Singers' or medicine men are the curse of these Indians,
impoverishing them without benefitting them in any way."73
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Ironically, Culin's wish that the singers' influence would die out seemed
to reinforce his desire for things associated with them. In 1903 he reported
obtaining a "Yeibichai [sic] Outfit" that a Navajo singer named Laughing
Doctor had committed to trader John Bradford Moore's care for sale to the
highest bidder. 74 Culin noted that the seller, like Bidy, was uncertain about
his desire to sell the outfit and that "Mr. Moore, to the last moment, was
afraid that the Doctor would back out of his bargain." According to Culin,
"the Laughing Doctor was one of a family of 'Singers,''' and the outfit he
acquired had been passed down the male line from father to son. Moore
collected the ethnological details of the outfit, explaining to Culin that "the
deer from which the skins were obtained, had all been rundown and strangled
without other injury."75 Moore, who was acting as Culin's intermediary, was
then required by Laughing Doctor to tell "stories of our civilization," a demand suggesting that Culin and Moore were not the only ones collecting
ethnological details of another culture.
In one pointed exchange, the singer used his newly obtained knowledge
to make a salient point regarding the rate at which the government expected
the Navajos to assimilate in schools run by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Culin explained, "The Doctor, after hearing about the Old World, asked
how long its history extended." Moore purportedly replied, "Some six or
seven thousand years." The Doctor "reflected, and at last said: 'Well, these
things that took you people so long to learn you are trying to teach our poor
children in a few months in your schools."'76 The Navajos may well have
integrated resources and skills into their culture, but they did so over the
long course of history, controlling the features they adopted and the pace at
which they incorporated change; Clearly, for Navajos like Laughing Doctor, assimilation, often a program forced upon Navajos and other indigenous
peoples, represented coercion. Many Navajos attempted to resist the full
extent of forced cultural transformation. 77 In contrast, Culin saw the history
of Navajo borrowing as consistent with Morgan's theory of evolution.
Through his promotion of the borrower theory, Culin advocated and naturalized the idea that the Navajos were prime candidates for assimilation.
Culin had a relatively short period to spend in the Southwest. In that
time, he was expected to amass enough material to create the foundation of
an unparalleled collection of Navajo and Zuni artifacts for the Southwestern Hall. As a result, he had to marry his skills as a profe~sional ethnologist
to those of a competitor, educator, and purveyor of consumer taste. In response Culin wed his own understanding of social evolution and cultural
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relativism/diffusion to what has been called his "geographical or 'ethnic'
approach" to ethnology78 As he developed this style, each of his displays
featured a specific group of American Indians who supposedly represented
the historical circumstances, contemporary conditions, and fundamental
characteristics of a specific group of indigenous people in the United States.
Within this context, Culin's final expression of the Navajo borrower theory
emerged and was conveyed to others.
Public Displays and Lectures

As Culin collected material, he kept in mind the fact that it was to be used
in public displays for education or entertainment and was not to be hidden
away on shelves that only a few,could access. For the Southwestern Hall,
Culin utilized a comparative approach, juxtaposing the material culture of
Zuni and Navajo Indians, and adding smaller displays of other southwestern Indian populations to round out the exhibit. 79 Working from his ethnological field journals, Culin also developed a series of public lectures in
which he defined ethnology as "the science of races." Such a. definition
elucidated his ideas about Navajo "character" in a time of great change in
both anthropology and the late Victorian cultural atmosphere in which Culin
worked. 80
Seemingly quoting from Morgan, Culin told audience members that
the ethnologist's job was "to collect, classify and compare the information
concerning the traits and customs of the different races of man."8! Then,
drawing on a very Boasian idea, he informed the audience that his goal was
to throw "light upon the origin and migration of man and upon the principles which underlie the development of human society and civilization."82
Culin stated that he had picked "the Zuni to represent the Pueblo peoples
in our Museum" and had "in the same manner selected the Navajos as the
principal [sic I object of my study among the nomadic tribes."83 Although
influenced by Cushing, Culin believed that the Zunis represented an open
field of study.84 Similarly, in his mind, the Navajos had not yet been represented in a major museum, and their artifacts were readily available from
traders like Day and Moore.
Leading audience members on a virtual journey to the Southwest, Culin
described the view from the window of an Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway car-the leading carrier of tourists to the region. Travelers would see·
"everywhere a vast treeless expanse, covered with sage brush or mesquite,a
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succession of high mesas or table lands, broken by innumerable valleys and
dry watercourses, with everywhere the same tints of ochre and brown.''85
Into this landscape Culin thrust his cast of characters: Mexicans, Pueblos,
Navajos, Apaches, traders, and missionaries. He described each group in
detail but turned most of his attention to the indigenous people. According
to Culin, by studying "primitive man, we discover people whose development has been continuous and uninterrupted through many ages, tribes
who have escaped the general commingling and inter-fusion, at once the
cause and the result of modern civilization."86 Culin was obviously referring
to Pueblo people, such as the Hopis and Zunis, whom he also described as
peaceful. Meanwhile, he called the Navajos "the antithesis of the gentle,
peace-loving Pueblos."87 Navajos, moreover, had not resisted "inter-fusion,"
which positioned them to evolve toward "modern civilization."
Using adjectives like "fierce," "cruel," and "revengeful," Culin also described the Navajo "race" in singular, masculine terms. A Navajo, stated
Culin, was "more of a man, both physically and morally" than a Puebloan. 88
Culin relied on a Morgan-like schematic when he asserted that the Navajo
"deserves to be accorded a high place among our native peoples."89 Still, he
warned that "the Navajos are more robust, but. their code is that of savagery." By way of explanation, he stated that they observed the "blood feud"
and insisted on "a life for a life," and were known "to kill old women who
become burdensome, or defenseless traders who tempt their cupidity."90 Yet,
in his assessment, what truly distinguished "the Navajo" from other Indians
and would enable him to survive in the future was "his capacity for hard,
unremitting work."9! Calling the women "industrious weavers," he noted
that the "men only need an opportunity for profitable labor." Economically, they were afforded a higher place as well. By the standards of the
Southwest, the Navajos could also be differentiated by the fact that "as Indians go, they are extremely well-to-do."92
Through his analysis ofIndian peoples, Culin came to view the Pueblos,
especially the Zunis, as the cultural torchbearers and rightful heirs of the
mysterious pre-Puebloan or "Anasazi" peoples, who developed many of the
advances that made life sustainable in the region. The Pueblos supposedly
lived a life relatively unchanged by contact with other indigenous people or
Whites. Initially, the Puebloan people had innovated survival techniques that
remained virtually unaltered. Paradoxically, in Culin's logic, this "innovation" would ultimately lead them, as it had the "Anasazi," to their demise. If
Culin was adhering to Morgan's ideas, the Pueblos were automatically doomed
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by their supposed biological inferiority. By comparison, he came to view
the Navajos as a people "anxious to improve themselves" and adopt, as they
had many times before, new materials and customs into their daily livesin essence they were a people who had the ability, even a predisposition, to
assimilate. 93 Hence, Culin naturalized the idea that the Navajos should integrate into the American mainstream by connecting assimilation to their
history of borrowing.

Conclusion
This article explores the genesis and development of the "Navajos as borrowers theory" by examining the professional behavior of Stewart Culin. He
used the theory to justify the collection of sacred artifacts, organize their
display in the museum, and educate the public. To his mind, a secondary
benefit of his development of the theory was that it advocated and facilitated curbing the hold of medicine men on the minds of fellow Navajos.
The sooner this occurred, ~ulin argued, the sooner the larger Navajo population would speak English, become honest laborers, and assimilate in
general. The museum public might thus consume both the "vanishing"
rarities and the idea of assimilation; each contributed to the "disappearance" of Navajo artifacts from the reservation. The theory also bolstered
beliefs in White superiority despite the spread of cultural relativism among
anthropologists.
Drawing on and synthesizing the disparate anthropological theories of
the day, Culin formulated his own unique ethnographic understanding of a
people and developed a theory that did the cultural work of encouraging
Navajo assimilation. The ideological construction of the Navajo borrower
theory made use of social-evolutionary thought, for instance, by casting
Navajos as metaphorical "middle-men" who stood halfway between peaceful, "primitive" Puebloan peoples and urban, "civilized" White Americans,
who had created a complex, modern, industrialized world by incorporating
one technological invention after another. Unlike the Zunis, who would
disappear in Culin's scheme, the Navajos' absorption of new skills and materials had provided them with the capacity to survive rather than vanish
and to develop a deeply mystical and religious culture while sustaining life
in the inhospitable desert, and with the predisposition to discard those traditions in favor of assimilation. This representation of Navajo culture worked
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to strip Navajos of agency and establish a racial hierarchy that positioned
Whites at the top, Navajos somewhere in the middle, and romanticized
Puebloan people at the bottom.
Ironically, notions of cultural relativism emerged alongside this hierarchy, for those peoples at the top and bottom of this spectrum had cultures
that were valued for their own sake-as evidenced by Culin's spatial distribution of artifacts in his exhibits. For instance, Navajo material actually
flanked the Zuni collection. 94 As cultural intermediates who were cast in a
peripheral position, the Navajos had a culture that was important because
"borrowing" had the potential to provide them with a kind of cultural mobility; White respect for them was predicated on their potential to assimilate. In the end, the borrower label, as it developed in the early 1900s, made
the idea of Navajo assimilation seem so natural that it became central to
their future in the mind of the museum-going public.
Culin used the borrower theory as a way to inform the public and forecast the future of the Navajos. Since that time, his declaration that borrowing would naturally lead to assimilation has, by and large, fallen by the
wayside, yet the underlying principle of Navajo cultural flexibility as a fundamental and defining aspect of their identity and character has persisted.
Over the course of the twentieth century, the theory has been reified in
scholarship and popular portrayals, and continues to inform the way nonIndians understand Navajo culture. The Navajos-as-borrowers explanation
has achieved status as conventional wisdom in popular and scholarly settings alike. The key elements of borrower theory can be found, for instance,
in almost any book dealing with Navajo history, culture, or society-in particular scholarly/popular texts such as Raymond Friday Locke's The Book of
the Navajos (1992). But it also appears in classic academic texts by authors
such as Washington Matthews, Ruth Underhill, and Clyde Kluckhohn and
Dorthea Leighton. In her oft-cited The Navajos, Underhill succinctly stated,
"Six or seven hundred years ago, there were no Navajos, at least by name."95
Rather, she continues: "There were, of course, the ancestors of the present
tribe, little groups of half-naked hunters, who were, perhaps, just penetrating the Southwest. They had none of the arts which make them famous
today and almost none of the ceremonies. All of these things have been
acquired within a few hundred years, for the Navajos are some of the greatest learners and adapters among American Indians."% It has become customary for works dealing with Navajo culture to begin, as did Underhill,
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with mention of their adoption, acquisition, or borrowing of items from
other groups.
However, if the theory, from its very inception, was used to perform the
cultural work of advocating the harmful practice of assimilation, scholars
have to ask why it persists-even if its detrimental elements are no longer
stridently articulated. The theory may have persisted because it accurately
described something that is unique to Navajo culture. Well documented by
anthropologists and historians is that Navajos have integrated new material,
skills, and behaviors into their culture. Although this is "true" in its most
fundamental sense, the act ofborrowing from one culture to enhance another is not unique to the Navajos.97 However accurate it may be, historians
and ethnographers can no longer use the concept of borrowing to differentiate the fundamental_characteristics of the Navajos from those of other
populations.
Perhaps the borrower concept's continued use can be attributed to the,
fact that it is simply the easiest and most accurate way to describe a complex
culture. If this is the case, scholars should explore the extent of the concept's
veracity. The Navajos did borrow sheep, horses, weaving techniques, and
silversmithing from the populations with whom they came into contact.
But linguistic evidence actually illustrates that Navajos borrowed far less
than other regional cultures. For instance, linguists claim that the Navajo
language actively resists the integration of "loanwords."98 In fact, assertions
of the Navajo disinclination to accept linguistic borrowings are scattered
throughout literature even though no single author has explored the seeming incongruity between Navajo cultural borrowing and the lack of language integration. So, if the borrower theory has been used because it is 'an
accurate way to describe an entire culture, language cannot be included as
an element of that culture. However, I believe that because culture and
language, especially in the case of the Navajos, are intimately connected,
there are limitations to borrowing as a descriptor ofNavajo culture.
Why has the borrower notion persisted if borrowing is neither unique to
the Navajo Indians nor a completely accurate way to describe Navajo culture? Referencing the first part of Thomas Kuhn's theory of paradigm shift
might lead to an explanation. There is possibly an inherent, invisible conservatism attached to established ideas. 99 Scholars and writers might simply
resist reworking tried-if incomplete-theories simply because they have
been in circulation for many years. Another explanation might be that accepting the "borrower theory" is simply palatable, for what preceded it, the
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idea of Navajo savagery, was and is so clearly incorrect, dated, and racist.
Perhaps the borrower theory, having revised Navajo savagery, is a benign
way to introduce the public to Navajo culture. However, professional
complacency-or calcification-are unsatisfactory explanations.
In closing, I propose that scholars begin to think critically about the Navajo
borrower theory-to think about it as a theory with a history rather than as a
useful cultural description. Culin set up the borrower theory in ways demonstrating to the public that disappearance and assimilation were the two
choices facing the Navajos. Nor did he believe that Navajo culture, as personified by the medicine m~n, should survive in its most fundamental forms.
Given the example of Culin's work, the time has come to look behind the
curtain and expose the kind of cultural work current variations of the concept knowingly or unknowingly perform.
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Alexander M. Stephen and the Navajos
Louis A. Hieb

Dear old "Steve!" as he was familiarly known to his multitude of
friends in Arizona and New Mexico-a man devoted to ethnographic
research without regard to the pecuniary reward which his work might
bring him. (Washington Matthews, Review of The Snake Ceremonials
at Walpi, by J. Walter Fewkes with the assistance of A. M. Stephen and
J. G. Owens, American Anthropologist 7 [October 1894]: 422)

D

uring excavation and repair of the Puebloan tower structure in Canyon del Muerte's Mummy Cave in 1932, a Navajo workman brought
archaeologist Earl Morris a piece of paper that had been wrapped around a
"curiously carved stick" he had found in a crevice. On it was written "Jer:
Sullivan M.D. / Alex M. Stepen M.A. / September 2" [2nd] 1885 / Sketch,
etc." Morris noted, "While Sullivan and Stephen were not the first white
visitors, no earlier names or dates have thus far been found written in Mummy
. Cave."l Morris recognized neither name. Four years later, however, Columbia University Press published the Hopi Journal of Alexander M. Stephen,
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edited by Elsie Clews Parsons, making "Alex M. Stepen M.A." a significant
figure in the grand historical narrative of southwestern anthropology.2
Remembered today primarily for his research notebooks on the Hopis
from 1890-1894, Stephen was first and foremost a student of the Navajos
during his lifetime. His article, "The Navajo," published in the American
Anthropologist (1893), remains one of the classic ethnological accounts of
the period. 3 His contemporaries-Washington Matthews, Cosmos Mindeleff,
James Mooney, and Henry C. Yarrow-acknowledged Stephen's ethnological and linguistic work in their publications. Nevertheless, Don D. Fowler
calls Stephen one of the "least known characters in the coterie of nineteenthcentury southwestern anthropologists."4 Virtually unknown to historians and
anthropologists are Stephen's compelling and significant contributions to
Navajo studies.
Michel-Rolph Trouillot has written, "Any historical narrative is a particular bundle ofsilences."5 In Stephen's case there are many reasons for the
silences. Few of his many letters, notes, memoranda, reports, and other papers on the Navajos exist in archives or libraries today. At his death on 18
April 1894, no obituary appeared in local newspapers or in scholarly journals. A quarter century passed before J. Walter Fewkes wrote more than a
footnote-then he wrote less than a paragraph-to "record his obligation"
to Stephen's work. Some of Stephen's research was published in longforgotten periodicals. (See examples in the appendices to this essay.) Some of
his research was published under the names of other scholars. For example,
in his monograph-length study, "Navaho Houses," Cosmos Mindeleffdeclared
that "much of the material which is comprised in this report was collected by
the late A. M. Stephen, who lived for many years among the Navaho."6
Stephen wrote his accounts of the Navajos during the 1880s, the first and
formative decade of American anthropology. Directed by John Wesley
Powell, the Bureau of Ethnology (BE), a unit of the Smithsonian Institution,
promoted Lewis Henry Morgan's evolutionary paradigm as the general theoretical framework of human social development. The BE also selected and
funded several of the first generation of ethnologists. Stephen was familiar
with Morgan's perspective and received some support from the Smithsonian.
However, Stephen's work reflects an independence of intellect and a prior
knowledge of Navajo culture and society that led him to present their world,
both its seriousness and humor, in an empathetic and convincing manner.
Moreover, while Stephen received some funding and recognition from the
Smithsonian Institution, it provided neither a paid position nor the prospect
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of fame that eventually drew him to study the Hopis. Among the remaining
fragments of Stephen's Navajo research are historically important notes regarding the meaning of 'Anaasclzi, the attributes of the supernatural being
Begochidi, and an account of Navajo curing practices, as well as descriptions of significant men in Navajo society at the time-ethnographic materials previously unknown to Navajo scholars of the twentieth century. This
article provides the biographical and historical contexts in which Stephen's
work developed, reproduces several ethnographically significant texts, and
reassesses his place in southwestern anthropology.
Alexander M. Stephen's Early Life

Alexander M. Stephen was born in Scotland, but his date of birth, his name,
and how and when he came to be among the Navajos and Hopis living near
Kearn's Canyon in Arizona Territory have been matters of speculation. The

1884
In the background is Kearn's residence.
(Photograph by Frederick H. Dellenbaugh, Dellenbaugh Papers, Special

"BILL" AND HIS MASTER, A. M. STEPHEN, FALL

Collections, courtesy The University of Arizona Library, Tucson)
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biennial performances of the Snake/Antelope ceremonies in the Hopi village of Walpi on the East or First Mesa drew numerous anthropological
observers, John G. Bourke among them, who mentioned Stephen in their
records. Beginning with the establishment of the BE in 1879, frequent and
often annual expeditions brought ethnologists such as James and Matilda
Coxe Stevenson, Victor and Cosmos Mindeleff, and others to Kearn's Canyon. They, too, noted Stephen's presence, but their observations are, to use
a phrase of Stephen's, "a medley of odds and ends." However, the historian
can piece together Stephen's life with some certainty. Indeed, Stephen came
to Kearn's Canyon as a prospector, not an ethnologist. He reflected later: "I
have not chosen this pursuit to make money in; nor scarce can I say I did
choose it. Years ago it came to me almost unawares and never since will it
let me be."7
"Alexander Stiven" -Alexander Middleton Stephen-son of James
Stephen and Elizabeth Croll (or Cree), was born near Dundee, Angus,
Scotland, on 29 October 1846.8 His father was a joiner (a furniture maker or
inside carpenter), and he had two older siblings, Mary and William. In 1861
Alexander was a lodger in Dudhope, Wynd, Scotland, and a millwright by
profession. 9 Nothing more is known of Stephen's life before he came to the
United States. Frederick Dellenbaugh's recollection that Stephen was a
graduate of the University of Edinburgh appears to be without foundation. 1O
Shortly after the 1861 census was taken in Scotland, Stephen sailed for
the United States, where he enlisted in the Union Army on 22 October 1861,
and mustered into service on 30 October 1862, the day after his sixteenth
birthday. He served in the New York Volunteer Infantry until honorably discharged on 6 February 1866. 11 Only once in his lengthy correspondence to
Fewkes did Stephen allude to his Civil War experience: "I first made the
acquaintance of Frank [Carter] and some other rebel gentlemen in a darknasty-stormy-night-the night of May 31st 1862." Stephen's reference was to
his combat in the Army of the Potomac at the Battle of Seven Pines during
Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan's campaign against Richmond, Virginia.
After the conflict, most of Stephen's close friends were Civil War veterans,
either comrades-in-arms or simply others who shared the war. 12 Unlike so many
of his contemporaries (e.g., Lieutenant Kearn, Colonel Rizer, and Colonel
Stevenson), Stephen was never referred to by his Civil War rank oflieutenant.
Stephen's whereabouts during the years following his discharge in 1866
are another mystery. In the U.S. census of 1880, Stephen declared himself
an "explorer" and a "prospector." Indeed, four years later, in The Snake
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Dance of the Moquis ofArizona, Bourke stated, "At Kearn's ranch we met
Mr. Alexander Stevens [sic], a bright Scotchman who, duringthe past twelve
years, has had considerable experience as a metallurgist and mining prospector in Nevada and Utah [since 1869]. He gave me a thrilling account of
his journey westward to the country of the Cohoninos, a tribe of Indians
living in the canon [sic] of Cataract Creek, near its junction with the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado in this territory."13 Stephen's name also appeared in
the Eureka Herald, whose owner and editor Henry C. Rizer published a
series of articles on the activities of a U.S. Geological Survey expedition
operating near Fort Wingate in 1882. In one piece, Rizer described his arrival at Kearn's Canyon in the company ofJames and Matilda Coxe Stevenson
on 6 October: "In the absence of Mr. Kearn we were welcomed by two
friends and guests of his, Mr. Stephens [sic], a native of Scotland, and Mr.
[Thomas] McElmell, formerly an officer in our navy. They are both attractive gentlemen of unusual breadth of information, intelligence and culture.
They both came west quite young men upon the conclusion of the war and
have followed the varied and strangely fascinating life of prospectors.... in .
California, Nevada, Utah and this region."14
Thomas McElmell and his associate, John T. Moss, were key figures in
Stephen's early career in the Southwest. McElmo Creek (Stephen's
"McElmell Drainage") found in southwestern Colorado and the small settle- .
ment of MeElmo located at the junction of the creek with the San Juan
River in southern Utah were named for McElmell (various spellings) in the
1870s. In the 17 May 1884 issue of the Holbrook Times, Henry Reed, the
editor, wrote:
Thomas McElmell, of Keam's Canyon, is visiting Holbrook, [Arizona
Territory] and we are glad to look upon his cheerful countenance once
more. Long years have passed since we bade adieu to him and his
companion de voyage, the eccentric John Moss, as they left Fort
Wingate to find a path to the Pacific Coast through the Moquis
[Hopis]. Moss and [John C.] Fremont were alike in being path-finders,
and unlike, in that Moss never lost his way.... [M]onths rolled on,
and at last we heard, with joy, of their arrival at San Francisco....
Moss, in the interest of his patron and friend, John Parrot [Tiburcio
Parrott], the banker of San Francisco, for whom he located and
name[d] the once famous Parrot [sic] City in San Juan country [sic].
McElmell settled in south-western Colorado. 15
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John Moss first came to Arizona in 1857 and afterward spent much of his life
exploring the Colorado River and southwestern Colorado. The trip to California occurred in 1873, and for a few years Parrott City was the seat of La
Plata County, Colorado. Among other activities, Moss guided photographer William H. Jackson to Two Story Cliff House above the Mancos River
at Mesa Verde in 1874. Stephen's association with Moss undoubtedly contributed to his knowledge of ancestral Puebloan villages ("ruins") in the
Four Corners area. The mining venture at Parrott City did not meet expectations, and in 1878 Moss moved to California, where he was accidentally
killed in a fight two years later. 16
The two newspaper accounts indicate that Stephen and McElmell were
likely among the prospectors in Parrott City, and, indeed, their experience
may well predate that adventure by many years. McElmell spent the years
1882-1884 at Kearn's Canyon, pursuing mining interests, and Kearn, Stephen,
and McElmell were lifelong friends. At his death in 1904, one of the major
beneficiaries of Kearn's estate was Thomas A. McElmell of PhiladelphiaY
Among the "silences" of these early years are answers to how the Stephen
encountered at Kearn's Canyon became a polished and practiced writer, a
literary man who read Carlyle and Lowell, and a man who strived to apply
the methods and language of nineteenth-century science to describe and
understand the prehistoric and historic cultures of northeastern Arizona.
Alexander M. Stephen at Kearn's Canyon

Stephen first came to Kearn's Canyon in 1879. There, at a place then known
as Peach Orchard Spring, Thomas Varker Kearn (1842-19°4) had established
a trading post four years earlier. In a deposition dated 17 August 1882, Stephen
stated: "I am now, and for the past three years have been, a resident of Kearn's
Canyon, Apache County, Arizona. 1 first came here in April 1879 and remained until July of the same year. I have resided continuously at Kearn's
Trading Post in this Canon [sic] since January 1880. During 1879 and 1880
Mr. William Kearn, since deceased, was in sole charge of this Trading Post.
Mr. Thomas V. Kearn during those years, and for many previous years, resided at Fort Defiance."18
Throughout the 1870S, Thomas Kearn sought the federal position of agent
to the Navajos. In November 1879, with support from James Stevenson, he
again lobbied unsuccessfully for an appointment, this time to the Moqui
Agency.19 Meanwhile, Kearn's trading post near Fort Defiance was included
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in the lands set aside as part of the addition to the Navajo Reservation on 6
January 1880. These factors, coupled with the death of his younger brother
William, led Thomas Kearn to relocate to the canyon and to pursue new
business ventures, among them the sale of prehistoric pottery and other
"relics" excavated from ruins and burials near Kearn's Canyon and in Canyon de Chelly.
After many years of exploring and prospecting, Stephen would have found
Kearn's ranch, as it was often called, attractive as more than just a room and
a source of employment. As Bourke saw in 1881, Kearn's residence was furnished with the classics of English literature as well as current journals and
newspapers. Kearn had a cook and a flower garden, and he and Stephen
had friends in common, most notably Thomas McElmell. Individuals associated with the BE, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the U.S. Army, as well
as independent researchers like Herman F. C. ten Kate and Gustav
Nordenskiold, were frequent guests. For a young man interested in cultural
and intellectual pursuits, especially anthropology and archaeology, Kearn's
ranch was an exciting place to be. 20
Stephen had his own room in the complex of buildings that comprised
the trading post. In the 1880 census, Stephen identified himself as a "boarder."
He and Kearn were "associates" but not business partners. Kearn employed
Stephen as the manager of the "general store," where he was also postmaster from 1883-1888. At various times, other individuals filled in for Stephen
or Kearn when visitors, travel, or business occupied their attention. Their
arrangement was clearly one of convenience, one that provided Stephen
with a source of income.
When taking up residence at the trading post in 1880, Stephen joined a
man who had nearly fifteen years' experience working with the Navajo people
as an interpreter, a trader, and an advocate. 21 Kearn boasted an excellent
knowledge of Navajo language and culture, and enjoyed the trust and confidence of many important Navajo leaders. At the store, Navajos traded wool,
pelts, and livestock for coffee, sugar, and other goods. Kearn and Stephen
carried out transactions in Navajo, with Spanish as a second language. From
necessity, Stephen began learning the Navajo language, through which he
conducted much of his later work with the Hopis.
Although his lasting legacy is his Navajo and Hopi ethnography, Stephen
demonstrated other areas of interest while living and working at Kearn's
Canyon. First, the lure of prospecting persisted at least through 1884- In a
letter describing past performances of the Hopi Snake Dance, Stephen
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wrote, "The year I missed was 1883-we were all very wealthy copper mine
owners - prospective millionaires - and our studies were not at all of ethnologic nature."21
Second, given the presence of the prehistoric and, to a lesser degree,
modern materials Kearn acquired through excavation and trading, Stephen
not only developed a descriptive language for pottery but also explored developmental frameworks for differences in styles. One significant result was
the creation of a catalog, "Pottery of Tusayan: Catalogue of the Kearn Collection," in 1884.23 Third, beginning with the Snake Dances of 1885 and
1887 but working in a more considered and careful way after 1889, Stephen
recorded many observations of Hopi social and ceremonial practice. In 1891
J. Walter Fewkes, director of the Second Hemenway Expedition, hired
Stephen to assist his research on the Hopis: Over the course of the next
three years, Stephen compiled the most detailed description of the social
and ceremonial life of any Native American people in the nineteenth century. From this research, Stephen submitted several brief articles under his
own name and coauthored several studies with Fewkes.
Finally, in the early 1880s, the Kearn's Canyon community also included
the Moqui (Hopi) Pueblo Agency and the Presbyterian mission to the Hopis.
Kearn and Stephen observed the conflict between Christian mission and
federal agency that led to the establishment of the Executive Order Moqui
Indian Reservation on 16 December 1882. Subsequently, they witnessed the
closure of both. 24 As a consequence of their knowledge of, friendship with,
and business relationships with the Navajos and Hopis, Kearn and Stephen
were frequent advocates for both tribes throughout the decade that followed. 25
Ethnologists among the Navajos, 1880-1894

Dr. Washington Matthews(1843-1905), a U.S. Army surgeon, was stationed
at Fort Wingate from October 1880-March 1884 and again from March 1890March 1894- While carrying out fieldwork under the auspices of the BE,
Matthews occupied a position Stephen might otherwise have filled. Most of
Matthews's early studies of Navajo material culture (weaving and silversmithing) and ethnobotany were carried out in the immediate vicinity of
the post. Shortly after his arrival, Matthews saw the last night of the Nightway
ceremony near Fort Wingate on 19 December 1880 and a part of the
Mountainway ceremony near Kearn's Canyon in the fall of 1882, two events
that would shape his future research. Matthews was recalled to the Army
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Medical Museum in Washington in the spring of 1884 but was able to return to Fort Wingate in the fall to carry out field research that contributed to
his "The Mountain Chant" published in 1887.26 While Matthews was in
Washington, D.C., Dr. Robert W. Shufeldt was stationed at Fort Wingate
from November 1885 to the early spring 1889. He eventually published a
number of minor studies on the Navajos. Like Matthews, Shufeldt conducted his research in the immediate vicinity of Fort Wingate where, for
example, he documented culture change, "the evolution of house-building," among the Navajos living there. 27
Research from Kearn's Canyon was even more opportunistic than from
Fort Wingate. U.S. Geological Survey and BE expeditions brought large
numbers of scientists to "the ancient province of Tusayan," the Hopi villages, and to Kearn's Trading Post. Rizer's account of part of the Mountainway
ceremony in 1882, and the Stevensons's description of a Nightway ceremony
in October 1885 were the product of visits to Kearn's Trading Post as performances were about to occur. 28 Likewise, Cosmos Mindeleff's publications
on Navajo architecture - "Navaho Houses" and "Houses and House Dedication of the Navahos" -appear to be deeply indebted to the knowledge
Stephen had developed, much of which Cosmos acquired while Stephen
assisted him and his brother Victor in their research near the Hopi villages
during the fall and winter of 1887-1888.29
Alexander M. Stephen and Navajo Studies. 1880-1894

As the principal employee in Kearn's Trading Post, Stephen had daily interaction with the Navajos and Hopis who came to trade and visit. He undoubtedly accompanied Kearn to social and ceremonial gatherings nearby.
Unlike Matthews who was an experienced linguist and ethnologist, Stephen
molded his intellect under the direction of BE ethnologists and through his
reading in the developing literature of anthropology. The spontaneous character of his early field experiences was illustrated in several events recorded
by Rizer. At the post during the evening of 20 October 1882, Kearn, Stephen,
and Rizer interviewed Guisheen Begay (Gishi biye'), who was an important
Evilway singer, and other Navajo headmen. (Stephen's record of the
evening- "Indian Traditions" -is published in appendix 1.) In the interview, Rizer (the Colonel) asked questions, the responses providing the first
general account of Navajo religion including references to one of the most
complex of Navajo deities, Begochidi. Stephen described the individual
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Navajo participants and remarked, for example, on the size of their sheep
herds, information important to a trader responsible for judging how much
credit to extend to an anticipated wool clip. Critical to ethnologists was that,
in passing, Stephen provided the first recorded use of the word 'Anaasazi. 10
Within a few days of the interview, Kearn gave Rizer an even more significant account of 'Anaasazi, placing the meaning of the word in the Navajo emergence narrative:
According to this repository [Navajo John] of his nation's traditions, the
Navajos came out of the ground. As they increased they spread over
the country. Their fathers came to the region now occupied by them
'seventeen lives of old men ago,' and when Ganado Mucha, the
present chief, dies, it will be eighteen. The life of an old man is from
sixty to seventy years. The cliff houses in the walls of the canon
[Canyon de Chelly] that we had been examining were built by an
ancient race that preceded the Navajos. These ancient people are by
them called Nah-sus-si ['Anaasazf]. They were all dead when the
Navajos came. The great column by our camp [Spider Rock] was once
the home of a giant whose main food supply consisted of the Nah-sussi. To escape the capricious maw of the giant these ancient people
built their houses in the caves in the canon walls. The Navajos never
saw the giant, but fearing his return, one part of their most imposing
annual festival, or dance, is celebrated in his honor, that he may be
duly appeased. The name of the dance is Hosh-Kon [hashk'aan (yucca
fruit; popular name of the Mountainway) P
In their recent article on the English word Anasazi and the Navajo word
'Anaasazi, Harry Walters and Hugh C. Rogers could find no record of the
word or explanation of its Navajo meaning before 1930. Their contention
that the Navajo 'anaa- (those who live beside us but not among us) and -sazi
(ancestors greater than five generations old, ones whose bodies have returned
to the earth and are now scattered about) receives remarkable confirmation
in the explanation recorded in the interview and in the fragment of the
emergence narrative given above. 12
A week after the interview with Guisheen Begay, Stephen wrote the earliest entry in his "Notebook No. I." On 27 October 1882, he recorded, "Tsina-ga-hi tells me he represented the Hunter's wife in the Comedy occurring
in the Hosh-Kawn celebrated yesterday at Kai-itso-dez-nily-bi-to." This brief
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account of dialog and action from the final night of the Mountainway is
published in this 'article (see appendix 3) for the first time, but the event,
"the Comedy" as Stephen refers to it and its representation in the various
published forms, became an ethnological cause celebre a few years later. 33
The occasion for these narratives was the gathering of various members
of the Stevensons's party from Fort Wingate as it made a circuitous trip to
Kearn's Trading Post on the way to Canyon de Chelly in October 1882. When
the Stevensons, Rizer, and others arrived at Kearn's Canyon, they met
Stephen and McElmel1. Shortly afterward, Kearn brought Matthews with
him. In Matthews's pseudonymous account, eight White men attended the
Mountainway ceremony, although, in Rizer's undated account, he witnessed
the "Hosh-Kon" with only Stephen: About midnight, the Navajo headman
Ganado Mucho addressed "the gathering, congratulating them upon the
peace and harmony that prevailed among them, the condition of their horses,
sheep and cattle, their friendly relations with the Americans, and the abundant yield of crops. He exhorted the young men to kindness and consideration toward their elders and against the use of intoxicating drinks." Rizer
then acknowledged Stephen: "My friend, Mr. Stephens [sic] is sufficiently
familiar with the language to enable him to catch the substance of the old
man's remarks, and to him I am indebted for the interpretation I have received as given above."34
Matthews's "The Mountain Chant" appeared in the Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1883-1884, the publication of which was
delayed until 1887. That delay gave Matthews time to include the observations of a performance that he saw in October 1884 and the perspective of
Tall Chanter (Hatali Nez), a Navajo singer, whom he brought east in fall
1885. Likewise, Stephen went to Washington, D.C., in November 1884 and
stayed until the end of February 1885. During that trip, Stephen may have
provided Matthews with the dialogue of "the Comedy." When Matthews's
account of the Mountainway appeared in 1887, it included the following
statement: "Many facts concerning not only the hackan inca, but other parts
of the mountain chant, have not been allowed to appear in this essay. Recognized scientists may learn of them by addressing the author through the Director of the Bureau of Ethnology."35 The expurgation met sharp criticism in
Washington's intellectual community. Anthropologist Katherine Spencer
Halpern and Susan Brown McGreevy write, "For example, a letter dated 16
March 1889 from Louis Henri Ayme, a career diplomat and amateur ethnologist, to W. H. Holmes at the Bureau of Ethnology comments, ' ... such
evidence of ridiculous prudery as is here displayed is supremely stupid."'36
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Matthews's response was the publication of the booklet The Suppressed
Part ofthe Mountain Chant in 1892. Matthews stated that the dialogue "was
obtained for me by Mr. A. M. Stephen of Kearn's Canyon, Arizona, who
witnessed with me the night ceremonies of November 5th, 1882, and next
day [Stephen's October 27], learned the words of the play from the man
who enacted the part of the woman. I have since heard other versions of the
dialogue, but none superior to this." The full text of this booklet, as well as
Matthews's pseudonymous account of the final night of the Mountainway,
has been recently reprinted in Halpern and McGreevy's Washington
Matthews: Studies in Navajo Culture, 1880--1894.37
Little information regarding Stephen's relationship with the Navajos survives for 1883 and 1884. Much of what he learned throughout his years at
Kearn's Canyon was gleaned through informal daily interactions, not purposeful investigation. Stephen's practice, later at least, was to dedicate separate notebooks to specific topics. The seven surviving notebooks for the
1882-1888 period document his shifting interests, for example, his personal
reading course, Tinneh (Dine)-Hopi-Tewa vocabularies, and occasional
detailed accounts of Navajo topics and events, but no notebooks dedicated
solely to the Navajos have survived.
Explorers, Stephen among them, came and went in Navajo country during 1883 and 1884. By the time Rizer returned to Fort Wingate, New Mexico,
with another U.S. Geological Survey party in fall 1883, he had -sold The
Eureka Herald; he mentioned neither Stephen nor Kearn in the one article
he sent to his former newspaper. At the time, Stephen may have been engaged in mining. At Fort Wingate, Rizer witnessed part of the Nightway
("Ga-bi-tcai," i.e., Ye'ii bichei) a ceremony he anticipated seeing after learning about it from Kearn the year before. 38 Much of Stephen's "spare time"
during 1884 was undoubtedly taken up with the preparation of "Pottery of
Tusayan: Catalogue of the Kearn Collection."39 In March, Matthews was
recalled to the National Medical Museum in Washington, D.C., but returned to the Southwest in the fall to do fieldwork. In late summer, Stephen
joined F. T. Bickford's exploration of Canyon de Chelly.4Q In late October,
Matthews witnessed a nine-night Mountain Chant near Fort Wingate and
saw sandpaintings for the first time. 41 Stephen left for Washington, D.C., at
the end of November, accompanying part of the Kearn collection (he took
the mummy of a young man with him on the train) being offered to the
Smithsonian Institution for use at the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition in New OrleansY
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Stephen returned to Kearn's Canyon in late February 1885. During the
summer, he worked again with Gishi biye' to record a version of the Navajo
origin narrative, which they completed on 5 August. 43 Shortly afterward,
Cosmos Mindeleff, Dr. Henry C. Yarrow, and others arrived for the SnakeAntelope ceremonies. Like Matthews, Yarrow was a medical officer attached
to the BE. Through the assistance of Kearn and Stephen, Yarrow was able "to
procure from a noted Navajo wise man [probably Gishi biye] an exact account of the burial customs of his people, as well as valuable information
regarding their medical practices, especially as such relate to obstetrics."44
In early September, Stephen and Jeremiah Sullivan spent several days in
Canyon de Chelly, making sketches, drawings, and notes, and it was at this
time that Sullivan left the note Earl Morris found fifty years later. A year
later, on 16 September 1886, Stephen wrote Yarrow a letter that was subsequently published in Forest and Stream under Yarrow's name as "Navajo
Methods of Curing Ague." (Omitting Yarrow's introductory remarks,
Stephen's letter is published here in full [see appendix 2].) Stephen also
wrote a well-known popular version, "When John the Jeweler Was Sick."45
The original account that Yarrow received was Stephen's attempt to demonstrate that Navajo curing practices were reasonable if they were understood within the Navajos' world view. Specifically, he describes how the
Navajos practiced portions ofthe Enemyway ceremony to determine whether
it was the appropriate cure in the case of contact with a non-Navajo people.
A few weeks after Stephen wrote to Yarrow, the Stevensons visited Kearn's
Canyon where they had the "good fortune to arrive ... a few days before the
commencement of a Navajo healing ceremony."46 The Nightway began on
12 October, and the Stevensons, through their interpreter Navajo John (or
John Navajo), documented the performance over the next nine days. According to his notebook, Stephen attended a "Yeibetchi" on 20 Octoberpresumably the final evening of this Nightway. In his "Report" for 1885-1886,
BE director John Wesley Powell noted simply: "Mrs. Stevenson was also enabled to obtain a minute description of the celebrated dance, or medicine
ceremony, of the Navajos, called the Yeibit-cai. She made complete sketches
of the sand altars, masks, and other objects employed in this ceremonial."47
Neither of the Stevensons had much, if any, knowledge of the Navajo language. Even withcNavajo John assisting the Stevensons, Stephen likely provided the texts of the prayers as well as the narratives that were appended to
the published "Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis and Mythical Sandpaintings
of the Navajo Indians" by James Stevenson."48 James Stevenson died in 1888,
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three years before his Nightway account was published in 1891. Shortly after
its appearance, Stephen wrote to Fewkes, "Tilly's contribution-viewed as a
votive offering to the manes of Colonel Jim - is highly laudable-otherwise
I should call it a fragmentary tissue of absurd blunders."49 Stephen attributed "Ceremonial" to Matilda, James's wife. Modern assessments are more
generous. For example, James C. Faris claims that James's account "is the
best actual description of a specific Nightway" ceremony. Most other accounts, including Matthews's, are not specific but composite accounts. 50
Much of the surviving correspondence from Kearn's Canyon for the 18841887 period is concerned with the sale of Kearn's buildings to the Bureau of
Indian Mfairs for a school. Stephen prepared detailed measurements and
drawings of the property. Kearn, with the Stevensons's assistance, continued
to promote the "Moki Industrial School," which opened in August 1887. In
his notebooks for 1887, Stephen compared the evolutionary perspectives of
Lewis Henry Morgan and Stephen D. Peet, locating the Hopis in the "older
period of barbarism," five years later. 51 He seemed to be searching for his
place in the discipline of ethnology then developing under Powell's direction in the BE and the National Museum. Unfortunately for Stephen, however, Matthews was the recognized ethnologist of the Navajos, the Stevensons
were positioned to be the collectors for the Smithsonian, and Sullivan was
living and working on Hopi First Mesa. Still more important was that the
federal government granted little funding to support Powell's program.
Early in 1887 Stephen wrote Otis T. Mason, curator of ethnology and
assistant secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, offering to assemble collections for the National Museum. Three weeks into May, G. Brown Goode
responded with fifty dollars and instructions to acquire a representative collection of "tools of all kinds."52 The "Report of the National Museum, 1887"
records: "Navajos, Arizona.-W. M. Stephen [sic] (accession 18812): Awls
(3); needles (2); unfinished shoes (3); finished shoe (1); dance shoes (1 pair).
Dr. Washington Matthews (accession 18865): Woman's dress (1)."53 Accompanying the collection was an illustrated essay, "The Navajo Shoemaker,"
published the following year in the Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum. In this ethnographic piece, Stephen described the materials, tools,
and techniques employed in making various types of shoes as well as furnishing a narrative that gives the origin of shoes in Navajo culture. 54
Apparently approaching both William H. Holmes and Victor Mindeleff,
Stephen offered his services to the Smithsonian. In 1886 Mindeleffhad recommended to Powell the appointment of Stephen, "a gentleman of excep-
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tional culture and scholarship," to collect traditional Hopi narratives as they
related to the "ancient pueblo pottery" and "ruined pueblos" in the vicinity.55 Nothing came of these efforts. In a notebook entry written a year later,
Stephen seemed to project something of his own situation (betrayed, perhaps, in his choice of the word "reivers" -a common Scottish term for raiders) in a note entitled "Navajo":
The young men-no longer reivers-are loiterers-skulking from one
hogan to another-like coyotes haunting the flocks. Are they waiting
for some incentive to call them to action? What is the thing that will
awaken them to real interest in life? The old men tell of past gloriesbattles & successful raids? The young men have no epoch to reckon
from nor future in their conception other than old age, the time when
they will be toothless. Ambition is now unknown for they have now no
field for deeds. Literally they are a generation without hopes. What a
deplorable condition is theirs when one considers it. A life of mere
scant animal enjoyment-their mental diversions gambling and
participating in religious dramas-hunting & games fallen into
desuetude. 56
As almost a response to this reflection, Victor Mindeleff telegraphed
Stephen to make arrangements for an extended field season. Previously, in
the fall of 1882, the Mindeleffs had spent a month surveying the Hopi villages in preparation for making papier-mache models for exhibition at the
Louisville Exposition of 1883. Returning in 1887, they began fieldwork on 6
October and, over the course of the next six months, surveyed ancestral
Hopi sites from the Jeddito Valley in the east to Moencopi in the west. With
Stephen's assistance they completed the research for "A Study of Pueblo
Architecture in Tusayan and Cibola [Hopi and Zuni]." Records in Stephen's
notebooks suggest that Victor and Cosmos also began the research on Navajo architecture eventually published by Cosmos Mindeleff? For the first
time, "Work of Mr. A. M. Stephen" was recognized as a part of the BE'S
research in Powell's prefatory reports in the ninth and tenth Annual Report[s]
ofthe Bureau ofEthnology. In the report for 1887-1888, Powell stated: "Mr.
A. M. Stephen was engaged during half of the fiscal year in collecting traditions and other matter from the Tusayan [Hopi] villages and among the
Navajo. He has transmitted a number of valuable short papers on these topics and also on the house-lore of the Tusayan Indians, and has furnished
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descriptions and drawings of the 'kisis' or rude temporary shelters of the
Tusayan, comparing these with the primitive structures of the Navajo."58
The following year, Powell noted:
Mr. A. M. Stephen continued work among the Tusayan pueblos under
the direction ofMr. Victor Mindeleff.... He secured from the Navajo
much useful information of the ceremonial connected with the
construction of their conical lodges or "hogans," supplementing the
more purely architectural records of their construction previously
collected by Mr. [Cosmos?] Mindeleff. As opportunity occurred he
gathered typical collections of baskets and other textile fabrics
illustrative of the successive stages of their manufacture, including
specimens of raw materials and detailed descriptions of the dyes used.
These collections are intended to include also the principal patterns in
use at the present time, with the Indian explanations of their
significance. 59
With Sullivan's departure in 1888, Stephen was now the resident expert on
the Hopis, if not the Navajos. In 1889 he published a brief note on Hopi
"Tribal Boundary Marks" in the American Anthropologist, and a full-page,
illustrated article on "The Snake Dance," coauthored with Hernando J.
Messenger, in the New York newspaper, The World (New York).60 However,
scientists, institutes, and societies still sought his Navajo expertise. In response to a circular requesting information on American Indians, Stephen
submitted several essays on the Navajos to the Canadian Indian Research
and Aid Society of the Royal Canadian Institute in Toronto. Published in
1890, these four pieces, separately titled and popularly written, filled just
four printed pages. "Marriage among the Navajoes [sic]," "Navajo Dress,"
and "Navajo Dwellings" were published in Our Forest Children. "Notes
about the Navajoes [sic]" appeared in the Canadian Indian. In 1891, while
doing research on the Ghost Dance religion, James Mooney wrote an inquiry to Stephen, "who had studied the Navajo and Hopi for years and spoke
the Navajo language fluently." Mooney received this reply from Stephen:
"While out this last time I camped over night with some Navajo friends,
and over a pipe brought up the messiah topiC."61
By March 1890 Matthews had returned for a second tour at Fort Wingate.
Little of the decade-long correspondence between Matthews and Stephen
survives, but the few remnants suggest a long-standing relationship of mu-
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tualrespect and intellectual generosity between the two men. For example,
in a letter of 5 November 1891, Stephen acknowledged an offprint, or "pamphlet," of Matthews's recent article, "The Gentile System of the Navajo
Indians," and asked a question about a reference Matthews made in "The
Mountain Chant." A month later, on 4 December 1891, Stephen sent
Matthews information on Navajo clans to augment materials dispatched
sometime earlier. 62
During his first ten years at Kearn's Canyon, Stephen had managed the
"general store" and post office, catalogued Kearn's collection of "relics,"
assisted the Mindeleffs in documenting Hopi and Navajo architecture, and,
on occasion, returned to prospecting. His knowledge of the Navajo language and of the material culture of both Hopis and Navajos was recognized by various scientists and bureaucrats connected with the Smithsonian
Institution. However, when Michael J. Riordan, Flagstaff lumberman and
the younger brother offormer Navajo agent Dennis M. Riordan, published
an article on "The Navajo Indians" in 1890, he noted that "a very little time
has been given to scientific investigations among them, notably by Doctor
Matthews." Riordan criticized the federal authorities for being "so niggardly
in their appropriations for ethnologic research" that almost no other investigations had been done among the Navajos. Matthews, an army surgeon,
had been an official "scientific collaborator" of the BE, an unpaid position
that conferred scientific status and affiliation and little else. Riordan undoubtedly knew ofStephen, but only fragments of his research documented
in this article were published anywhere-especially in the scholarly venues
where Matthews's "scientific investigations" appeared. More importantly,
Stephen was always "on the wrong side of the ledger" with Kearn, and,
although he tried to build connections with the BE, there was little money
available to support the kind of Navajo research to which his unpublished
notes and letters attest. 63
Stephen and the Hemenway Expedition

In September 1891, Stephen agreed to work with J. Walter Fewkes, who had
been appointed two years before to replace Frank Hamilton Cushing as director of the Hemenway Southwestern Expedition. Funded by Boston philanthropist Mary Tileston Hemenway, the expedition was initially concerned
with the prehistory of Zuni Pueblo. Adolph Bandelier, Bourke, and Matthews
suspected Fewkes of "villainous intrigues" in replacing Cushing as director.
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Fewkes spent brief periods at Zuni in 1889 and 1890 and had shifted his
research to Hopi by the summer of 1891. Matthews feared that Stephen
would receive "scant glory and scanter money" from Fewkes. 64 In another
letter to Cushing, Matthews elaborated:
You may expect soon a great work on the Moqui snake dance from the
hand of the learned ethnologist [Fewkes] who has recently been there.
He pumped poor Steve dry, and promised Steve (so the latter told me,
poor fool!) that he would give him credit for all. But I see, in the last
number of the Anthropologist an article by him on "Tusayan Pictographs." Now this has been for years Steve's specialty and all his information must have been derived from
Steve. Yet he only mentions Steve in
the most indirect way and in a footnote and then gives his name incorrectly. But he will prosper! All frauds
do, and get ahead of honest men. 65

MOQUI BASKETS AND POTTERY. "STEVE"

(the title is Wittick's own). This
October 1882 photograph shows
Stephen holding one of the notebooks
he used to record aspects of Navajo
and Hopi social and ceremonial life.
(Photograph by Ben Wittick courtesy
Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe,
neg. no. 149231)

Stephen did complain about his
name and about Fewkes's occasional
unresponsiveness to his need for information or supplies. Still, in weekly letters to Fewkes, Stephen described his
research and clarified their understanding of Hopi ritual practice. Fewkes
sent drafts and page proofs of articles
for Stephen's review. Called a "sneak,"
Fewkes was accused of taking credit for
Stephen's work. Stephen, a contract ethnographer in Fewkes's employ, clearly
knew how he was being credited. Three
essays on the Hopis-one in the American Anthropologist and two in the Jour-

nal of American Folk-Lore-appeared
in 1892 and 1893. They were coauthored by "J. Walter Fewkes and A. M.
Stephen."66 Fewkes's critics were not
privy to their correspondence:
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My Dear Fewkes,
It chanced that old Kwa-tca-kwa looked in upon Tom yesterdayjust after the mail-and Tom promptly dispatched by him your two
letters of the 1st & 4th. I really think that if you knew how much
pleasure your letters give me you would write oftener-my dear boypity the hermit. You never have led the life - but your desert
experiences tell you what it is. They tell you all the external
conditions - but there are vivid strokes of hell in it that can not be
observed-they must be felt. Not strokes-but stabs that bleed
internally.
I am glad the notebooks give you pleasure. I knew they would - but
I have a good deal of more recent data-that will round out many of
the subjects-but most of it will require discussion. But of course you
will not print anything until after we shall have discussed itY
Stephen quickly found himself committed to research on the Hopis, a
project unparalleled in nineteenth-century American ethnology. A letter to
Fewkes on Christmas Eve 1891 reveals much about his new commitment to
Hopi anthropology as well as his ties to the Navajo people:
I write under trying conditions-and this epistle must be desultory and
fragmentary. A bevy of my own clan (the Deer folks of the Navajo) are
in for Christmas-some of them I haven't seen for a very long whileand I can't show them the cold shoulder even if it were not holiday
time - but they give me the fidgets and in~errupt constantly. Nor
would I mind the cheery gossip of the men with the cackle of the
women as an accompaniment-but they pluck & nudge me to turn
&o,m my table, insist that I stop my paper-marking, and here [sic] thisand this-and as they continue to distract and bedevil me. AproposI have extended a small part of the sum you left me among Navajo
shamans-just now I have given $1.50 to my friend N'taz-this is for
elucidation of topics perhaps not immediately in hand but which must
be taken up sooner or later - [such] as migration of Hopi gentes
& their incorporation with Navajo-identification of sacred plants &
birds &c common with both-and other kindred topics. I will explain
thiS matter when we meet & think I can show you this is not really a
diverted expenditure. 68

.,
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Stephen rarely revealed as much about himself as he did in this passage. At
the same time, what did he mean by "my own clan"? According to ethnologist Stewart Culin, a Hopi named Tinabi told him in 1905 that Stephen
"had a Navajo wife who is still living." Other information provided by Tinabi,
whose father Intiwa knew Stephen well, appears reliable. However, nothing
else in the surviving documents of the period .supports this report. 69
As Stephen's life neared its end, his most significant work on the Navajos
appeared in 1893. Based on over ten years of his experience with the "Tinneh,"
his article, "The Navajo," described their environment, subsistence,kinship and social organization, architecture and settlement pattern, and ritual
and world view. The editor of the American Anthropologist immediately
invited Stephen to submit another article. However, the illness that was to
prove fatal led him to postpone writing. Ironically, the piece was intended
to be an essay on mortuary practices for the March 1894 issue. 7o
On 7 December 1893 Stephen reported, "The annoying hoarseness of
last winter has again gripped me-but Masi is doctoring me with hot herb
infusions-Lord how nasty.,..-and he predicts a cure in five days-we shall
see." In the weeks and several months following, Stephen began his letters
to Fewkes with a description of his illness. On 28 February 1894, he sent
Matthews a detailed account of another Hopi doctor's efforts to cure his
illness. Eight days later, Stephen mentioned to Fewkes that he had written
Matthews for medical assistance only to learn a week later that Matthews's
own illness had led to his return to Washington. Then wo~d came of Mary
Hemenway's death on 6 March and its implications for his work. On 28
March, Stephen wrote, "I have a lot of drugs sent me with which I am
doping myself and I hope to be able to announce a full recovery soon."71
Throughout this entire period Stephen continued to work day and night.
On 12 April Kearn wrote Fewkes that he had gone to First Mesa, where he
found Stephen "at death's door." Carried to the trading post, Stephen died
of congestion of the lungs, probably tuberculosis, on 18 April 1894.72

Alexander M. Stephen and Nineteenth-Century Anthropology
"Steve!" Matthews called him. "He was known to all the Indians asEs-teeb,
from the Spanish Estaban," Culin learned. 73 Stephen's research among the
Hopis was carried out in the Navajo language until the last year of his life.
Often in writing to Fewkes, Stephen formulated a perspective by saying,
"Like the Navajo, the Hopi ..." Stephen was first and foremost a student of

-------------------------------
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the Navajos. Prophetically, though, he wrote to Fewkes, "There is no doubt
as to the richness of the ethnic field which this East Mesa alonepresents we will win fame here."74
Fame did come to Stephen finally in 1936 with the publication of Hopi
Journal ofA. M. Stephen. He once wrote to his benefactor Mary Hemenway
that his career chose him; personal financial gain did not interest Stephen.75
To Fewkes he stated, "I constantly strive to keep in the legitimate path of the
collector-avoiding all extraneous subjects-especially theories. Time
enough for me to take up comparative study after I shall have completed
my collector's task. Still I greatly relish the suggestive homologies you submit to me - but, mind you, just for relaxation."76 Selecting, collecting, translating, describing (often seeking the scientific term for flora and fauna),
classifying, and occasionally venturing into developmental and, as the occasion demanded, evolutionary frameworks were the mainstays of Stephen's
ethnological approach. Clearly, he was interested in "the misty places and
their meanings" -as he wrote in his last letter to Fewkes-and in forming
conceptions based on the explanations offered by the Navajo and Hopi "authorities."77 But his focus was on observable behavior-material' and ritual.
Important to remember is that his field notes were on-the-spot observations
and sketches, not the comprehensive Hopi monograph that he envisioned. 78
His description and understanding of the changing worlds of the Navajos
and Hopis are best seen in his published essays, most of which were written
for a popular audience and not the scientific community in which he sought
fame, and in his letters.
Stephen's place in southwestern anthropology is secured by his detailed
descriptions of Hopi social and ceremonial life. His research among the
Navajos, on the other hand, represents a lost legacy of materials of continuing value to Navajo studies. Given his command of the Navajo language,
Stephen's explanations of central concepts and practices in Navajo religion
as well as his descriptions ofsignificant individuals in late-nineteenth-century
Navajo religious and ~conomic life are of continuing historical and anthropological significance.
Appendix 1

From September 1882 to January 1883, Henry C. Rizer, editor of the weekly
Kansas newspaper, Eureka Herald, published a series of letters he wrote
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from the field as he accompanied Almon H. Thompson and other members of a U.S. Geological Survey to Fort Wingate, New Mexico Territory,
and the surrounding region. Rizer is credited for having published the first
accounts of portions of the Mountainway and Nightway ceremonies. Introduced by Rizer is Stephen's account of an interview regarding Navajo religion published in the Eureka Herald on 1February 1883. The first published
explanation of the Navajo word 'AnaasQzf appears here as well as historically significant documentation of Begochfd£.79

Indian Traditions80
While in Arizona last fall we had an opportunity to attend a council of principal men of the Navajo Indiantribe, and took advantage of the occasion to
get a few strange traditions that these people preserve from generation to
generation. We were placed under obligations to Messrs. T. V. Keam and A.
M. Stephens [sic] for arranging the council and for assistance at the time, in
formulating questions and making the interpreterl'ls language more comprehensive, both the gentlemen named being more or less familiar with the
Navajo language. At our request Mr. Stephens was kind enough to reduce
the interview to writing after we left the region where it was held. He took
notes at the time, and in putting it into shape he stripped it of verbiage and
redundancy. During our absence in the east he kindly forwarded the notes
as corrected by himself, and we found them upon our return home. We
deem it best to give the matter as prepared by Mr. Stephens without change
or alteration, being unable to see wherein we might improve it. We therefore submit the following from his manuscript:
NOTES OF AN INTERVIEW HAD OCTOBER 20TH, 1882, AT KEAM'S TRADING
POST, WITH SOME OF THE SUB-CHIEFS AND PRINCIPAL MEN OF THE NAVAJOS
A few brief details concerning these Indians may be of interest, as they were
in propria persona introduced to yourself. These men may be fairly reckoned of that class which among ourselves would be termed respectable.
Not that the Navajo social system is thus defined or graded, but it did not
escape your own observation that there exists among them a recognized
standard of reputation, and great disparity is apparent in the distribution of
means and morals.
An improvident race controlled by curious tribal laws - slightly repressiverarely punitive-mainly an ill-digested plan of restitution; in operation, loose
and desultory, but at times enforced with savage implacability. The chief
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governed to a certain extent by tradition, makes and renews the laws, the
sub-chiefs and principal men interpret them and enforce them.
Famous through all the country side at unraveling any of these traditional difficulties is our friend Osteen Bukude [Hostiin Bagodi] , "the Lame
Kneed;" nor is he ofless repute in medicine. His mystic songs, though tuneless, are potent to invoke supernal aid; his shrill rattle inspires the despondent, and expels the malignant sprite no matter how obdurate. To
complement these musical therapeutics, he uses decoctions of roots and
herbs extensively, and in the more occult branches of his profession, he is
profoundly skilled in the virtues of powders, beads, feathers and images. But
aside from his faith in these peculiar practices he is of marked intelligence
and a ready, logical reasoner, and indeed, as I know but little of the inner
meaning of these symbol rites, I hesitate to set them down as a token of his
ignorance. From an intercourse of several years, I deem Bukudi as good a
man as the Navajo system can produce.
Et-setty-sunny-begay [Atsidf Sanf Bfye'], the old blacksmith's son, sits at
Bukudi's elbow. Perhaps you recall him, of medium height, stout figure,
scrubby mustache surmounting a wide, humorous mouth, giving frequent.
vent to hearty laughter when a good point is made by any of the coterie. He
perhaps more nearly approaches our idea of a practical shepherd than any
other Navajo of my acquaintance, and although even his manner is thriftless and in the rough, yet from such as it is his flocks have thriven and he has
grown comparatively wealthy, - he owns about 3,000 sheep. He has, too,
the rudiments of a good business faculty, and by dint of judicious trading
and exchanging, has got rid of all his black sheep. His flocks thus yield him
a clip of all white wool to bring to the trading post which nets him a handsome profit over his undiscerning neighbors, who potter around scabby flocks,
more black than white, and bring a haggled lot of mixed wool to market. He
does not array himself in dainty raiment, in fact, his calico shirt and breeches
were in shocking condition, but to point a contrast with his dingy apparel
you noticed that he wore some two hundred dollars worth of superb coral
beads around his neck.
Squatted on the sheepskin before the hearth was Guisheen Begay [Gishf
hfye'], son of the man who walked with a crutch, a friendly, well-disposed
medicine man who lives in the Chin Lee [Chinle] valley, about seventy
miles north from this post. He is a capital talker and has a tenacious memory
well stored with Navajo legend, hence his action of this night as the chief
story teller.
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Osteen Eeajy [Hastiin Yazhi] takes his name from his diminutive stature, a quiet, civil-spoken old fellow, and a medicine man of good reputation. He lives within a few miles of this point and is fairly well-to-do in the
Navajo world. His income from fees (the customary pay of a medicine man,
for an all night exorcism, is two sheep) serves to maintain his family in their
daily mutton without encroaching often upon his flock, its natural increase
is thus preserved, and he now probably counts more than a thousand sheep.
Ditcha'hly [Ha'dishch'ali], the emphatic talker, [is] a substantial shepherd, grazing his flocks in the Mesa valleys, about forty miles west from this
place, a person of singularly few words for an Indian (how entirely the taciturn Indian has disappeared; did he ever exist, I wonder, out of the realms of
romance?) but when Ditcha'hly feels constrained to make a few remarks,
he expresses himself so that he cannot be misunderstood - hence his name.
Kee-ahly [Kiiali?] is another doctor, but as he is young he has his reputation still to earn, as yet he only takes part in the minor ceremonies. He also
aspires to be a worker in silver ware, a lucrative trade as practiced here, the
silversmith receiving a dollar in pay for every dollar in silver he manipulates. The name Kee-ahly means a dweller in a stone house and is given to
all the members of the band to which this versatile doctor belongs. They say
that although they now live in the ordinary Navajo hogan (a conical structure of small tree trunks and boughs), a long while ago their fathers built
and lived in stone houses. This band is, I think, of Zuni origin, as there is a
legend of certain families of Zunis having been incorporated, long ago,
with the Navajoes.
Na-Kais-Nez [Naakaiisneez], the long Mexican, is the tall Navajo who
acted as interpreter. He calls himself"John Navajo," and writes his name in
a very legible script. While quite a young boy some officer took him to
Texas, where he remained several years and acquired his English. On his
return to the tribe he was facetiously dubbed the Long Mexican and the
name has clung to him ever since.
There were many other decent worthies present that night, but, I fear
me, a more lengthened descriptive list would prove monotonous.
A bountiful supply of tobacco having been procured and set before them,
cigarettes are deftly rolled and smoked with hearty vigor, filling the Council
room with a dense cloud which envelopes white man and Indian in a becoming atmosphere of the Indian weed. Quoting John Brongham's Powhatan"Now having smoked ourselves to proper dizziness,
We will at once proceed to business."
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In answer to the Colonel's [Rizer's] query as to what they knew concerning
the origin of their tribe, Guisheen Begay said: "We have many different
stories about our origin; the old men say the Navajoes sprang from various
sources.
In a time long passed away there grew two wonderful stocks of corn, one
was white and the other yellow, and there was but one ear upon each stock.
The sun was the father of the corn and he shone warmly upon it; the lightning was its mother, and when the sun had fully ripened the ears the lightning darted new life into them and they became, the white ear, a man, the
yellow ear, a woman. They lived long and had many children, and they
grew to be a great nation, until after many years the land was swept with fire
and they were all destroyed.
After this came a man and woman from the sun, who, in their turn,
gave origin to a great people; they also were destroyed, carried away by a
whirlwind.
The lightning next made a man and woman, whose children increased
and spread over the land until floods of water came and they were all
drowned.
After this a man and woman came from the water."
COLONEL:-"Were they saved from drowning?"
GUISHEEN: - "I cannot tell. The old men say that a great water ailimal
brought them forth. The descendants of these people all died. Thus, you
see, our people have passed away four times, and four times they have been
renewed, and when four more destructions and four more creations have
occurred the Navajo will disappear forever."
COLONEL: - "What will eventually become of them?"
8UISHEEN: - "Hola?" (Who knows?)
COLONEL: - "Can you tell where the present tribe ofNavajoes came from?"
GUISHEEN: - "From a small, round mountain in the far north. The lightning struck it and made a pit-like hole in its side; on the fourth day after
this a woman came out of the pit and laid herself down on the hillside and
fell asleep. The sun shone upon her and she conceived and bore twinsboth boys.
There was tremendous giant in the land at that time. He lived in the
mountains and threatened to devour the woman and her sons. They also
lived in dread of another terrible monster who infested the plains. He was
.in shape like a buffalo, but larger, and had long hair and horns. When these
boys grew strong enough their mother sent them far to the west the house of

a
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the sun, to ask their father for means to rid themselves of the giant and
monster.
After many grotesque adventures they came to the western edge of the
world, where the water and sky meet, and where the twelve roads end that
are traveled by the sun through the sky. Here they found the house of the
Asun Nuttally [Asdzaa Nddleehe, Changing Woman] (woman hermaphrodite), who gave them a fur mantle and told them to go into the house and
call to the sun, their father. They first attempted to pass into the house by
the door at the north, but a great snake sprang out and nearly killed them.
They next tried to get in by the south door, but found it guarded by a bear.
They were afraid to try the east door because a thunder cloud and flashes of
lightning barred the way, but they crept close up to it and called for their
father. A man of great stature emerged from the clouds, and saying, "You
are not my sons," thrust a spear at them, but their fur mantles could not be
pierced; he then hurled lightning at them, but this, too, was resisted by the
charmed mantles, and the boys remained unharmed. He then divested them
of the mantles and taught them to build the sweat-house, a small conical
hut of boughs and twigs, closely thatched with leaves and earth. It was only
knee high, and he made them crawl into it and then he rolled in hot stones
and dashed water on them and closed the entrance. After a while he opened
the sweat-house, and finding the boys uninjured, he declared himself to
them as their father. They then proferred their request as their mother had
directed, asking him to give them lightning to destroy the monster who
infested their country. He went to the house, and returning, gave them each
a bow and quiver of arrows and instructed them in their use. He then called
to the whirlwind to carry the boys back to their home. They were caught up
and carried swiftly, high in the air, when they were passing over this region
the whirlwind hovered awhile and showed them their land and named the
mountains which mark its boundaries. Navajo mountains, on the north;
Mogollon mountains, on the south; San Francisco mountains, on the west;
Mount Taylor, on the east. The whirlwind set them down on Mount Taylor,
and they immediately went in pursuit of the giant. They spied him drinking
at a spring in a gorge in the mountain side, and warily approaching, they
killed him with the weapons their father had given them. His blood flowed
down from Mount Taylor across the valley, where it still lies to this day, and
his bones were scattered by the whirlwind across the country.
[NOTE- The blood and bones have been metamorphosed into lava deposits and petrified wood.]
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They next sallied out upon the valleys, and soon saw the horned monster, but as there was no shelter they despaired of ever getting within bowshot.
They met a mole to whom they told their trouble. He said that he would
help them;and at once began digging a tunnel, the end of which reached
directly under the monster's heart. By this means they were enabled to dispatch the monster, after which they returned to their mother and related to
her all that had happened to them since leaving her.
Apey-got-chitty [Begochfdf], the spirit who lives overhead, sent them
horses, and sheep and goats, and our people have been herdsmen in this
land ever since. But it would take many nights to tell all that happened to
the early people."
COLONEL: - "Do you know anything of the people who built those great
piles of houses, now in ruins in the Canon de Sehgy [Canyon de Chelly]
and other places?"
[NOTE- This canon and its water course are set down on the maps as de
Chelly, an error arising from phonetic spelling of the Navajo word "Seh-gy" a canon.]
GUISHEEN: - "A whirlwind destroyed the people and tore the roofs off the
houses. We speak of them as the 'Eh-nah-zussy' ['Anaasazf]."
COLONEL: - "What is the meaning of that word?"
GUISHEEN: - "Many different races of people inhabited the land before
the Navajoes came upon it, but a great fire swept over the earth and de- .
stroyed nearly all of them. When the fire ceased the fragment of these different peoples came together in places, and from this mixed stock sprang the
tribes we call Eh-nah, such as the Zunis and Mokis and some other peoples.
Zussy means an old shell."
COLONEL: - "Do you worship anyone God or Great Spirit?"
GUISHEEN: - "No, but we believe in the existence of several Great Spirits
who control the world and its people. The Asun Nattaly [Asdzaa Ncidleehe,
Changing Woman] is the only one to whom we pray. She lives in the west
by the ocean, and she can relieve us from ills and sickness. She also first
gave us beads and shells and medicine. Ahey-got-chitty [Begochfdf] lives
high above and made the sky and its stars, the earth and some of its people.
Ash-jaish-jinny [Haashch' eeshzhinf, Black God] lives in the east and sends
out the evil spirits that bring sickness. Wo-ish-jeen [possibly Woo'ishzhiin or
W6tsizhiin, Black Teeth or Black Gums] is a monster in the north who
sends hail and snow and blights our corn with frosts. There is no Great
Spirit [who] lives in the south.
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The coyotes are evil spirits, and are constantly seeking to do mischief. It
was a coyote who scattered the stars over the sky. When Ahey-got-chitty
[BegochfdiJ had made all the stars he put them in a great bag, and taking a
few at a time, began to set them in the sky in regular order, and had placed
the north star, and the group which revolves around it, and set other groups
in various parts of the sky, but this work consumed a long time. The coyote
urged to be allowed to help, saying that he knew how to arrange them by a
rapid method; but he was no sooner granted permission to go to the bag
then he tore its mouth open and tossed it on high, scattering the stars far
and wide, as we now see them.
The first time that Ahey-got-chitty [BegochidiJ made a fire, the coyote
stole it and was chased across the sky; the fiery trail he then made is what the
Americans call the milky way."
After a recital of many legends, traditions and history of medicine dances,
Guisheen said, as we intimated a wish to adjourn:
"He who would know the Navajo beliefs must sleep little, eat and drink
little, and must think daily over all the traditions he learns, but only one
here and there ever lives to learn all."
Appendix 2
Stephen's account of Navajo curing practices in a letter to Dr. Henry C.
Yarrow was published in Forest and Stream on 3 March 1887. Ague was the
term then used for an intermittent fever. "Blue mass" or the blue pill was a
precipitate of mercury used for many conditions in the nineteenth century.
For an understanding of the Navajo perspective on wind as the source of all
life, see James K. McNeley,Holy Wind in Navajo Philosophy.81 The description begins with an account of the Blackening Rite, which was used here as
an excerpt from the Enemyway to test whether that was the ceremony needed
for a cure, a logical first choice for illness thought to have been the result of
contact with a non-Navajo people such as the Havasupais ("Kohonimos")
or Paiutes ("Pah-Utes").
Navajo Methods of Curing Ague 82
Keams Canon, Ariz., 16 September 1886
MY DEAR DOCTOR-You may remember having met here a Navajo friend of
ours, one of their silversmiths, whom we familiarly call "John the Jeweler."
He went over to the Kohonimo Canon and stayed there four days. The day
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after leaving the canon he was taken with ague, and every day for twenty
subsequent days he had a chill followed by fever and delirium. The strangeness of the disease had an extraordinary depressing effect on him, and during these twenty days he was in a state of utter collapse. He is a medicine
man, a minor priest of considerable repute, and numbers of his friends came
to see him. But none of them knew aught about, or had ever seen such a
disease. The priests and the patient were inclined to attribute it to "a bad
smell" emanating from the Kohonimos; but as there was also a band of wandering Pah-Utes there during the time of the patient's visit, they were still
uncertain. Possibly the "bad smell" may have originated with the Pah-Utes.
The friends concluded in ·this emergency to call in the best mediciners of the
region. The sequence of the different mediciners in this case may be taken as
typical in similar cases, that is, where the patient is suffering from some uncommon or unknown disease, or one considered specially dangerous.
It is to be understood that each of these mediciners is also a priest, in the
sense of being a recognized medium of communication between men and
the gods, by virtue of the rites and song-prayers pertaining to the priesthood
or fraternity. Each priesthood or fraternity has its own exclusive beliefs, rites,
fetishes and song-prayers: Each priest, or commonly two associates of the
same fraternity, while they are practicing upon a patient, cannot be assisted
in their own particular rites by a priest of a different fraternity. But in the
chorus of song-prayers and in the dances; in preparing fetiches and sandpicture altars, and in the erection of singing-house and sweat-houses, it is
expected that all male visitors will give willing assistance. These ceremonies are always liable to interruption-numerous classes of accidents arising either from chance or design; or the happening of some bad omen may
cause an abrupt abandonment. But the fee of the mediciner is invariably
settled upon before the treatment begins, and must be unconditionally paid
no matter at how early a stage an accident may have compelled the priest to
desist. Nor is it reckoned whether, after the close of the treatment, the patient may be better or worse. In other words, payment of the mediciner's fee
is considered a religious duty, because it is well understood that the gods
never listen until a gift is proffered them. The exaction of the fee in these
degenerate days is now, I fear, prompted by a more sordid motive. But there
are still very evident traces among both Moki and Navajo that in earlier days
the "medicine fee" was merely indicated by the gift of an emblem from
patient to priest-a feather, a shell, a pinch of pollen, a whiff of smoke. A
substantial fee is now usually produced and appraised before any of the
ceremonies are entered upon.
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The following memoranda must be taken as but a brief summary of the
ceremonies. I am in this to give you but the gist of the curatio. I have ignored a multitude of minor rites, etc., which, although interesting as studies, would be tiresome to recapitulate in this instance.
The first priest to officiate was OJ-k<ii-yos-na (Osh-ki-yos-hah) [Hashke
Yil Naabah?]. Theory- The rites and song-prayers ofthis priest are directed
immediately to the Ye lYe' ii] who dwells at the mouth of the pit through
which all people came up to this world, and through which the spirits of the
dead return to the lower worlds. This pit, Ne-chro-yose-cha-chee, is in the
concave summit of that mountain in the north called Tjolr-i (Cho-Ie-he)
[Ch'ool'i'i, Gobernador Knob], described by Dr. Matthews in his "Part of
the Navajo's Mythology," p. 6. Between the patient and the mouth of that
pit, this ·priest makes a fire with certain woods, and beside this fire the priest
sings prayers to the Ye who "sits on this side" [on the mouth of the pit. He
beseeches the Ye not to call the patient to descend the ladder leading to the
regions of the dead. He rubs the ashes and pulverized charcoal of his medicine fire all over the body of the patient-first having rubbed him with a
mixture obtained by melting the fat of the bison, mountain sheep, elk, deer
and a small portion of the fat of the domestic sheep. The patient is rubbed
with this fatty mixture so that the coals and ashes of the medicine fire may
adhere closely to the skin. The priest sings at the fire, and after having rubbed
the patient with coal and ashes sings the same songs beside him. In other
words this priest stands between the patient and death. His rites lasted two
days and nights and his fee was one horse, say $50.
The next physician summoned was Kuma bi-ge (bi-geh) [Coma' a Biye'].
Theory- Good medicine smell- the inhalation of fumes from burning herbs.
In the sick man's hut the mediciner makes a small medicine fire. A little,
hollow mound of clay is made, and within the hollow three stones are set.
On these are laid splinters of pinon and cedar which are then set afire.
When they have burned to embers the priest shakes his rattle and sings to
the Yes of his (the priest's) father. (See Kuma further on.) He then lays upon
the embers five herbs. The patient is then laid naked upon the sand-close
to the fire-place-and a blanket is spread over the fire-place and patient,
who thus lies there inhaling the fumes of the herbs, while the mediciner sits
beside him-outside the blanket, of course-shaking his rattle and continuing his song. The dry herbs were also bruised fine in the mediciner's
hands, and after being mixed with water in a bowl were rubbed over the
entire body of the patient. This treatment is performed at sunrise and sun-
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set, and should last four days, with songs and dances and other ceremonies
at night. But in this instance at the close of the second day an embarrassing
circumstance occurred-the patient's wife was taken ill. This at once put a
stop to all further treatment by this priest. Fee, one horse, say $50'
After the wife got well Et-sTdT bl-kTs (be-ges) [Atsidii Bik' is] was summoned. Theory- Inherent virtue of the winds. The mediciner signs to the
"Leader" of the four winds, viz.: White (east), Blue (south), Black (north),
Yellow (west). Before the people emerged from the lower world, these winds
were taken up the pit at TjolT-i (Cho-le-he) by the "Leader" and their directions were assigned them by him. He caused them to blow upon the muddy
surface which was still new and damp until the world became dry enough
for habitation. The winds expelled the evil influence of the bad Yes and the
new world became beautiful. So it is to this "Leader" that Et-sTdY by-kYs
sings, asking him to bring all these winds together and e~pel the evil influence that threatens the patient. The ceremonies last four days and nights
and consist of song-prayers, the exhibition of fetishes, shaking the rattle,
blowing the whistle and swinging the TsYn-bo-os-ni [tsinidi'ni, bull roarer].
This is the same performance as swinging the Thunder Baho with the Mokis.
Fee, a large horse, or say $60.
The next one called was Hostin bY-kan [Hastiin Bi'Hghaan]. TheoryAdministering the herb roots, both raw and infusions. These are of the same
number-five-as those used in the medicine fire, but they are entirely
different plants. The raw root of the Datura meteloides was given the patient
at sunrise, noon and sunset. Each dose was something less than half an
ounce of the recently dug root. This is chewed and swallowed. Closely following each of these doses he was given a piece of the stalk of golden
alexander, about six inches long and as thick as the thumb. This he chewed,
swallowing the saliva, but not the fiber. Between the songs during the day
and night, infusions were given the patient to drink in quantities never to
exceed a half a pint at once. These were separate infusions from the roots of
herbs known to the Navajos as Aze Klo-hY ['azee' dlohe or azee' tl'ohi] (laughing medicine or medicine hay Arenaria aculeata), Aze bY-ni (bad talk,
dreaded medicine), To-jo-zhe-tso (Great Chief of all medicines) [Evilway
medicines?]. These three herbs were jealously guarded, [sic] thus I have
had no opportunity to examine them. This old fellow's ceremonies lasted
only a day and a night. His fee was one horse, say $50'
The last and most potent of the priestly mediciners called to complete
the cycle of exorcism, was Kuma [Goma'a]. Perhaps you may remember
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him. He is the chief of the gens [clans] to which the patient belongs, and
lives about thirty miles southwest from here. Theory-Sweathouse decorated upon outside with rainbow in colored sands. Singing-house (built for
this special occasion); sand pictures-altars-upon the floor of the singinghouse. Dances of the four, and of the twelve participants, etc. A series of
elaborate ceremonies very similar to those which Dr. Matthews observed at
Fort Defiance three years ago and which will be described in an elaborate
report to the Bureau of Ethnology by Dr. Matthews and Mr. Stevenson. S3
Kuma's prayers were directed to Hos-djeh-hog-wan [Haashch'ee'ooghaan]
(the Killer) [Growling, Calling or House God are more common translations] and Hos-dje-yelt! [Haashch'eelti] (the Talker) [Talking God] guardian deities of the Tjol!-i (Chi-Ie-he). But all these prayers are more
immediately addressed to the Yes who dwell in the "Half-White-House,"
asking their mediation, that the "Killer" might withhold his hand, that the
"Talker" might withhold the word-of death. I am under the impression
that the ceremonies Dr. Matthews observed were addressed to the Yes of
the "Half-Red-House," but the motive is very similar.
Apropos of these Yes. I suppose you know there is a mythic region in the
North. It extends from Nadir to Zenith and has no horizon. It is a land of
vertical strata of various colored sandstone, each stratum reaching from the
below to the above. At the junction of each stratification is the house of a
Ye-half in one stratum, half in the other.
Kuma's ceremonies lasted five days and nights. Every morning at sunrise
the patient was placed in the sweathouse for about twenty minutes-that is
about ten minutes in each. Nothing of special significance was done during
the day, but from sunset until dawn the maskers danced before the singinghouse, the priests sang their prayers, made the prescribed sand pictures and
placed the proper fetiches upon these pictures. For a fee Kuma received a
fine hprse and colt worth at least $100.
Aside from all these fees, sheep were killed to provide mutton, and other
provisions were purchased to feed the priests and their associates, the dancers; and the numerous gathering of idlers and spectators that flocked around
when any of these religious ceremonies are in progress. In these expenses,
however, the patient is usually assisted by some of his relatives.
In these ceremonies, with the alternating days, three weeks went byevery day an attack of ague. At the end of that time the patient said he was
"looking down the descending ladder." His friends then covered him up on
a saddle and brought him here muffled up in a blanket-just like a bag of
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bones-and we had him dumped in the wool room. This was four days ago.
We had no calomel, so we gave him a generous dose of blue mass-about
30 grains. The following morning we administered a liberal dose of castor
oil, and then we gave him about 30 grains of quinine in four doses daily.
Two days ago his ague left him and he is now almost well.
This morning he and his friends returned home, and just as he was leaving he told me he was feeling so well he thought by to-morrow [sic] he
could resume the performance of duties, which in an Indian's mind stand
for the acme of physical and mental vigor.
Appendix 3

Stephen's account of the "Comedy" from the Mountainway ceremony was
deemed too bawdy in 1887 to be initially published in Washington Matthews's
"The Mountain Chant." Presented here is the full text of Stephen's original
account, a convincing translation of Navajo ritual humor from one of his
notebooks. 84
Tsin-a-ga-hi [Tsinaghaahi] tells me he represented the Hunter's wife in
the Comedy occurring in the Hosh-Kawn celebrated yesterday at Kaiitso-dez-nily-bi-to.
Many ages ago we had no corn and the squirrels, the rabbits and
the moles at the Hosh-Kawn. The women then as now alone gathered
it and during that harvest of sweets the men did nothing but lie close
by the women in day time as well as night. It is now a season of persistent cohabitation. We still preserve the custom - it is well to do so. It
is religious and plentiful crops may follow. The poor Hunter shows our
young people how poor we all were in old times. When the priests dig
the hole in the ground and set the Hash Kawn growing, they singI.

Come
to eat.
II. Come
III. Come
IV. Come

up that I may see you-our old mother gave us roots
up smooth bud that I may see you.
out blossoms that I may see you.
out fruit (yo-osh-ke') that I may eat you.

(Vagrant Hunter then makes grotesque pantomime around the
fire - imitates call of bird and pretends to be hunting for it.)
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Discovering the Hosh-Kawn and pricking his fingers finds the fruit
sweet, he retires from circle and returns leading his wife who carried
seed basket on her back.H. Come girl I have found something good. This is what I have
long been looking for-are you not glad I have found it.
W. Yes I am very glad my sweet.
H. It tastes just like you. (He gives her some to eat.)
W. This is sweet but not so sweet as you.
They dally and when about to cohabit he discovers a scarf in her
bosom. Pulling it out he demands- Where did you get this?
W. My Aunt lost it at the spring and when I went for water I
found it.
H. (Furiously) I don't believe you. You have been cohabiting with
someone.
W. No, surely my Aunt lost it.
H. (Still in a jealous fury, tries to smoke, but presently throws away
cigarette saying)-I go off and will never more see you.
W. Don't leave me, don't leave me, you are a fool.

H. Yes, but I will be one no longer-now I go away.
W. Well, go off, I don't care. (Pouting she stoops and gathers some
ashes and blowing them from her fingers says- Thus I blow away all
my care for you. I will follow you no longer.
(He goes beyond circle-presently she starts up and follows.
Returning to view of audience again, she appears dragging him.)
H. You were not strong enough to blow me away. I am
so sweet.
(They again dally awhile & cohabit)
H. I don't like you to be cohabiting with others while I am
hunting. I find you food, and I find you sweet things, but you are bad.
W. Do not leave me. I will never touch another man again.
(They eat some of the Hosh Kawn.)
H. How sweet is this fruit. Let us see which is sweetest-this fruit
or the sexual act.
(They each take a piece of Hosh Kawn in their mouths and
perform that act, after which she spits the piece of fruit out and says-)
Hosh Kawn is sweet- but not half so sweet as the thing we have just
now been doing.
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Hopi," International Folk-Lore Congress ofthe World's Columbian Exposition 1(1898):
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260-65. Fewkes published Stephen's accounts of several Hopi ceremonies (Stephen
was credited as the second author) including "The Mam-zrau-ti: A Tusayan Ceremony," American Anthropologist 5 (July 1892): 217-45; "The Na-ac-nai-ya: A Tusayan
Initiation Ceremony," Journal ofAmerican Folk-Lore 5 (July-September 1892): 189221; and "The Pa-Iu-Iu-kon-ti: A Tusayan Ceremony," Journal of American FolkLore 6 (October-December 1893): 269-84- See also the account based on the work
of Jeremiah Sullivan by A. M. Stephen and Hernando J. Messinger, "The Snake
Dance," The World (New York), 8 September 1889, p. 9.
26. Katherine Spencer Halpern, "Washington Matthews: Army Surgeon and Field
Anthropologist in the American West, 1843-19°5," in Washington Matthews: Studies ofNavajo Culture, 1880-1894, ed. Katherine Spencer Halpern and Susan Brown
McGreevy (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997), 3-15; and Washington Matthews, "The Mountain Chant: A Navajo Ceremony," Fifth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1883-1884, J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.:
GPO, 1887), 379-467.
27. Robert W. Shufeldt, "The Evolution of House-Building among the Navajo," Proceedings of the United States National Museum, 1892, vol. 15 (Washington, D.C.:
GPO, 1893),279-82. Shufeldt does not use the word "hogan"; rather, his description is concerned with architectural form as a physical object. Unlike Stephen and
Matthews, Shufeldt did not know the Navajo language. The National Encyclopedia of American Biography, s.v. "Robert Wilson Shufeldt."
28. James Stevenson, "Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis and Mythical Sand Painting of
the Navajo Indians," Eighth Annual Report of the Bureau ofEthnology, 1886-1887,
J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1891); and Washington Matthews, The Night
Chant: A Navaho Ceremony, Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, Anthropology, vol. 6 (New York: Knickerbocker Press, 1902), xiii.
29. Cosmos Mindeleff, "Navaho Houses"; Cosmos Mindeleff, "Houses and House
Dedication of the Navahos," Scientific American, 4 April 1900, 233-34; and A. M.
Stephen, Notebooks Nos. 3 and 4, 1887-1888, ECP, CUL.
30. David M. Brugge, letter to author, 16 April 2001; and H. C. Rizer, ed., "Indian
Traditions," Eureka (Kans.) Herald, 1 February 1883. As editor, Rizer provides a
brief introduction to "Notes of An Interview Had October 20th, 1882, at Kearn's
Trading Post, with Some of the Sub-Chiefs and Principal Men of the Navajos," a
manuscript "prepared by Mr. Stephens [sic]" and published "without change or
alteration."
31. Henry C. Rizer, "Ga-Bi-Tcai: A Graphic Description of a Dance by that Name
among the Navajoe [sic] Indians in New Mexico [Arizona]," Eureka (Kans.) Herald, 29 November 1883, p. 1.
32. Harry Walters and Hugh C. Rogers, "Anasazi and 'AnaasQzi: Two Words, Two
Cultures," Kiva 66 (spring 2001): 317-26.
33. A. M. Stephen, 27 October 1882, Notebook NO.1, ECP, CUL; Henry C. Rizer, "HoshKon: Description of a Great Navajo Festival," The Topeka (Kans.) Daily Capital,
14 January 1883, p. 3, reprinted the following week in the Eureka (Kans.) Herald, 25
January 1883, p. 1; Zay Elini [Washington Matthews], "A Night with the Navajos,"
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Forest and Stream, 6 November 1884, pp. 282-83; Matthews, "The Mountain
Chant"; and Washington Matthews, The Suppressed Part ofThe Mountain Chant:
A Nava;o Ceremony (Fort Wingate, N.Mex.: n.p., 1892). Matthews's text presupposes yet another narrative, now lost, namely Stephen's account as sent to Matthews.
David Brugge indicates Tsinaghaahi means "nonconformist." Using Young and
Morgan orthography, he also supplies K'ai'tsoh deznili Bitoo (spring in a grove of
big willows extending out to a point) as the correct spelling of the place name.
Brugge, letter to author, 16 April 2001.
Rizer, "Hosh-Kon: Description of a Great Navajo Festival," I.
Matthews, "The Mountain Chant," 441 para. 46.
Washington Matthews, "The Suppressed Part of the Mountain Chant," in Washington Matthews: Studies of Nava;o Culture, 1880-1894, ed. Katherine Spencer
Halpern and Susan Brown McGreevy (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1997), 151.
Mathews, "The Suppressed Part of the Mountain Chant," and "A Night with the
Navajos," in Washington Matthews, Halpern and McGreevy, eds., 152-54, 212-20.
Comparison of Stephen's first text, probably rewritten from notes, and Washington
Matthews, The Suppressed Part of the Night Chant (Fort Wingate, 1892), suggests
additional reframing and reworking by Matthews.
Rizer, "Ga-Bi-Tcai."
See n. 23 above. In correspondence with Frank Hamilton Cushing, Stephen indicated that he was trying to get "some information from our friend Jere." This "information" appears to have included much of the Hopi ethnological content in
Stephen, "The Pottery of Tusayan." Stephen to Cushing, 15 December 1883, in
Cushing at Zuni: The Correspondence and Journals of Frank Hamilton Cushing,
1879-1884, ed. Jesse Green (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990),
312. See also Hieb and Diggle, "A Question of Authorship."
F, T. Bickford, "Prehistoric Cave-Dwellings," The Century Magazine, October 1890,
pp. 896-9u. Although Bickford's article did not appear until 1890, his travels were
reported in J. W. Powell, Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 18841885 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1888), xxviii. Writing to J. w. Fewkes, Stephen
expressed an interest in seeing the article, as he "went with him [Bickford] part of
the trip." See Stephen to Fewkes, 16 July 1891, Stephen, A. M., Correspondence to
J. W. Fewkes, 1891-1894, MS 44°8, NM, 51.
Washington Matthews, "Mythic Dry-Paintings of the Navajos," American Naturalist 19 (October 1885): 931-39; and Nancy J. Parezo, "Matthews and the Discovery
of Drypaintings," in Washington Matthews: Studies of Nava;o Culture, 1880-1894,
ed. Katherine Spencer Halpern and Susan Brown McGreevy (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997), 53-79.
Kearn to Holmes, 17 November 1884, Manuscript and Pamphlet File 833, NM, 51.
A. M. Stephen, "Navajo Origin Legend," Journal ofAmerican Folk-Lore 43 (JanuaryMarch 1932): 88-104. The Navajo Origin narrative, according to Guisheen Begay,
was recorded by Stephen at Kearn's Canyon on 5 August 1885 and was later edited
by Elsie C. Parsons with additional fragments included. This collaborator appears
to be the same "Gishin Begay" whose Emergence narrative was recorded by Berard
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Haile. See Emergence Myth According to the Hanelthnayhe or Upward-Reaching
Rite [told by Gishin Begay], recorded by Berard Haile, and rewritten by Mary C.
Wheelwright (Santa Fe: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1949); and The Upward Moving and Emergence Way: The Gishin Biye Version [recorded by] Berard
Haile, ed. Karl W. Luckert (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981).
J. W. Powell, Seventh Annual Report ofthe Bureau of Ethnology, 1885-1886 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1891), xxix.
Henry C. Yarrow, "Navajo Methods of Curing Ague," Forest and Stream, 3 March
1887,104-5, The shorter, more popular, and undated version by Stephen was published as "When John the Jeweler Was Sick," American Indian Life, ed. Elsie C.
Parsons (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1922), 153-56. Parsons notes, "Manuscript contributed by Mr. Stewart Culin" (who had purchased Stephen's notebooks from
Kearn in 1902), and inaccurately adds, "Told at St. Michaels, Arizona, by one of
the Franciscan Fathers." In fact, Stephen was the author.
Stevenson, "Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis," 235.
A. M. Stephen, Notebook C, Hopi Notebooks, MS 1563, APS; and Powell, Seventh
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1885-1886, xxv.
Stevenson, "Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis," 275-85.
Stephen to Jesse W. Fewkes, 11 October 1893, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes,
MS 4408, NM, Sl.
James C. Faris, The Nightway: A History and a History of Documentation of a
Navajo Ceremonial (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990), 42.
"James Stevenson," Science, 10 August 1888, 64; "Biographical Notice of James
Stevenson," Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,
Report of the U.S. National Museum, 1889 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1891), 18790; and Dictionary ofAmerican Biography, s.v. "Stevenson, James." For an interesting contemporary account of Matilda Coxe Stevenson, see "The Women's Anthro-

pological Society of America," Science, 29 March 1889, 240-42·
51. Stephen to Thomas V. Kearn, 28 March 1893, MS 829, Edward E. Ayer Collection,
Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois, provides a fuller discussion of Morgan's and
Stephen's application of Hopi cultural development.
52. G. Brown Goode to Stephen, 21 May 1887, Outgoing Correspondence, Assistant
Secretary in Charge of the United States National Museum, 1879-19°7, RU112,
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C.

53. Annual Report ofthe Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, Report of the
U.S. National Museum, 1888 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1889), 68. As quoted,
Stephen's name is given as "W. M. Stephen."
54. Alexander M. Stephen, "The Navajo Shoemaker," Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum, 1888 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1889), 131-36.
55. Victor Mindeleff to Powell, 25 July 1886, Letters Received, 1879-1888, Records of
the Bureau of American Ethnology, NM, Sl. Handwriting analysis and other evidence indicate that all Hopi narratives recorded from 1881-1887, previously attributed to Stephen, were documented by Jeremiah Sullivan. This includes the early
narratives in Parsons, ed., "Hopi Tales," 1-72, and Washington Matthews, ed., "Leg-
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end of the Snake Order of the Moquis," Journal of American Folk-Lore 1 (JulySeptember 1888): 109-4. Matthews attributed "Legend" to Stephen.
56. Stephen, Notebook NO.3, 1887, ECP, CUL.
57· Stephen, Notebook Nos. 3 and 4,1887-1888, ECP, CUL. Victor Mindeleff, "A Study
of Pueblo Architecture in Tusayan and Cibola," Eighth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1886-1887, J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1891), 3-228.
See also C. Mindeleff, "Navajo Houses" and "Houses." On publication of "A Study
of Pueblo Architecture," Stephen commented to J. Walter Fewkes: "I reed. copies
of the last Bureau report and looking over the ground plans of these villages I think
them a good deal 'out of drawing.' I am quite disappointed with them. The impression I got from the large sheets was that they were quite accurate-but surely these
reduced copies are anything but that." Stephen to Fewkes, 11 October 1893, Stephen
Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 4408, NM, SI. The published village plans are the
drawings prepared for the exhibition models in 1883.
58. J. W. Powell, Ninth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1887-1888 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1892), xxxii. The first acknowledgment of "John Stephen [sic)"
appears in William H. Holmes, "Pottery of the Ancient Pueblos," Fourth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1882-1883, J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.:
GPO, 1886), 293. The papers to which Powell refers have apparently been lost.
They may have been among Stephen's papers used by Cosmos Mindeleff in later
publications.

J. w.

Powell, Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1888-1889 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1893), xvii-xviii.
60. A. M. Stephen, "Tribal Boundary Marks," American Anthropologist 2 (July 1889):
214- A. M. Stephen andH. J. Messenger, "The Snake Dance," The World (New
York), 8 September 1889, p. 9. M~ssenger (b. 1860) was the teacher in the newly
59·

established Moqui Industrial School from 23 November 1887-1 April 1889. On 1
July 1889, he replaced Stephen as postmaster at Kearn's Canyon.
61. A. M. Stephen, "Marriage among the Navajoes [sic]," "Navajo Dress," and "Navajo Dwellings," Our Forest Children 4 (July 1890): 222-23; A. M. Stephen, "Notes
about the Navajoes [sic]," Canadian Indian 1 (October 1890): 15-16; and James
Mooney, "The Ghost-Dance Religion," Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of

J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1896), 810-11.
Stephen's letter to Mooney was dated 22 November 1891.

Ethnology, 1892--'1893,

62. Stephen to Matthews, 5 November 1891, and Stephen to Matthews, 4 December
1891, r. 1, WMP. Washington Matthews, "The Gentile System of the Navajo Indians," Journal of American Folk-Lore 3 (April-June 1890): 89-110.
63· M. J. Riordan, "The Navajo Indians," Overland Monthly, October 1890, pp. 37380. Michael J. Riordan (1865-193°) was the brother of Dennis M. Riordan (18481923); see Platt Cline, They Came to the Mountains: The Story of Flagstaffs Begin-

nings. (Flagstaff: Northern Arizona University Press with Northland Press, 1976),
162-63. See also Parezo, "Matthews and the Discovery of Drypaintings," in Wash·
ington Matthews, ed. Halpern and McGreevy, 71 n. 3.
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64. Matthews to Cushing, II November 1891, quoted in Joseph C. Porter, Paper Medicine Man: John Gregory Bourke and His American West (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1986), 332 n. 22.
65. Matthews to Cushing, 5 April 1892, quoted in Charles H. Lange and Carroll L.
Riley, The Southwestern Journals of Adolph F. Bandelier, 188g-1892, vol. 4 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984), 654 n. 1113, 655 n. 1117· J. Walter
Fewkes, "A Few Tusayan Pictographs," American Anthropologist 5 (January 1892):
9-26. The orthography of Hopi names reveals two different styles, Stephen's and
Fewkes's. It is, indeed, difficult to imagine that Fewkes acquired, without Stephen's
aid, the information presented in his published work. Fewkes incorrectly gave
Stephen's name as "A. H. Stephen."
66. The three articles by "J. Walter Fewkes and A. M. Stephen" are "The Mam-zrau-ti:
A Tusayan Ceremony," American Anthropologist 5 (July 1892): 217-45; "The Na-acnai-ya: A Tusayan Initiation Ceremony," Journal of American Folk-Lore 5 (JulySeptember 1892): 189-221; and "The Pa-Iu-Iu-kon-ti: A Tusayan Ceremony," Journal ofAmerican Folk-Lore 6 (October-November 1893): 269-82. Fewkes notes that
he was "assisted by A. M. Stephen and J. G. Owens" in publishing "The Snake
Ceremonies ofWalpi," A Journal ofAmerican Ethnology and Archaeology 4 (1894):
3-126, but he almost grudgingly credits them: "While the agreeable work of writing this memoir has fallen upon the editor of this journal [Fewkes], the help rendered by Mr. A. M. Stephen has been so great that his name is placed at the head
of this article with that of the author" (p. 4)' Both John G. Owens (1865-1893) and
Stephen died before their work was published. The following year, when Fewkes
published "The Tusayan New Fire Ceremony," Proceedings of the Boston Society
of Natural History 26 (February 1895): 422-58, he added, "I have written out my
notes, and the observations made by Mr. Stephen." Stephen appears to have had
his field notebooks with him at the time of his death. Predictably, most of Fewkes's
subsequent publications demonstrated a lack of well-informed ethnology. With
Mary Hemenway's death in March 1894, Fewkes's funding came to an end. His
shift toward archaeological investigations reflected the source and interest of his
next sponsor, the BE.
67. Stephen to Fewkes, 15 June 1893, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 4408,
NM, 51.

68. Stephen to Fewkes, 24 December 1891, Stephen, Correspondence to Fewkes, MS
4408, NM, 51.
69. Stewart Culin, "Report on a Collecting Expedition among the Indians of Arizona
and California, 6-1011905," p. 10, Culin Expedition Journal, 1905, Culin Archival
Collection Brooklyn Museum, New York. Erika Bsumek brought this information
to my attention. Frederick Dellenbaugh, who knew Stephen "very well," wrote to
Parsons, "Stephen ... was not married to a Navajo ... or to anyone else and he
had no intention of marrying." Parsons responded that Stephen's journals "contain
no references to any wife. It was Culin who told me he was married to a Navajo....
I am sorry I was so unquestioning about Culin's statement." Dellenbaugh to Parsons, 31 July 1926, and Parsons to Dellenbaugh, 18 August 1926, Dellenbaugh Papers, Special Collections, UAZL.
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70. Stephen, "The Navajo"; and Stephen to Fewkes, 11 January 1894, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 44°8, NM, 51.
71. A. M. Stephen, "The Po-boc-tu among the Hopi," The American Antiquarian and
Oriental Joumal16 (July 1894): 212-14. Stephen to Fewkes, 28 February 1894; Stephen
to Fewkes, 8 March 1894; Stephen to Fewkes, 15 March 1894; and Stephen to Fewkes,
28 March 1894, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 44°8, NM, 51.
72. Kearn to Fewkes, 12 April 1894, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 44°8,
NM, 51. In a note added to the letter he received from Kearn, Fewkes wrote, "Mr.
Stephen left the mesa on Sunday and died on the 17th at Keams Canyon. - ].W.F."
It appears that Kearn erected the tombstone and gave the correct date of Stephen's
death as 18 April 1894.
73. Stewart Culin, Culin Expedition Journal, 1903, p. 127, Culin Archival Collection
Brooklyn Museum, New York. Erika Bsumek brought this information to my attention.
74. Stephen to Fewkes, 14 February 1894, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS
4408, NM, 51.
75. Stephen to Hemenway, 28 September 1893, Hemenway Expedition Records, PM.
76. Stephen to Fewkes, 23 November 1893, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS
44°8, NM, 51.
77. Stephen to Fewkes, 29 March 1894, Stephen Correspondence to Fewkes, MS 4408,
NM, 51.

78. Stephen, "The Po-boc-tu," 214. The article was written to Matthews as a letter.
Matthews also published a brief note from Stephen that accompanied his article/
letter: "I think that with one more year up here I will have sufficient data for a
comprehensive monograph, but an interruption now would really be a disruption
of my scheme of work and would just about ruin me."
79. For a thorough, if controversial, examination df Begochfdf in Navajo thought, see
Jerrold E. Levy, In the Beginning: The Navajo Genesis (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1998), 101-9.
80. H. C. Rizer, "Indian Traditions," The Eureka (Kans.) Herald, 1 February 1883.
81. James K. McNeley; Holy Wind in Navajo Philosophy (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1981).
82. Henry C. Yarrow, "Navajo Methods of Curing Ague," Forest and Stream, 3 March
1887, 104-5. According to David M. Brugge, Goma'a was an important Navajo
leader living near Comar Spring and Hastiin Bi'ffghddn, Mr. Backbone, was a
prominent Navajo in the West who led a band that escaped the Fort Sumner exile
of 1864-1868. Brugge, letter to author, 16 April 2001.
83. In this passage, Stephen is anticipating the publication of Washington Matthews,
"The Mountain Chant: A Navajo Ceremony," Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau
of Ethnology, 1883-1884, J. W. Powell (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1887), 379-467.
However, there is no basis for his assumption that this could be a collaborative
effort between Matthews and James Stevenson.
84· Alexander M. Stephen, Notebook NO.1, 27 October 1882, in Field Notebooks, 18831894, ECP, CUL.

Book Reviews

A Latina in the Land of Hollywood and Other Essays on Media Culture. By
Angharad N. Valdivia. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2000. x + 206 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-1993-1, $17.95 paper,
ISBN

0-8165-1935-8.)

Now that Latinaslos have officially become the largest minority in the
United States, inclusion and representation in many aspects of the larger
U.S. culture, including media and popular expression, remain alarmingly
and grossly neglected.
In A Latina in the Land of Hollywood and Other Essays on Media Culture, Angharad Valdivia reinforces the need for media studies by people of
color-specifically Latinaslos. By doing so she extends previous scholarship
in general feminist and Black feminist studies, ethnic studies, and other
disciplines, and attempts to make room for a Latina/o perspective in what
she views as traditionally two-part arguments, i.e., male versus female, Black
versus White, lower class versus upper class, and others.
Valdivia applies feminist and ethnic studies and revisionist theories to
address Latina/o (and in some cases Latin American) representation in media
and popular culture. The foundation for this collection of essays is her personal experience as an educated Latina teaching and researching in an
American university. Valdivia has never found herself or her individual experience represented in the U.S. media, be it television, movies, or academic theoretical constructs.
The eight chapters in A Latina in the Land of Hollywood examine the
representation or the lack of representation of Latinas in movies and other
forms of media. Valdivia stresses the importance of realizing and acknowledging the various means by which media and popular culture intentionally play roles in perpetuating or shattering stereotypes. In her essays, she
illustrates how Latinas more often than not are homogenized and all too
often misrepresented in a monolithic identity box in mainstream media
(television, radio, and print), popular culture, movies, and commercials.
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Particularly interesting are chapters 5-7 in which Valdivia focuses on the
identity construction of Puerto Rican actress Rosie Perez, Nobel Prize winner and indigenous-rights activist Rigoberta Menchu, and Brazilian superstar Xuxa. The juxtaposition of these three very different mujeres (women)
helps drive home Valdivia's central point of the need for complex, multifaceted Latina/o representations in media and popular culture. In these chapters, the author examines both the media image and self-representation of
the three women. Through individual identity, personal appearance, language ability, or business savvy as well as other factors, each woman experiences both positive and negative representation in the media.
In other chapters, Valdivia highlights her personal experiences (the personal is the political!), girl culture, representation of single mothers in Hollywood movies, gender and class in lingerie catalogs, and audiences of
women of color. Throughout the volume, the author brings both a U.S.
Latina feminist gaze and a global media studies perspective to existing scholarship. In doing so, Valdivia successfully demonstrates that the need for inclusion is dire and immediate.
Tey Marianna Nunn
Museum of International Folk Art
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Cidermaster of Rio Oscuro. By Harvey Frauenglass. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2000. xi + 191 pp. Bibliography. $21.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87480660-7·)
In 1983 longtime New Mexico resident Harvey Frauenglass abandoned
his career as a technical writer in the nuclear defense industry and purchased an apple orchard in northern New Mexico. CidermasterofRio Oscuro
is a rumination on the spiritual lessons he learned in his fourteen years as a
farmer. Frauenglass writes in a pleasing prose appropriate to the meditative
tone of his memoir. In addition, he is well-read, using sources ranging from
Australian permaculture to Chilean poetry in his effort to share his vision of
the cidermaster. However, there is one problem with this work. A casual
reference to Zen here, a quote from a fourth-century Chinese farmer there,
and soon Frauenglass has constructed a spiritual mish-mash that suffers from
New Age shallowness-an aesthetic appreciation of the w()rld providing little
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insight. The resulting narcissism that pervades the work is unfortunate but
unavoidable.
Some historians may find this memoir a pleasant break from scholarly
duties. Future historians may use the book as a document to understand the
changing human geography of northern New Mexico in the late twentieth
century. Frauenglass offers tales of his neighbors as evidence that working
the land brings people together and creates a sense of community. Class
and race issues, however, lurk behind many of the anecdotes that the author shares. While Frauenglass never seems to have enough money, the
lack of money is never problematic. He admits that his companion's paintings, sold to well-heeled tourists, make it possible to run the orchard, which
has little chance of turning a profit. A Jungian analyst and a sculptor are just
two of the well-educated and largely Anglo friends who help on the farm.
By contrast, the residents of the region, many of whom are Hispanic, are
quaint people from whom Frauenglass can draw yet another spiritual lesson. Antonito and his father, both orchard employees, arrive drunk and destroy several trees. Antonito later fails to show for work when Frauenglass
gives him a second chance. Mexican immigrant Jesse does not appreciate
the kindness that the Frauenglass family has shown him, and although he is
gifted at pruning trees, he wastes his life and dies tragically in a fire.
Frauenglass appears to be a sincere man with whom one might enjoy a
cup of apple cider, but in the end his memoir proves enlightening in ways
that he did not intend.
Thomas Clarkin
University of Texas, San Antonio

Writing Violence on the Northern Frontier: A Historiography of SixteenthCentury New Mexico and Florida and the Legacy ofConquest. By Jose Rabasa.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2000. xiv + 359 pp. Color plates, halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $59.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2535-7, $19.95
paper, ISBN 0-8223-2567-5.)
The Spanish conquest remains a central fact of the history of Latin
America, and the permutations of interpretation that can be applied to it
seem limitless. In this volume, Jose Rabasa, a respected scholar of colonial
literature, interweaves different interpretative strands of literature, history,
and art to reexamine the conquest both as an event from the past and as one
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that currently affects the way Latinos are perceived in the United States. In
a sense, Rabasa is taking up the mantle of Philip Powell, whose study of the
Black Legend not only pinpointed the origins of such perceptions but also
examined their long-lasting effects in contemporary society. Rabasa explores
how the conquest has been used to portray the conquistadors "as pure evil"
and how this portrayal has been further applied to Latinos.
His approach is to conceptualize violence in a way that privileges it as a
medium of communication. Any scholar who even tangentially studies violence inherently understands that violence represents no mere act but rather
one that has multiple messages and symbolisms. Although some readers
may easily make the leap to Rabasa's point of view, he pushes his analysis a
little further, taking pains to define violence in a novel way. He equates
violence with speech, and violence on the body becomes a form of writing.
According to Rabasa, violence can be conceptualized in a metaphorical
manner, and he brings such an interpretative approach to the writing of
conquest. His usage of the term historiography is, however, problematic, for
Rabasa equates chroniclers with modern historians. Thus, scholars who expect a historiographical study will be sorely disappointed.
The book is organized into six essays that can stand alone; in fact the
work is essentially a series of interrelated chapters that do not always work in
tandem. Rabasa is a literary scholar and uses both the vocabulary and style
prevalent to that discipline at present. Unfortunately, the often dense prose
may deter many from reading his book-a pity because Rabasa's study is
well worth the effort. Rabasa covers a wide array of topics ranging from a
rereading of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca and his seductiveness to a critique of the notion of "peaceful conquest." In this last section, he examines
how colonial law shaped theories of empire and the colonial program shaped
texts. One drawback is that he did not consult Charles Cutter's seminal
judicial history, The Legal Culture ofNorthern New Spain, 1700-1810 (1995).
Rabasa's work challenges us to make the connections between colonial
ventures and the present. He argues that the colonial past is relevant to the
politics of today including, among other examples, the Zapatistas of southern Mexico. Writing Violence on the Northern Frontier is an important work,
and its significance for scholars researching the colonial era should not be
underestimated.
Sonya Lipsett-Rivera
Carleton University
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Chicanas/Latinas in American Theatre: A History of Performance. By Elizabeth C. Ramirez. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000. xix + 188 pp.
Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $42.95 cloth, ISBN 0-253-33714-3, $17.95
paper, ISBN 0-253-21371-1.)
Elizabeth C. Ramirez's study proffers an extensive overview of Chicana/
Chicano/Latina/Latino performance on the American stage. Her introduction argues that U.S. Latino communities' contributions to theater have only
recently begun to be investigated and that women's roles in the field of U.S.
Latino performance tend to be underresearched. Ramirez positions her text
to fill these academic needs.
Her first chapter begins this task by chronicling the roles of Pre-Columbian
rituals and performances as well as the folk and religious spectacles of postConquest Mexico. This broad overview spans five hundred years of history,
ultimately leading to a well-researched section on Mexican American 'professional acting companies in the Southwest in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
The book's second and third chapters continue their focus on Mexican
and Mexican American performance. Chapter 2 examines the Mexican
Revolution's influence on Mexican American female characters on stage.
Their representation as passive and submissive was a response to concerns
about immigration, urbanization, and economic instability. In chapter 3,
Ramirez traces the impact of community performance in religious dramas
that were intended to educate and assimilate immigrants, alludes to the
Federal Theater Project, and tackles the subject of Luis Valdez, the famous
director of EI Teatro Campesino.
Chapters 4-6 focus on the presence of Latinas and Chicanas on and
behind the stage after the civil rights movements of the 1960s. Chapter 4
includes the Chicano movement and the incipient Chicana feminism that
paved the way for changes in Valdez's depictio~ of women. Here, Ramirez
also illuminates the life and work of Maria Irene Fornes, one of the first
Latina playwrights to gain national recognition. Chapter 5, entitled "Chicana
Playwrights," analyzes the work and reception of four writers: Estela Portillo
Trambley, Milcha Sanchez-Scott, Josefina Lopez, and Cherrie Moraga. The
final chapter covers current trends in Latina/Chicana performance and includes actresses, dramatists, and producers.
Ramirez's study is ambitious in scope but lamentably does not fulfill its
promise. The major problem that haunts Ramirez's work is the confusion
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between and conflation of the ethnic terms Chicana and Latina. Ramfrez
attempts to justify her focus on all Latina groups with a few scattered sentences in the early chapters. An uneasy tension emerges between the close
attention to Chicano/Mexican histories and their influence on Chicana
performances and the mounting disregard for other Latino histories and
voices. In one instance, Ramirez includes her discussion of Milcha SanchezScott within the chapter on Chicana playwrights although Sanchez-Scott
"prefers to remain unclassified by ethnicity" and states that her roots are in
South America (p. 110). Also weakening Ramirez's work are consistently
awkward textual analyses, an excessive attention to Luis Valdez's work given
the context of this study, and a "wrap-up" chapter that is an extremely superficial attempt to document all the "current trends" of ChicanalLatina performance.
In spite of these flaws, this study will be helpful to students of Chicana
theater since it presents a thorough survey of the roots of Mexican and
Mexican American performance as it has influenced and continues to inspire contemporary Chicanas on the stage.
Adriana Estill
University ofNew Mexico

Italian paws and a Texas Church: The Murals ofSt. Mary's. By Donald Mace
Williams. Originally published as Interlude in Umbarger (1992; reprint, Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2001. xvi + 168 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-89672-470-0.)
Donald Mace Williams's book is recommended for anyone interested in
the Catholic narrative of the Texas Panhandle and the story of Ax is prisoners of war held there during World War II. The work depicts the often provoking interactions between Italian prisoners loyal to the fascist movement
of Benito Mussolini and those supporting the pro-Allied Italian government
established after the surrender of Italy to the Allies on 8 September 1943.
Italian paws and a Texas Church weaves through its chapters the personal
attitudes and feelings of several of the prisoners at the Hereford Prisoner of
War (POW) camp. Mostly Catholics, these prisoners were not all necessarily deeply religious men, but they were different in religious temperament
from the majority of Americans-mostly Protestant-living in the vicinity.
Thus, the works of art that several Italian Catholic prisoners created for
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Saint Mary's Catholic Church at Umbarger ,stand out as profound testimonies of their faith, mirroring a commitment not only to artistic endeavors in
a difficult situation but to their Catholicism as welL This theme is developed well in Williams's study.
While highlighting these foci throughout the seventeen chapters and
epilogue of Italian paws and a Texas Church, Williams brings to the forefront ofhis narrative complex personalities including prisoners, local churchmen and women, and several families and individuals-mainly Catholics-in
the region. Some who particularly stand out, for example, are artist Franco
Oi Bello; Lt. Giuseppe Berto; the American sergeant John Coyle, a devout
Catholic from Pennsylvania who drove the prisoner artists to the church for
their work, and his wife Evelyn; Father Achilles P. Ferreri, a priest from
Ohio who served as the prisoners' chaplain and worked with the artists;
Bishop Laurence J. Fitzsimon, bishop ofAmarillo from 1941-1958; and many
others including a number of American civilians.
Of particular value to this study of POW life and Catholicism at the
Hereford camp is the intricate manner in which Williams fleshes out the
personal traits of the artists, especially Franco Oi Bello, the prisoner who
receives the most attention from the author. Williams points out that Oi
Bello had studied drawing extensively but had never been taught painting.
At the Hereford camp, though, the Italian prisoner confidently ordered painting supplies from Sears, Roebuck and Company through the post exchange
and practiced the craft in an empty room. Oi Bello's natural talent blossomed, and he became the leading painter of the murals at Saint Mary's
Church.
Williams uses the memories of Hereford camp prisoners and other people
who were part of the facility's history to enhance the story of the murals of
Saint Mary's Catholic Church, interviewing some of them about a half century later. One editorial weakness is that the book contains no table of contents. Still, Williams's Italian paws and a Texas Church is an outstanding
book worthy of the attention of readers from every spectrum of the Catholic
world as well as those interested in POW history.

Patrick Foley
Azle, Texas
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La Gran Linea: Mapping the United States-Mexico Boundary, 184tJ-1857. By
Paula Rebert. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001. xv + 259 pp. 44 maps,
appendix, notes,bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-77110-X, $22.95
paper, ISBN 0-292-77111-8.)

Following the war of 1846-1848, the United States and Mexico embarked
on a project to survey and mark their new common boundary as stipulated
in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Mexico had emerged from the war
with half of its national domain taken by its opponent, while the United
States expanded its holdings by almost a third. Having endured such a devastating loss, Mexican politicians and diplomats understandably proceeded
with extreme caution when dealing with the United States. The nation had
toguard against losing more territory to its land-hungry neighbor or suffering more assaults on its sovereignty.
The climate of bitterness and distrust in the postwar years challenged the
newly established Mexican and US. boundary commissions as they worked
together to identify the exact location of the redefined border. For the Mexican commissioners, the task at hand demanded suppression of personal resentments and painful memories. Considerable patience was required as
well, for there were continuous delays in the field brought on by American
political maneuverings and frequent personnel changes on the US. commission. Chronic shortages of funds and spartan living conditions in the
desert took their toll on both Mexicans and Americans, and, as the work
progressed, both delegations saw their diplomatic skills tested..
Despite such conditions, the surveying, marking, and mapping of the
border went remarkabl~ well. Paula Rebert carefully and meticulously examines the work of both commissions, emphasizing the efforts ofAmerican
and Mexican surveyors and cartographers. Although there were many disagreements, especially regarding surveys of the Rio Grande, the commissioners managed to carryon their negotiations in a spirit of cooperation,
dignity, and professionalism. In the end, says Rebert, both sides recognized
that the harmony they had created in the field made possible the successful
conclusion of a difficult and lengthy project.
Based on extensive research in both US. and Mexican archives and written with clarity, La Gran Linea will appeal to a diverse readership including
geographers, cartographers, historians, Borderlands scholars, and anyone
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interested in U.S.-Mexico relations. Inclusion of many maps enhances the
value of this impressive work.
Oscar J. Martinez
University ofArizona

Sifters: Native American Women's Lives. Edited by Theda Perdue. Viewpoints
on American Culture. (New York: Oxford University PreSS,2001. xii + 260 pp.
Notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-19-513°81-2.)

ISBN

0-19-513°80-4, $19.95 paper,

The biographical essays published in Sifters: Native American Women's
Lives offer a valuable perspective on American culture and the too-often
neglected contributions of Native American women. The contributors describe the lives of fourteen Native American women spanning the period
from 1595 to the present day, and illustrate various strategies used by Native
women to survive as they sought ways to exist in two worlds-their Native
worlds and the non-Native world. The lives ofSacagawea, Mourning Dove,
Lozen, Maria Martinez, and Delfina Cuero are particularly pertinent to the
history of the U.S. West.
Of the fourteen Native women, the most famous are Pocahontas
(Powhatan) and Sacagawea (Shoshone). Beguiled by a vision of the "Noble
Savage," non-Indians have created for these two women stories that have
attained mythical proportions in the American literary and historical landscape. Sifting through sparse data, the authors evaluate what little we do
know and what other writers have said.
Maria Martinez (San Ildefonso) is also featured. Recognized as a premier potter, she remained true to her Native cultural ways while navigating
the non-Indian world. She shared. her success with other Pueblos. Prominent in Native American endeavors in the late twentieth century, Ada Deer
(Menominee) worked for reinstatement offederal status for the Menominee
tribe after its termination in the 195os. In the 199os, Deer became the assistant secretary of the interior for Indian affairs. Throughout her life she has
pursued political goals through careful, legal strategies. Her story illustrates
the oft-recurring factionalism that afflicts Indian communities. One must
work almost' as hard to consolidate Indian factions as to fight federal and
state laws, government officials, and attitudes of non-Indians.
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Less widely known women included in the book are activists Lucy Nicolar
(Penobscot), Alice Lee Jemison (Seneca), and Anna Mae Pictou-Aquash
(Mi'Kmaq). Writers are represented by Mourning Dove (Salish Okanogan)
and Gertrude Simmons Bonnin (Sioux). Mediators in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries include Mary Musgrove (Creek) and Molly Brant
(Mohawk). Catherine Brown (Cherokee) is described as the kind of Christian convert missionaries desired.
Others included are Lozen and Delfina Cuero. Lozen was an Apache
woman warrior who occupied cross-gender roles that allowed her to help
women in need as well as assume the role of warrior. Delfina Cuero
(Kumeyaay) graphically illustrates the struggle of Native peoples living in
the Borderlands as they contend with governments of two nations.
At the heart of these women's biographies lies the issue of identity. As
they explored and negotiated their own identities, they also mediated between their Native cultures and the culture of non-Indians. Women's lives,
their activities, and their perspectives have often remained hidden from history. This condition is particularly true for Native American women. We
should thank Theda Perdue and the authors for this collection of essays that
provide an important and expanded view of the world of Native American
women in history. Scholars should remember, though, that the figures represented in Sifters are only a few of the many Native women who have been
instrumental in enhancing and strengthening their communities and making significant contributions to American culture.
Marjorie M. Schweitzer
Taos, New Mexico

Native American Weapons. ByColin F. Taylor. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, with Salamander Books Ltd., 2001. 128 pp. 122 color plates, 33
halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3346-5.)
Colin F. Taylor has written numerous books, colorfully and lavishly illustrated, like this one on the Native peoples of North America. However, they
are usually stronger than Native American Weapons.
Taylor's book is divided into an introduction and five chapters dealing
with different types of weapons categorized by their functions: striking, cutting, piercing, defensive, and symbolic. The book is relatively encyclopedic, but Taylor rarely addresses the context of weapons and warfare in historic
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Native America. Indeed, the French term coup (strike), often used by Taylor, is never properly discussed or defined.
Although the book is lavishly illustrated and provides a bibliography of
textual citations, it offers no information about the history or present provenance of the artifacts illustrated. Indeed, the author details information
more about who took the present photographs and their sources than about
where those artifacts reside today. Moreover, there are numerous contemporary. illustrations, paintings, drawings, and photographs, but no information on their production is given.
A number of instances suggest that a closer, more substantive editorial
review should have been applied to the manuscript. For example, the "Spiro
Mounds of present-day Ohio" (p. 14) are actually in present-day Oklahoma.
Several photograph captions are also problematic. The name of the village
of Skidegate is mistakenly referred to as "Haida at Skidegote" (p. 69). A
percussion military rifle is erroneously identified as a flintlock gun, although
the image is not clear enough for a specific identification (p. 72). Unless the
photograph has been reversed, the bow case/quiver strap in one picture is
over the subject's right shoulder, not over the left (p. 77)'
The image titled "Mescalero Chief' (p. 91) is one of a series of at least six
photographs attributed to Santa Fe photographer A. Frank Randall by the
National Anthropological Archives at the Smithsonian Institution, and captioned as "Comanche Indians at Mescalero." Several of the image titles
reference a "Comanche John," "brother" of the subject of this image. The

1879 Mescalero Apache census does include a number of Comanches but
not someone called "Comanche John." However, the other images in the
series show a number of other Indians, including Comanche John's "brother"
and "wife," in the same studio. They are holding the same objects, a shield
and a lance among them. This suggests that the items were not prestigious
or sacred items owned by their holders and proudly displayed for the camera, but were studio props provided by the photographer. In fact, in other
photographs in the series, the blanket wrapped around the "Mescalero Chief"
clearly shows sewn-in curtain rings. Thus, these photographs are ethnographically problematic. Finally, Taylor was probably referring to Coronado, not
Cortes, in the following quotation: "When Cortes traveled through the Southwest in 1540-42 ..." (p. 109),
Although the book provides a broad overview of Native American weapons and may provide a novice or hobbyist with some basic information, it is
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superficial and provides little guidance toward an understanding of Native
American material culture.
Thomas W. Kavanagh
William Hammond Mathers Museum
Indiana University

Forests under Fire: A Century of Ecosystem Management in the Southwest.
Edited by Christopher J. Huggard and Arthur R. Gomez. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2001. xxiv + 307 pp. 31 halftones, maps, notes, index.

$4°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-1775-4.)
The eight essays in Forests under Fire showcase the diverse and varied
early history oftwentieth-century New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah. Although
its title implies that Forests under Fire is exclusively about ecosystem management, the strength of the book lies in political, cultural, and social analyses. The task for any environmental historian is to incorporate fairly and
judiciously the essential relationship between the natural world and the
people who live in it. Clearly, Huggard and Gomez were deliberate in choosing articles that strike such a delicate balance.
The critical link between these diverse and complementary essays, however, is the u.s. Forest Service and its management of grazing and logging
in the greater Southwest. Taken together, the essays are decidedly critical of
the Forest Service, exposing its historical reluctance to adopt a more holistic approach to ecosystem management. That argument is seen particularly
in Thomas Alexander's essay, "The Search for Total Ecosystem Management in the Forests of Southern Utah, 1976-1999." Yet, to the editors' credit,
the writers also thoroughly explain the historical conditions that motivated
the Forest Service and its commodity-based philosophy. Huggard's contribution traces the Forest Service mentality back to Aldo Leopold and convincingly argues that even Leopold, long before his mature thought in A
Sand County Almanac and contrary to his modern reputation, fully embraced Gifford Pinchot's philosophy.
Another positive aspect of Forests under Fire is how infinitely readable it
is. Books that focus on the bureaucratic history of an organization like the
Forest Service tend to be loaded with insider jargon inaccessible to the novice reader. Forests under Fire is a welcome exception. It is easy on the eyes,
especially John Herron's essay, "Wildfire Policy and Suppression in the
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American Southwest." Herron's excellent prose depicts fire as a biological
phenomenon and lifts it onto the cultural stage, giving voice to perhaps the
most pressing ecological concern now facing America's forests.
Forests under Fire's only weakness is its title. At first glance, the book
promises to be about ecosystem management. Except for Herron's article
and Paul Hirt's "A Case Study of Political Influence on Forest Management
Decisions: Coronado National Forest, Arizona, 1980s-1990s," the book is
shaded more toward political concerns, playing devil's advocate with the
Forest Service and its ill-advised management policy. The essays are organized schematically, moving steadily through a host of political, cultural,
and social issues and ending with.the environment. Readers looking exclusively for ecosystem theory may be disappointed.
However, readers who are looking for well-written essays focusing on the
political history of t.he Forest Service and other issues affecting southwestern Indians, grazing, and logging, will find Forests Under Fire well worth
reading.

Jeff Pappas
Arizona State University

Seeing Things Whole: The Essential John Wesley Powell. Edited by William
deBuys. (Washington, D.C.: Island Press Shearwater Books, 2001. xiii + 388 pp.
Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $27.50 cloth, ISBN 1-55963-872-9.)
John Wesley Powell is making a comeback. Today, one hundred years
after his death andalmostfifty years after writers Bernard DeVoto and Wallace
Stegner explored his life, Powell has returned to the shelves of western history. As this work edited by William deBuys illustrates, perhaps Powell should
never have left. Donald Worster, noted western and environmental historian at the University of Kansas, recently completed A River Running West,
a biography of Powell that is meeting high praise, and now, soto~ is deBuys's
edited collection of Powell's writings, Seeing Things Whole.
Although Powell remains one of the most significant figures in western
American exploration, natural science, and ecological thought, many of his
most important works remain unknown to the public, historians, and policy
makers. Students of western history can easily recall Powell's famous run
down the Colorado River and are familiar with his landmark Report on the

Lands of the Arid Region (1878), but know little else about Powell or his
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work. In this collection spanning more than three decades of the late nineteenth century, deBuys highlights Powell's often forgotten contributions to
western and environmental history. The book's subtitle- The Essential John
Wesley Powell-is apt. DeBuys presents Powell to a modern audience in his
own words and in his own time through essays that convince the reader of
Powell's importance not only to regional history but indeed to all of American history, especially that history speaking to the relationship between the
human and nonhuman worlds.
Sandwiched between Powell's writings, which range from dispatches from
his many western explorations and a keynote address given to the Anthropological Society of Washington to a speech given before the 1889 Montana
Constitutional Convention, are deBuys's insightful commentary on and
interpretation of Powell's message and impact. The sum of this volume illustrates Powell's significance to the modern United States. His current relevance is even more remarkable given the fact that many of Powell's
recommendations for western land use and soil development were ignored
during the peak of his national standing and influence.
Powell was named the first director of the Bureau of Ethnology in 1879
and was given control of the U.S. Geological Survey in 1881. These positions gave Powell a national podium as well as access to federal policy makers. But his message-that the West had limits, especially given its
aridity-struck settlers, boosters, and government officials alike as almost
un-American, certainly overly pessimistic. In the late nineteenth century,
western settlement appeared to be the future of America. Incorporating
Powell's suggestions into the existing patterns of western growth would require changing land use systems, regulating water consumption, and even
altering ideas of community and individualism. Regrettably, few Americans
were willing to make such changes during Powell's lifetime. What deBuys
establishes in this collection is that the very turbulent West would have
been a very different place if they had. Even today, deBuys concludes, following Powell's lead and thinking about land and society as part of an interconnected whole could do much to establish regional balance.
John Herron
University ofMissouri, Kansas City
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Tough Times in Rough Places: Personal Narratives ofAdventure, Death, and
Survival on the Western Frontier. Edited by Neil Carmony and David E. Brown.
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2001. 296 pp. Halftones, maps, bibliography. $14.95 paper, ISBN o-87490-700-x.)
This collection of fifteen western narratives is a peculiar book for a university press to have issued in the current climate of literary and historical
studies. Coedited by a chemist and a biologist who are apparently unfamiliar with the contemporary trends in the representation of the literary and
historical West, these narratives might have been culled by J. Frank Dobie
sixty or seventy years ago. They silhouette the old western history of expansion and conquest, ofWyatt Earp, the Donner Party, Billy the Kid, Pat Garrett,
the Mountain Meadows Massacre, and George Armstrong Custer. In their
introduction the editors assert that these narratives "depict the West as it
really was" (p. 2). No qualified authority in western literary or cultural history would make such a foolish claim today.
More to the point, the editors reprint narratives written exclusively from
an Anglo perspective and, with only one exception, a male point of view.
They ignore entirely the voices of Mexican, Native, Mrican, and Asian
Americans. Where are the Hispano exploration narratives such as those by
Cabeza de Vaca or Juan Bautista de Anza? Where are the Indian "narratives
of adventure, death, and survival" gleaned from such books as Black Elk
Speaks, Sarah Winnemucca's Life among the Piutes, Charles Eastman's From
the Deep Woods to Civilization, or Frank Bird Linderman's Pretty-Shield?
Why did they omit Nat Love's Life and Adventures? Where are the memoirs
of such buffalo soldiers as Henry Ossian Flipper, the first Black graduate of
West Point? While the editors excerpt Olive Oatman's captivity narrative,
they overlook such homesteading diarists as Elizabeth Dixon Smith, Millie
Dorsey Sanford, Jane Gould Tourtillot, and Catherine Haun. In brief, they
present a skewed portrayal of the West, hardly "the West as it really was."
The consequence of their tunnel vision is as obvious as it is painful. The
editors suggest that Edward S. Godfrey's "Custer's Last Battle" is "as near as
we come to an eye-witness account by a soldier" (p. 175). An officer in Maj.
Marcus Reno's regiment, Godfrey heard the gunfire from a few miles away.
The editors might have included genuine eyewitness accounts of the battle
by Native warriors, e.g., Crazy Horse's reminiscence first published in the
South Dakota Historical Collections in 1912 or Joseph White Bull's The
Warrior Who Killed Custer. Carmony and Brown reprint Marion P. Maus's
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account of chasing Geronimo through the Sierra Madre in 1885-1886. Upon
meeting Geronimo, Maus writes, the Indian "enumerated his grievances at
the [government] agency, all of which were purely imaginary or assumed"·
(p. 248). A more balanced depiction of events would include an excerpt
from Geronimo: His Own Story. After his raid on Columbus, New Mexico,
in 1916, the editors claim, ·Pancho Villa "was chased byAmerican troops for
over 500 miles through his native country at terrific cost to his prestige and
power" (p. 290). They fail to note that not only did Villa and his troops
escape the American Expeditionary Force expressly commissioned to capture them, but its failure was a sore embarrassment to the commander, Brig. '
Gen. John J. "Black Jack" Pershing, and Pres. Woodrow Wilson, who had
ordered the army into the field.
I cannot even commend the production values of this book. The manuscript needed a better copy editor, to judge from the appearance of the term
"expatriots" (p. 101) in lieu of "expatriates." The narratives might also have
been more fully annotated, e.g., Maus observes that braying burros alert of
danger better "than the geese of Rome" (P.243), an allusion to the legend
that the Roman garrison on Capitoline Hill was saved circa 390 Bcwhen
geese honked at the approach of hostile Celts. In short, while this book is
priced for classroom adoption, I cannot recommend it.
Gary Scharnhorst
University of New Mexico

Pie Town Woman: The Hard Life and Good Times ofa New Mexico Homesteader. By Joan Meyers. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2001. viii +207 pp. 96 halftones, notes, bibliography. $45.00 doth, ISBN 08263-2283-2, $2+95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2284-0.)
The photographs are familiar: the young housewife proudly displaying
the fruits and vegetables of her labors -in her dugout cellar; the homesteader
dancing a jig at a neighborhood square dance; the sleeping children scattered across a bed during a weekly card party in Pie Town. These images,
the work of Farm Security Administration photographer Russell Lee, were
taken in 1940 as he and his wife Jean were documenting the effects ofagricultural policy on the people who had struggled through the Great Depression and Dustbowl. The Lees happened to stop in this rather remote New
Mexican town with the whimsical name and stayed on to photograph the
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daily lives of the three hundred or so folks who lived in the area. Over forty
years later, author and photographer Joan Meyers found herself in the even
smaller community of Pie Town, where she did what all good travelers do
when they can-she visited the local cafe for a piece of homemade pie.
Meyers was familiar with Lee's photographs of the earlier era, and the "contrast between Pie Town then and Pie Town now intrigued" her (p. 45). In
the 1990S, Meyers contacted homesteaderlhousewife Doris Caudill (one of
the subjects in Lee's photographs now living in Cascade Locks, Oregon)
and returned to Pie Town to take her own photographs, completing the
history that Russell Lee's photographs suggest.
Photography is history in visual form, says Meyers in her afterword to this
compilation of historic photographs, family snapshots and reminiscences,
and her own accompanying text. She has revisited the sites and stories that
Russell Lee's Depression-era photographs documented of Pie Town, New
Mexico, in the 193os. Doris Caudill, the young mother holding her baby in
a snapshot that adorns the dust jacket, serves as the voice for Meyers, who
seeks to build a bridge between Lee's visual historical statement of over sixty
years ago and Caudill's memories of homesteading: "[We] were dirt poor
but we didn't know it" (p. 46). As a photographer, Meyers is aware of the
deception the camera can create and acknowledges the role the Lees played
in their efforts to romanticize the lives of the homesteaders in a region
where the soil was so bad it "shouldn't ever have been stirred with a stick"
(p. 175). Although they eventually "proved up" on their land, the Caudills'
homesteading efforts failed, and, within ten years, they had moved to Albuquerque and begun to live out the rest of their lives. Neither the Caudills
nor their neighbors could make the American Dream come true in Pie
Town (p. 168).
Caudill's memories of those years "on the divide" are still alive to her,
both through Lee's professional photographs and her own basket of fading,
curled snapshots. Like Meyers's work as a photographic archaeologist,
Caudill's voice is both nostalgic for an earlier, more innocent time and
resigned in the knowledge that that life was untenable. Although Jean Lee
admits today that they "really shouldn't ever have taken a photograph in Pie
Town" (p. 175), both Caudill and Meyers accept the deception as a moment
in time, a moment based in historical reality, however brief. Therein lies
the value of Pie Town Woman.
Sandra Schackel
Boise State University
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Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880. By Rodman Wilson Paul. Revised, expanded by Elliott West. Histories of the American Frontier series.
Edited by Ray Allen Billington, Howard Lamar, et al. (1963; reprint, Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. xx + 340 pp. Halftones, maps,
notes, bibliographic essay, index. $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2771-0.)
Rodman Wilson Paul died in 1987 after a distinguished career in the
field of western history. He taught at the California Institute of Technology,
served as president of the Western History Association, and wrote histories
of western mining. Of his half dozen books, Mining Frontiers of the Far
West, 1848-1880, has become a classic.
The book, reprinted here in its entirety, provides an overview of the rich
strikes and rushes, developments in mining technology, town building, and
government during the early "Americanization" period of the Far West.
Logically, he starts with the California gold rush, describing how its strikes
and camps set the pattern for what would follow. Gold strikes and gold camps,
and instant cities (and nascent governments) of California led to a reverse
migration of miners and settlements up and down the Sierra Nevada and,
starting with the fifty-niners, up and down the Rocky Mountain chain, from
Idaho to Arizona. His chapters on the placer-gold-mining era are followed
by the discovery and exploitation of the Comstock Lode of Nevada, 18591880. Colorado, with its difficult-to-work ores, application of scientific treatment, and proximity to the settled Middle West, is contrasted to the Nevada
experience. Paul ends with the rush to the Black Hills and the goldfields
around Deadwood, South Dakota.
The chapter on the Northwest and Southwest, perhaps, covers too much
territory and lacks the same level of detail found in the chapters on California, Nevada, and Colorado. However, this approach is understandable since
the Southwest's dominance in mining began in the twentieth century and
was base-metal, not precious-metal, driven. Also, literature about the Southwest mining experience was limited during Paul's research efforts. Unfortunately, the paucity of published histories about Arizona-New Mexico mining
continues.
Paul focuses on the processes of mining rushes and mining-technology
applications, economic and social change, and government practices. Mining Frontiers is more an interpretive work than a definitive chronicle. In
order to comprehend the rapid changes occurring throughout the Far West
during this period, one needs to understand mining's impact on the region.
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Readers seeking knowledge of the broad patterns of the nineteenth-century
mining West should begin with this book.
Paul's work appeared in 1963 as part of the Histories of the American
Frontier series. Because of the constraints of the series, many topics received
only passing coverage or were omitted. Respected western historian Elliott
West has added three chapters containing relevant new material on race,
gender, ethnicity, and the environment. All are worthy additions-indeed a
new treatment-to this classic study of the mining frontier. West also takes
advantage of more than three decades of new scholarship. He highlights
Chinese and Native American experiences, discusses the presence of women
at the mines, and covers sexual activity. (Paul never would have quoted the
sexual exploits from Alf Doten's diary as explicitly as West does here.) West
is an award-winning author of the Colorado gold rush's impact on the plains
environment, and his expertise is evident in these pages.
In summary, West a!1d Paul are so different in tone and details that the
revised Mining Frontiers is actually two exceptional interpretive books in
one volume, each written by a preeminent western historian of his era. The
University of New Mexico Press has issued this fine volume in an attractive,
accessible paperback edition.
Robert L. Spude
National Park SeTVice
Santa Fe

Sin Nombre: Hispana and Hispano Artists of the New Deal Era. By Tey Marianna Nunn. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. xii + 192
pp. 70 color plates, 75 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN
0-

826 3-2 399-5.)

There are those who create handicrafts, not art, and have a folklore, not
a culture, and for whom, all too often, numbers and categories have replaced names. This phenomenon is precisely the mythology that Tey
Marianna Nunn recognizes and tries to dismantle in her award-winning
book, Sin Nombre: Hispana and Hispano Artists of the New Deal Era. Nunn
reveals in both graphic and narrative detail the names, stories, and creativity
that evolved from the artistic movement initiated by Pres. Franklin D.
Roosevelt's New Deal programs in New Mexico between the years 1933-1943.
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Nunn opens her book with a valuable historical introduction to an era
that has failed to receive as much attention as it deserves in New Mexico
historiography. The transitional interwar years were defined by a heightened interest in the American past and were accompanied by the revitalization of "traditional arts." Nunn describes the federal- and state-supported
programs and local art centers that fostered this artistic movement born
during a time of change at the edge of both depression and war, and deeply
immersed in community.
Equally as important as the historical context is the social framework,
which is the focus ofNunn's first chapter and the critical concern underlying the entire study. The contributions made by Hispana/o artists to this
movement are largely absent from the national and local consciousness.
Using an assortment of documentation, she demonstrates that aesthetic values, art-history categories, and racial- and class-based prejudice explain this
omission. Artists were often characterized as "quaint" and "na'ive" while
their art was relegated to little more than handicraft. In contrast, Nunn illustrates how artists with creative hands and artistic vision took wood, cloth,
paint, iron, and tin and fused them with an eye toward their cultural legacy
and their own imagination, creating nothing less than art.
These contexts are subsumed, however, by individual stories, which Nunn
places at the forefront. The next five chapters address, respectively, painters
and muralists, furniture makers, fabric artists, mixed-media artists, and sculptors. Nunn respectfully details the lives and work of almost fifty artists, telling their stories that are filled with contrasts, where necessity and labor are
revealed as art. She relates stories of artists who defied the expectations of
others and "assistants" who were as instrumental as the artists actually credited and tells stories of art left unsigned and art claimed with stitches and
paint. Beyond the individual artists, Nunn also illustrates the collective nature of the movement, in which art emerged from vocational schools, weaving projects, and art centers throughout the region.
The artistic works accentuate the forms in which God-or the devil-is
in the details. The devil, after all, according to Nunn, was the underlying
movement supporter-El Diablo a Pie, a play on the English acronym,
WPA. More importantly, this book celebrates the artists and commemorates a very particular moment in time; their stories have finally been documented, thanks to the tenacious research of the author. Having turned a
dissertation into an exhibition, which evolved into this stunning book, Nunn
has reclaimed these voices through her project. This work will undoubtedly
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contribute to a broad-based scholarship, and I hope that more names and
biographies will continue to be added to advance our knowledge of New
Mexico's tremendously creative past and its contributions to the nation.
Esteva~ Rael-Galvez

New Mexico State Historian
Santa Fe

Madero in Texas. By David Nathan Johnson, edited by Felix D. Almaraz Jr.
(San Antonio, Tex.: Corona Publishing Company, 2001. xxvi + 195 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $27.00 cloth, ISBN 0-931722-08-x.)
Originally written in 1975 as a master's thesis at Trinity University in San
Antonio, Madero in Texas focuses on Francisco Madero anlhis inner circle
during 191O-1911, as they organized from the Hutchins Hotel in San Antonio, Texas, an armed rebellion to end the more than thirty-year-Iong dictatorship of Mexican president Porfirio Diaz. Madero could not have known.
that his flight to Texas and call to arms would lead to almost seven years of
revolutionary violence in Mexico and would ultimately inspire the writing
of the Mexican Constitution of 1917-the cornerstone of the modern Mexican state.
This work explains the important role San Antonio played at the beginning of the rebellion and portrays the planning, .execution, difficulties, and
frustrations of Madero and his followers. The author-also describes the occasional deep collective depression that Madero and his sometimes changing.inner circle suffered while in San Antonio. The book includes insight
into the "intrigue, nocturnal meetings ... and endless arguments" that occurred within the group (p.15). Particularlyinteresting are the relationships
between participants, the purchase and export of arms to supporters in
Mexico, and the writing and distribution of the Plan de San Luis PotosI.
Despite his activities in San Antonio, Madero and his junta organized neither "an elaborate scheme of revolution nor a tight coalition of revolutionaries" (p. 52).The work makes.c1ear thatthe shipment of arms to Madero's
supporters in Mexico was not difficult, despite the fact that such exports
violated U.S. neutrality laws. Furthermore, the author details Madero's personal fears, his constant battle to have enough money to support his family,
and the many sacrifices of his extended family members who attempted to
help him financially.
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Other historians have dealt with some of the information in this volume,
but Madero in Texas is valuable due to its narrow focus. The most important
aspect of this book, however, is the sense one gets of Madero's doubts about
the potential success of his movement, and the interaction between Madero
and the members of his junta. Publication makes more widely available a
study that historians of Mexico have previously cited in thesis form. The
original thesis was an excellent work based on primary documents from
Mexico and the United States. The editing and epilogue that historian Felix
D: Almaraz Jr. provided also strengthens the manuscript. This history is a
work worthy of purchase, for it makes a significant contribution to the study
of the Mexican Revolution.
Joseph A. Stout Jr.
Oklahoma State University

New Foundations: Preliminary Studies ofthe Texas Catholic Historical Society III. Edited by Jesus F. de la Teja. (Austin: Texas Catholic Historical Society, 2000. xi + 188 pp. Map, tables, notes, bibliography. $19.95 paper, ISBN
0-966°966-2-2. )
This small volume is the third in a series of reprints of scholarly articles
from the 1930S. The present collection contains a convention paper and
seven articles published in historical journals between 1935 and 1940. Four
were written by the renowned Carlos E. Castaneda. All the items in this
volume and in the previous two, Preparing the Way (1997) and Wilderness
Mission (1999), were republished to educate Texans about the pre-Anglo
Catholic and Hispanic foundations of their state's history. The foreword by
Robert E. Wright, O.M.I., outlines the 1930S background and the strength
and weakness of the subject matter these early scholars explored. There is
an up-to-date bibliography and one map; additional maps would have helped
this non-Texan reader. The essays themselves are the substance of the book,
and the solid scholarship and writing make for good reading.
Many items are annotated translations ofdocuments -an early-seventeenthcentury manuscript of an early-sixteenth-century drama, a hypothesis about
the Coronado Expedition that I found especially interesting and enlightening, a chronicle of the LaSalle episode of 1688-1689 as seen through Spanish eyes, the 1715 staffing of new Franciscan missions, a description of Texas
missions in 1789, the college and university scene, and the craft of printing
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in the central regions of New Spain. There is an aura of datedness that even
readers uneducated in historiography can grasp. But these scholars created
the necessary context within which fragments of history and previously isolated documents now make sense; these were the giants on whose shoulders
later historians have stood to see farther than the giants had seen.
Thomas f. Steele, S.f.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Fragments ofa Golden Age: The Politics ofCulture in Mexico since 1940. Edited by Gilbert Joseph, Anne Rubenstein, and Eric Zolov, forward by Elena
Poniatowska. American Encounters/Global Interaction. (Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press, 2001. xvii + 507 pp. 55 halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $64.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-27°7-4, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2718-x.)
Historians have generally ignored the dynamics of postrevolutionary
Mexico, and this volume, as the editors note, provides one .of the fe~ academic histories in English of the period after 1940. Borrowing its title from
the '~golden age" of Mexican cinematic production and popularity during
the 1940S and 195os, this work combines the efforts of historians, anthropologists, novelists, artists, and cultural critics to provide a multifaceted perspective on the ways in which the politics of cultural production and
consumption played a pivotal role in the construction of Mexican nationalism in the second half of the twentieth century.
Fragments ofa Golden Age is divided into three parts. In the first part, the
editors note that, after the radical administration of Lazaro Cardenas, the
government's "officialparty," the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI),
sought to forge a new Mexican identity and promote a sense of nationalism
imd consensus. Arthur Schmidt observes that the generally accepted "revolution to evolution" theme, as a unifying myth offering legitimacy in post1940 Mexico, emphasized steady material expansion and orderly transfer of
presidential power and encouraged observers to see change as coming from
Mexitan economic and political elites. Elena Poniatowska, however, reminds
that ~istory is also made "in the public square, in the street, in the tenements,
in ori~'s own home, in the movies, and even in kitchens" (p. xii).
Part two includes twelve essays and a cartoon reflecting "fragments" of
"
.
postrevolutionary Mexican popular culture, focusing largely but not exclusiveli on the "golden" forties, fifties, and sixties. Among these essays are
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Jeffrey Pilcher's examination of the transformation of Mexican food ways in
the twentieth century. and its impact upon markets, gender,. and national
identity. Alex Saragosa discusses the regime's selective appropriation of cultural forms to "image" the country in order to -promote. nationalism and·
identity and encourage tourism. John Mraz's discussion of Mexico's leading
illustrated magazines exposes the fiction of a free press during the period.
Seth Fine examines the interconnections between the development of
Mexico's official ideology, the national film industry, and U.S. propaganda
enterprises during World War II. Steven J. Bachelor analyzes the impact of
transnational corporations (General Motors) upon working-class attitudes
and behaviors, andOmar Hernandez and Emile McAnany examine aspects .
of the privatization of Mexico's state-run television system in the 1990S. Other
essays treat such diverse topics as the death and funeral of movie star Pedro
Infante, tourism, professional \Yrestling (lucha libre), rock music, soap op~
eras, and archaeological ruins.
In the concluding section, Mary Kay Vaughan notes that, although the
Mexican central government did not carry out a systematically planned and
implanted "cultural project," no other state in the western hemisphere invested as much in the creation and promotion of a national culture and no
Latin American regime reaped greater benefits from its investment than did
the PRJ. Scholars and students seeking a broader conceptual framework for
understanding the dynamics of postrevolutionary Mexico -,- indeed,anyone
interested in contemporary Latin American history and culture in generalwill find this book an innovative and stimulating point of departure.
Michael M. Smith
Oklahoma State University

Hopi Animal Stories. Compiled and edited by Ekkehart Malotki, narrated by
Michael Lomatuway'ma and Sidney Namingha Jr., and introduced by Barre
Toelken. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska .Press, 2001. xxxi + 261 pp. Halftones, bibliography, appendix. $16,95 paper, ISBN 0-8°32-8271-0.)
-

Hopi Stories ofWitchcraft, Shamanism, and Magic. By Ekkehart Malotki and
Ken Gary. (Lincoln: University ofNebraskci Press, 2oOl.lvii + 290 pp. 3l halftones, bibliography, glossary. $29.95 doth, ISBN 0-8°32-3217-9.)
Lorena Lomatuway'ma writes, "This may seem strange,but·as we all
know, stories are powerful things in which almost anything is possible" (p.
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43)' These two books continue Ekkehart Malotki's endeavor to bring Hopi
oral narratives into English and expose them to a wider audience. Unlike
several prior volumes, in which bilingual texts were aligned on facing pages,
Malotki presents only the English translations of both volumes here. (The
cloth edition of Hopi Animal Stories includes Hopi language versions.)
Michael Lomatuway'ma, Malotki's principal Hopi collaborator, transcribed
and translated many of the Hopi narratives for Animal Stories. Lomatuway'ma's passing in 1987 evidently impeded Malotki from further Hopi
transcription, and Stories ofWitchcraft is only available in English.
Animal Stories features numerous creatures and their mutual relationsincluding wrens, bullsnakes, field mice, ants, badgers, and coyotes-as both
protagonists and interlocutors for human characters. They provide some
fascinating windows onto Hopi observation and imagination of nature and
society. There are bear medicine-people who live in their own kiva, an old
rattlesnake who parents a human baby, and a human couple that births but
ineffectively rears antelope children. Stories ofWitchcraft covers a narrative
smorgasbord from which Malotki identifies various themes. He prominently
infers an early Hopi shamanism from such motifs as magical flight, initiation by animals, use of psychotropic plants, journeys to the land of the dead,
and skeletal dismemberment and resurrection. These phenomena are all
common to shamanism cross-culturally, as are the elements of negative transformation in stories featuring popwaqt (witches).
In identifying themes, as well as in assigning story titles (absent in the
original Hopi), Malotki engages in genre-construction. Whiie there is a genre,
istutuwutsi (coyote stories), identified in Hopi, Malotki acknowledges that
there is no similar genre for either grouping represented in the books' titles.
The groupings are loose and story titles are often quite arbitrary. As Lorena
Lomatuway'ma suggests in the quotation at the beginning of this review, it
is hard to imagine any Hopi narrative not of a directly historical or sociological kind, that would not fit under "magic." Any attempt to translate narratives that are deeply embedded in a cultural context unfamiliar to a primary
target audience (non-Hopis interested in folklore and anthropology) requires
significant interpretation. Anthropologists' long-standing attention toNative American narratives has shown that the purposes and protocols of translation are by no means self-evident. Perhaps the most powerful demonstration
of symbolic complexity in indigenous American narratives is Levi-Strauss's
structuralist approach. In recent decades, poets and literary scholars such as
Tom Lowenstein, Arnold Krupat, and Gerald Vizenor, and literarily informed
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linguistic anthropologists such as Dennis Tedlock, William Bright, and Keith
Basso have transformed the study of Native literatures, building in sophisticated ways on earlier, frequently psychological models of interpretation.
Malotki is a linguist, not a linguistic anthropologist, and he seems oblivious to anthropological and literary arguments, from explanations of witchcraft and magic to questions of translating oral discourse, although Barre
Toelken, who wrote the introduction to Hopi Animal Stories, belongs in the
above list of literary scholars and is definitely aware of literary complexities.
Malotki instead draws upon a narrow style of comparative religion, simply
rendering the texts and eliciting themes in the fashion of rather antiquated
European scholarship. Many stories are intrinsically fascinating, and publishing them in this form continues a tradition of Hopi folklore studies going back to H. R. Voth, but, today, they need more adequate interpretation
in both narrative and cultural terms. They brim with cultural information
but are too often insufficiently adduced or explicated. A Western (perhaps
also a Hopi) reader's expectations are disrupted by episodes promised at one
stage of a narrative but never delivered.
An example of this problem is "A Flood at Oraibi," a powerful story that
contains a typically arbitrary title but that is actually about the social disorder produced by excessive gambling (Hopi Stories of Witchcraft, pp. 17385). In the story, the village chiefarranges for his nephew to appear in kachina
form to terrify the gamblers. At a key stage, the chief tells his nephew, his
matrilineal heir (although Malotki does not note that), to return for supplemental instructions -an event absent from the subsequent narrative in which
the nephew is ritually killed. Did the nephew know that death would be his
end, or did his uncle fool him into it, and what might that say in a Hopi
social context? Did the nephew forget to go back for the additional instructions? Would Hopi story auditors simply infer an offstage transaction? Or
did the narrator telling the story into a tape recorder, to someone insufficiently fluent in Hopi narrative discourse to question this absence, simply
forget to include the piece?
Similarly, in the same story, we learn that the kachina nephew is wearing
three masks beneath his outer one. Each one is a named Kachina spirit;
such spirits vary greatly and have multiple purposes in the Hopi supernatural imaginary. Each receives no more explanation than "male kachina" in
the glossary, although presumably they have particular resonances for knowledgeable Hopi listeners. Such explanatory lacunae are pervasive.
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The comparative frame is also weak. Malotki seems unaware of the great
range of other Pueblo literature and ethnography, which includes much
shared material. A glaring absence, for example, is any discussion of Keresan
shamanism. As noted, the analytical anchors are similarly paltry. Themes of
social paradox, including the conflicting tensions of exogamy and matrilocality, of pervasive philosophical dualism, and of the theft of supernatural
power by a magical transformer-hero to introduce "culture" into the world
from "nature," appear repeatedly in these Hopi narratives, in which metaphorical animals play out human moral, psychological, and spiritual conundrums in a landscape saturated with cultural meanings. Yet Levi-Strauss's
analysis of each of these major themes in Native mythology-for example,
on the Northwest Coast and the Plateau-is conspicuously absent.
Malotki's work contains other oddities. He notes that the political climate for Hopi fieldwork worsened greatly in the late 1980s, without mentioning that his own publications and his public disdain for Hopi complaints
about his research practices were one significant cause. I have no specific
reason to doubt his assertions that the Hopi narrators, most now deceased,
willingly recounted these stories to help preserve them in such formats, but
there are well-known instances in which that was not the case, and, at one
time, there was an initiative led by the Hopi tribal chairman to declare
Malotki persona non grata on the reservation.
Malotki is definitely one of the most knowledgeable lexicographers and
grammarians of the Hopi language, but his tendency to segregate his own
studies hermetically, both in the field and in the text, from the body of Hopi
ethnography and from broad interests of the Hopi community, often leads
to idiosyncratic interpretations and claims that are ethnologically false or
one-dimensional. He argues that Hopis no longer believe in witchcraft, a
claim that is simply not true. He states that the Yaya't conjuring society died
out in the early twentieth century, although it was certainly still practicing
at Second Mesa during the 1980s. Such apparent ignorance or neglect partly
underwrites his claim to preserve aspects of a past culture that has otherwise
vanished, but it is precisely this sort ofblinkered scholastic paternalis}TI that
Hopis still actively engaged in traditional practices reject. And the resultant
interpretations often have a fragmentary, one-sided quality. Although Malotki
is correct that there is no shaman sodality in the present, there are certainly
at Second and Third Mesas several active individual shaman-curers, none
of whom Malotki seems to have sought out to inform his understanding of
shamanism.
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In sum, the imprint of Malotki's scholarly practice impinges upon these
texts as elsewhere in his oeuvre. His self-imposed exile from anthropological and literary approaches to Native American narratives is mirrored in his
erratic engagement with Hopi culture, in which there is an apparent isolation from much contemporary Hopi discourse and practice. This practice is
regrettable both for scholarship and for the Hopi community. Malotki is a
gifted scholar who knows a great deal about Hopi culture, and he is genuinely providing an important service to Hopi heritage in the preservation of
these narratives. Both anthologies provide a useful resource for younger
Hopis and for outsiders interested in Hopi literature and culture. But Hopis
and others will have to bring their own interpretive frames to bear upon
these stories in order to extend their salience within more significant registers than are offered by the editor.
Peter M. Whiteley
American Museum
New York

of Natural History

Black Sun ofthe Miwok. By Jack Burrows. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2000. xvii + 171 pp. Halftones. $19.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2237-9.)
This book combines oral histories with the author's personal reminiscences of the Miwok people who lived in Calaveras County, California,
before World War II. Each chapter memorializes Indians whom Burrows
met in his youth. His knowledge of these characters is more than incidental. His grandfather and mother lived among the Miwoks, and Miwok friends
taught Burrows the rudiments of their language.
The book is much more than a sentimental journey through the warmly
remembered days of Jack Burrow's childhood. He describes in wrenching
detail the poverty, brutality, and violence that characterized California Indians' lives at that time. He confesses that he completely assimilated the
racist values of his fellow White Calaverans. "Digger, Digger! Black as a
Nigger!" was a common taunt among White children in those days (p. 57)'
Yet Burrows overcame the dehumanizing stereotypes that most Whites casually accepted. He found Indian humanity in surprising places. Mary, a
bawdy, profane, alcoholic prostitute, taught him elementary Miwok. Burrows never understood her reasons for tutoring him. Most of her associations with other White boys involved sex. According to Burrows, most of the
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boys in that part of the county had their first sexual experience with old
Mary, who had likely copulated with their fathers as well. But the old woman,
who mooned horrified motorists as they drove through Calaveras" sat patiently with Burrows on the root of an old tree and taught him Miwok words,
She called him "Chackie" and said he was a "goot poy" (p. 75).
Not all Indians whom Burrows describes were able to rise above their
circumstances. Alcoholism and violence are common themes in the book,
which contains the most horrific description of a murder that I have ever
read. Two Miwok brothers drank red wine and fought on a regular basis, but
one night they went toofaLMost of Burrows's Miwok friends came to bad
ends-;murder, suicide, acute alcoholism."...and few,Whites·came to a humane understanding of their Indian neighbors.
Burrows has written down personal Indian histories that are rarely recorded,
but there are 'some puzzling elements of the book too. Burrows became a
history teacher and taught Indian history at SanJose City College, yet, with- "
out, editorial comment, he uses words like "squaw" and generalizes about,
"Indian" behavior, thought patterns, and phiJosophy. In telling the story of
these;Miwoks, whose lives end so badly, he contributes to the impr~ssion that
the Miwoks and other California Indians have val!ished. His long verbatim
quotes of cOf).versatipns rqise ,suspicions about his ability to recaU so crisply the
details, of his youth and stories that were told to him by others. This is ,one of
the flaws that c.omes from writing in a novelistic manner,.
Yet to dwell on these criticisms is to miss the value of Burrows's book. He
captu~es the essence of foothill' life 'i~' the interwar ye~rs; and provides a
portrait of th~ 'intimately connected Indian anciWhitecommunities of
Calaveras County, the look, the feel, the s~ell of the land, and the sensibilities of its people. Burrows knows the country and p~ople he describes. Natives and newcomers ~like will recognize them.
Albert L, Hurtado'
Univ~rsity of Oklahoma- ,

Foundations ofAnasazi Culture: The Basketmaker~Pueblo Transition. Edited
by Paul F. Reed; foreword by Elizab'eth A. Morris. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2000. xiii + 293 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth,ISBNO-87480-656-9.)
,This'edited volume presents thirteen'chapters on various aspects of the
Basketmakei III (circa AD 450-750) adaptation over the northern Southwest.
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Eight chapters summarize different recently localized research projects, three
have special topics (ceramics, lithics, and iconography), and two (the first
and last) summarize current understanding. The high quality contributions
will increase archaeological understanding of this period. Also included are
pithouses from the Basketmaker II, the first period offering abundant ceramics but lacking the above-ground living structures of the later Pueblo
periods.
Reed's introductory chapter not only places the Basketmaker III in context but is also a careful, detailed summary of the evidence for different
models of the introduction of ceramics, subsistence and agricultural dependence, sedentism, mobility and seasonality, and community organization
and socio-political structure. Reed's contribution is the most important chapter in this well-produced volume, for it not only refers to the other chapters
but brings in other relevant research as well. In time, though, the more
descriptive and narrowly focused chapters may become more prominent as
archaeological understanding changes and these chapters become significant resources. Most are based on "Cultural Resource Management" investigations, which are typically published in the "grey" literature and often
become difficult to locate over time.
The individual contributions reflect the variability of the field and confirm that the ideal types used as a shorthand are poor models of what is
actually found on the ground. Nevertheless, the differences as well as the
connections to Southwest-wide trends are impressive. As R. Gwi~n Vivian
comments in the last chapter, the material in this book demonstrates regional differences within the Basketmaker III, along with similarities among
the broader cultural traditions'in the Southwest.
The areal coverage provided is not ideal. Five of the eight research project
reports come from the area along the Arizona-New Mexico border. A more
even distribution would have included more studies from farther north and
west. In the most western project, one near Navajo Mountain, Geib and
Spurr report on continuity between Basketrnaker II and III, which is rarely
observed. The period was characterized by sedentary, relatively permanent
agricultural villages, with ceramics developing from an early brown ware.
This volume also presents evidence for a surprisingly high degree of integration with numerous "Great Kivas," much closer to later cultural developments than I expected. Warfare did occur but does not seem to be constant,
nor are all "stockades" necessarily defensive in nature. I have argued in The
Origins of Southwestern Agriculture (1991) that many of the distinctive as-
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pects of Basketmaker III are derived from the Eastern Basketmaker II, but
that topic is not investigated here, although I did not find any evidence to
reject it. This book will see a great deal of use over the years.
R. G. Matson

University of British Columbia

Building Hoover Dam: An Oral History ofthe Great Depression. By Andrew

J. Dunar and Dennis McBride. (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1993; reprint,
Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2001. xix + 350 pp. 66 halftones, map, appendices, notes, index. $24-95 paper, ISBN 0-87417-389-9.)
Two interesting threads ofscholarship-labor history and oral interviewscome together in this volume of memories of workers at the Boulder Canyon Dam Project outside Las Vegas, Nevada. Andrew J. Dunar, professor of
history at the University of Alabama at Huntsville, and Dennis McBride,
founder and curator of the Boulder City Museum and Historical Association, edited a series of interviews conducted over the past thirty-five years by
staff and faculty of the University of Nevada campuses in Reno and Las
Vegas. The collected interviews were first published a decade ago, but they
deserve reprinting as historical consciousness changes and memories fade
about the greatest public-works project of its generation.
What catches the eye (and by inference the ear) of this reviewer is how
the interview process at once validated and challenged several key tenets of
scholarship of the past thirty years: giving voice to the voiceless, focusing on
"micro-history" to elucidate larger themes and concepts, and searching for
examples of "conquest" to debunk their heroic qualities in favor of more
sobering assessments about the American West.
Dunar and McBride followed a conventional timeline of the design and
planning ofthe then largest water-storage facility in the United States, which
also became the single most important symbol of hope and opportunity for
unemployed laborers, craftsmen, and their families in the depths of the Great
Depression. Standing with the aid of leg braces at the dedication ceremonies in September 1935, Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt (FOR), whose administration accepted praise for efforts initiated by the discredited Herbert
Hoover, told the assembled thousands: "The transformation wrought here
in these years is a twentieth-century marvel" (p. 311). Dunar and McBride
also articulated the vision of those who labored in the desert heat and dust
to make that day happen. The quotations echoed the popular FOR and
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went beyond the criticisms of any of Roosevelt's contemporaries (or of revisionist scholars a generation later).
From the long but rarely tedious sequence of interviews arise several
intriguing themes that might inspire other historians of western water, science and technology, or public policy. At no time did the workers realize
that environmental historians one day would make their handiwork a monument to ecological devastation. Yet the workers spoke with great candor
about conditions in which people gained and lost jobs with the same regularity as Gilded Age factory workers and about the no crew members who
died over the course of only two years. Many workers commented on the
"boomtown" atmosphere of Boulder City and neighboring Las Vegas, a town
of less than five thousand people in 1930. Grateful for employment when
the nation's leaders seemed incapable of feeling their pain, the workers also
patronized red-light districts and speakeasies-eerily resembling the California gold fields or San Francisco's Barbary Coast-that somehow escaped
the attention of law enforcement.
From the memories of the four thousand workers of Six Companies,
Inc., building Hoover Dam emerges as a tale that bears repeating. Whenever scholars stand between their readers and those who create the past,
they should be cautious about inferring motives and attitudes not shared by
the makers of history. Boulder Canyon Dam offers a fascinating glimpse at
the intersection of the"old" and "new" Wests, with "pioneer" lifestyles juxtaposed with the latest in technology and communications. The modern
Las Vegas (and by extension the gaming industry of the twenty-first century)
rose Phoenix-like from the deserts of southern Nevada; workers described
streets lined with prostitutes, free or low-cost food buffets in the casinos, and
bootleggers in need of badges "to keep from selling booze to each other" (p.
217)' Said one worker: "You could eat as long as you could eat. ... That
went over big with these people that had been in breadlines" (p. 168).
Dunar and McBride offer a short epilogue that offers some context for
the legacy of Hoover Dam and imply that the story of its construction has
yet to be written (despite several works to the contrary). Now that a new
generation of southwesterners benefits from the low-cost electricity, population growth surges across the landscape of communities far from the Colorado River, and the cyclical phenomenon of drought reoccurs, the voices of
the builders of "the father of all the dams" (p. 251) add depth to the new
narrative of life in the American West.
Michael Welsh
University of North em Colorado
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Aaron Burr: Conspiracy to Treason. By Buckner F. Melton Jr. (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 2001. vii + 278 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN 0-471-39209-X.)
Buckner F. Melton Jr. had two objectives in writing Aaron Burr: Conspiracy to Treason. The first was to provide a readable account of the events
culminating in the most famous treason trial in U.S. history. The second
was to remind Americans that, "if we are to govern ourselves, we must remember the danger of a brilliant mind driven by frail human needs" (p.
236). Much of the story of Aaron Burr's intrigues in the trans-Appalachian
and trans-Mississippi West is familiar. In the decades immediately after the
American Revolution, the U.S. government had little control over or much
interest in the vast territory stretching westward from the Appalachian Mountains to the Mississippi River. Yet control of that river and the port facility at
New Orleans was of considerable strategic and economic importance to
everyone living west of the mountains. Those Americans were, therefore,
susceptible to domestic and foreign conspiracies that promised greater attention to their needs and protection from other countries.
Aaron Burr's activities in the West and his subsequent trials have continued to attract attention because of the fame of the men involved and because we still do not have a definitive understanding of Burr's intent. Few
prominent Americans of the Early National Period are absent. In addition
to such notables as Henry Clay, Alexander Hamilton, Andrew Jackson,
Thomas Jefferson, and John Marshall, dozens of less significant political
and legal figures were involved either in Burr's conspiracies or in the efforts
to bring him to justice. Burr may have intended to liberate Spanish territory
west of the Mississippi River, seize the Floridas, establish an indepe!1dent
nation west of the Appalachians, or even wrest control of the U.S. government from duly-elected officials. Whatever his ultimate objective, he devoted a considerable amount of time to consult a variety of famous and
infamous characters in preparation for some sort of action.
Although Aaron Burr: Conspiracy to Treason does not resolve the debate
over Burr's intentions or guilt, it does make a contribution. Melton is a
professor of law at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and an
expert on constitutional law. Not unexpectedly, his sections on Burr's various trials are particularly helpful in understanding the historical antecedents and contemporary sense of the central legal issues. Other parts of the
text may concern historians: there is some conjecture unsubstantiated by
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evidence, and some may also object to Melton's casual style. In one section,
for example, Gen. William Eaton is described as "a one-man C.I.A." and
"the original Lawrence of Arabia ... with more than a touch of James Bond
thrown in" (p. 93). Melton, however, provides a readable, popular account
of the events, and the drama and pace of the story will engage most readers.
Richard C. Rohrs
Oklahoma State University

Book Notes

Albuquerque: A City at the End of the World. By V. B. Price, photographs by
Kirk Gittings. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2003. xvi + 199
pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-3097-5.)
Clearing a Path: Theorizing the Past in Native American Studies. Edited by
Nancy Shoemaker. (New York: Routledge, 2002. xiii + 215 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-415-92675-2.)
The Cuba Reader: History, Culture, Politics. Edited by Aviva Chomsky, Barry
Carr, and Pamela Maria Smorkaloff. The Latin American Readers. (Durham,
N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. x + 723 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $26.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3197-7.)

Collective Willeto: The Visionary Carvings of a Navajo Artist. By Shonto
Begay, Walter Hopps, Lee Kogan, Greg LaChapelle, and John and Stephanie
Smither, photographs by Bruce Hucko. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 2002. viii + 115 pp. Color plates, notes, bibliography. $45.00 cloth,
ISBN

0-89013-396-4.)

Female Citizens, Patriarchs, and the Law in Venezuela, 1786-19°4. By Arlene

J. Dfaz. Engendering Latin America series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2004- xiii + 335 pp. Halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95
paper, ISBN 0-8°32-664°-5.)

From Fanatics to Folk: Brazilian Millenarianism and Popular Culture. By
Patricia R. Pessar. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2004. xiv + 273
pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95 paper, ISBN 0-82233264-7.)
I-!istoria: The Literary Making of Chicana and Chicano History. By Louis
Gerard Mendoza. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2001. xi +
336 pp. Appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth,
15 0-3, $24-95 paper, ISBN 1-58544-179-1.)

ISBN
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The Institute of American Indian Arts: Modernism and U.S. Indian Policy.
By Joy L. Gritton. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. xv
+ 199 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-826318 78-9.)
The Lonesome Plains: Death and Revival on an American Frontier. By Louis
Fairchild. West Texas A&M University Series, no. 7. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 2002. xiv + 323 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 1-58544-182-1.)

Mesoamerican Lithic Technology: Experimentation and Interpretation. Edited by Kenneth G. Hirth. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2003.
304 pp. Halftones, maps, graphs, tables, appendixes, bibliography, index.
$5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-765-4.)
Native America Collected: The Culture of an Art World. By Margaret Dubin.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. viii + 184 pp. Color
plates, halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2174-7.)
A Passion for Gold: An Autobiography. By Ralph J. Roberts with Mary Beth
Gentry. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2002. xviii + 232 pp. 60 halftones, 12 maps, appendix, glossary, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-

87417-5 02 -X .)

Stringing Together a Nation: Candido Mariano Da Silva Rondon and the
Construction of a Modem Brazil, 1906-1930. By Todd A. Diacon. (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2004. xi + 228 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. h4.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-3210-8, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3249-3,)
We Came Naked and Barefoot: The Journey ofCabeza de Vaca Across North
America. By Alex D. Krieger, edited by Margery H. Krieger, foreword by
Thomas R. Hester. Texas Archaeology and Ethnohistory Series. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 2003. xvii + 318 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-292-74350-5.)

Words West: Voices of Young Pioneers. By Ginger Wadsworth. (New York:
Clarion Books, 2003. xiii + 191 pp. Halftones, bibliography, index. $18.00
cloth, ISBN 0-618-23475-6.)

News Notes

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies at Southern Methodist University offers the William P. Clements Prize for the Best Non-Fiction
Book on Southwestern America, to promote and recognize fine writing and
original research on the American Southwest. The competition is open to
any nonfiction book, including biography, on any aspect of Southwestern
life, past or present, with a 2004 copyright. Submissions must be postmarked
by 18 January 2005, although earlier submission is preferable. Judges will
announce the 2004 prizewinner on 5 July 2005. For further information,
contact David Weber, Director, Clements Center for Southwest Studies,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX 75275-0176; phone (214) 7681233; e-mail: dweber@smu.edu.

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites

October 200+ The Albuquerque Museum announces the opening of
"Common Ground: Art of New Mexico." The exhibit includes art from the
Territorial Period, the Taos Society of Artists, early modernist artists, and
Santa Fe and Albuquerque artists working during the 1920S to the present.
The exhibit is displayed in the East Gallery. The museum is located at 2000
Mountain Road NW, Albuquerque. For more information visit the museum
website: http://www.cabq.gov/museum/featured.html.
24

Calendar of Events

8 November 2004: Deadline for proposals to the New Mexico State Historic
Preservation Division (HPO) small grants. HPD will award two to three
grants of $4,000-$7,500 in the fields of architectural preservation and archaeology. Consideration will be given to projects that use matching funds,
focus on rural areas and nonfederallands, involve areas where there are threatened resources, and have a strong education and outreach component. For
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more information, contact the HPD at 228 East Palace Ave., Santa Fe, NM,
87501; email: kearle@dca.state.nm.us.
1

December 2004: The Southwestrrexas Popular and American Culture As-

sociation invites paper proposals for its twenty-sixth annual conference, to
be held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Albuquerque, 9-12 February 2005.
For more information contact Wallis Sanborn, Texas Culture Area Chair,
3015 29 th Street, Lubbock, TX 79410; phone (806) 7-77-7332; email:
wsanborm@cox.net; or visit the website http://www.h-net.org/~swpca/
index.html.

4 December 2004: Author Nasario Garda will lecture at the National Hispanic Cultural Center on his latest book jChistes! Hispanic Humor of Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado. The book examines orally gathered
humor, in English and regional Spanish, in the forms of jokes, pranks, hyperbole, slapstick, and other modes of humor. For more information, visit
the website: http://www.nhccnm.org.

31 December 2004: Deadline for paper proposals to "Fort Stanton Stories:
Celebrating 150 Years History & Humanities Conference." The conference
will be held during May 2005. For more information, contact Dr. Cynthia
E. Orozco, P.O. Box 7908, Ruidoso, NM 88355; phone (505) 258-2212; email:
cynthia.orozco@enmu.edu; or visit the website: www.fortstanton.com.

15 January

Deadline for paper proposals to "Shaping the American
West: A New Western Ethic for the Twenty-First Century, an International
Interdisciplinary Conference" sponsored by Utah Valley State College. Papers should address (but are not limited to) topics such as urbanization,
immigration, cultural history, water policy, tourism, the military-industrial
complex, Hollywood, multiculturalism, land use pressures, and environmental concerns. For more information, contact Robert Cousins, English
and American Studies, Mail Code 153, Utah Valley State College, 800 West
University Parkway, Orem, UT 84058; email: robert.cousins@uvsc.edu; or
visit the website: http://research.uvsc.edu/AmWest.

15 January

2005:

2005: Deadline for paper proposals to the ninety-ninth annual
meeting of the Organization ofAmerican Historians to be held at the Hilton
Washington Hotel in Washington, D.C., 19-22 April 2006. The program
theme, "Our AmericalNuestra America," invites participants to explore the
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many meanings of "America" for people living in North America and beyond. For submission information, visit the website: http://www.oah.org/
meetings.

3-5 March

The Missouri Valley History Conference announces the
forty-eighth annual conference to be held at the Embassy Suites in downtown Omaha, Nebraska. For more information, visit the website: http://
www.unomaha.edu/Unolhistory/mvhchome.htm.
2005:

23-26 March 2005: The Southwestern Historical Association announces its
2005 annual meeting. The meeting will be held in New Orleans, Louisi-

ana, at the Fairmont Hotel. For more information, visit the website: http://
swhistorical. uta.edu/.

6-10 April 2005: The Society for Applied Anthropology announces the conference "Heritage, Environment, and Tourism" to be held at La Fonda Hotel
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The society invites submissions from a wide variety offields including anthropology, archaeology, geography, sociology, folklore studies, public history, tourism studies, and environmental science. For
additional information, contact Erve Chambers, Department of Anthropology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742; e-mail: echambers@
anth.umd.edu.
21-23

April 2005: The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its annual

meeting and conference in Clayton, New Mexico. For more information,
visit the society's website: http://www.hsnm.org/.

15-17 July 2005: To mark the sixtieth anniversary of the detonation of the
first atomic bomb at Trinity Site in New Mexico, the Center for the Study of
War and Society and the University of Tennessee Press will host a conference to assess the impact of the development of nuclear weapons on American society and culture. For more information, e-mail: gpiehler@utk.edu;
or visit the website: web.utk.edu/~csws.
12-15. October 2005: The Western History Association announces its fortyfifth annual conference, "Western Traditions and Transitions: Cultural Di~ersity and Demographic Change." The conference will be held at the
Marriott Camelback Inn in Scottsdale, Arizona. For more information, visit
the website: http://www.unm.edu/~whalconflconfinfo.htm.

